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PREFACE

In mid-December 2017 around 120 attendees gathered in the Exhibition 
Centre adjacent to the Bristol Robotics Laboratory for the first UK-RAS 
Network (www.ukras.org) supported conference on Robotics and Autonomous Systems.  

The primary goal of the event was to provide a forum, for early-stage researchers, 
many of whom were PhD students studying independently or in one of the 
EPSRC-funded Centres for Doctoral Training, to present their work to peers 
and more senior academics. As such, this event was designed to fit into an emerging 
UK niche that has arisen from the increasing scope and maturity of the UK’s prime 
conference event TAROS.  

Approximately 60 papers were accepted, and the standard was very high. A set of 
very wide-ranging application domains for advanced Robotics and Autonomous 
Systems and devices was presented and discussed at the meeting. The event format 
allowed either for a conventional podium presentation of the work, or a lunchtime poster 
session. In either case the written presentation was a two-page extended abstract.  

To make the TAROS link explicit, the authors of the best of the papers presented at this 
event were each invited to develop their extended abstract into a full paper 
submission to be presented in a special UK-RAS conference session at 
TAROS 2018 (http://www.brl.ac.uk/taros2018.aspx from 25th to 27th July 2018). 

A secondary goal of the conference was to expose these predominantly early-
stage researchers to the complex debate around research and development 
Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs). As the RAS community matures, this is 
becoming a more and more pressing debate. Of course, fundamental low-TRL work 
is essential in order to “feed the innovation pipeline” but getting across the mid-TRL 
“Death Valley” is a more and more immediate problem in terms of creating and 
sustaining research impact. 

To directly support this secondary goal, the four invited speakers were asked to refer, 
during their presentation, to their experiences in this respect. The four invited speakers were: 

Dr. Praminda Caleb-Solly, Associate Professor at UWE/Head of Electronics & 
Computer Systems, Designability. Praminda talked about working in healthcare 
research and development at the boundaries between academia and industry with an 
emphasis on the deep involvement of the stakeholders and end-users of the services to be 
developed. 

Dr. Lester Russell, Senior Director EMEA Scale Team, Intel Corporation. Lester 
drew on his combined skills and experience in clinical, commercial and health service 
roles to talk about the ways in which “the black box” of AI can be used for social 
good. By adopting ICT to improve healthcare he will highlight not only the potential 
applications for artificial intelligence in health and life sciences, but also the barriers 
to its adoption and practical implementation. 
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Prof. Rustam Stolkin, Chair in Robotics, Royal Society Industry Fellow, 
Birmingham University. Rustam talked about the challenges facing our community as it 
takes on the use of robotics in the nuclear industries, including making the connection 
between low Technology Readiness Level (TRL) fundamental academic research and high 
TRL R&D in close association with this very conservative industry. 

Prof. Jim Scanlan, Professor in Design, Department of Engineering & 
Environment, Southampton University. Jim talked about his experiences in carrying out 
research in Extreme Environments Robotics, with a special focus on Emergency 
Response, Disaster Relief and Resilience. Similarly,  Prof. Scanlan included dealing with 
the challenges of ascending the TRLs.

The event was a resounding success, with plans already in place for a second event in 
the Winter of 2018. 

We would like to take this opportunity to express our special thanks to Profs. 
Sanja Dogramadzi and Manuel Giuliani for their great support throughout the 
preparations, and especially in carrying out many first stage reviews of the 60+ 
submitted papers. We would also like to express sincere thanks to the Executive 
Committee of the UK-RAS Network and all those who have supported the general 
organisation of the conference. Lastly, we would like to express our special thanks to 
Prof. Guang-Zhong Yang, Chairman of the UK-RAS Network and Director & 
Founder of the Hamlyn Centre, Imperial College London for devising the original 
ideas for this event and for his ongoing support for it. 

Professor Tony Pipe (Bristol Robotics Laboratory) & Marianne Knight, UK-
RAS Network Manager 
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Assessing Pose Features for Predicting 
User Intention during Dressing with Deep 

Networks 
Greg Chance, Aleksandar Jevtić, Member, IEEE, Praminda Caleb-Solly, Guillem Alenyà, Member, 

IEEE, Carme Torras, Senior Member, IEEE, Sanja Dogramadzi 

ABSTRACT 

In an ageing population the need for assistive robotics has a great potential to address 
issues around the increasing demand for nursing and caregiving. Areas that robots may 
play a role are in helping with the activities of daily living (ADL) and dressing is the 
focus of this paper. Successful integration of these robots into society will require careful 
consideration of factors such as safety and interaction. We believe that these systems 
should be able to predict the user’s intention for maximum safety and task efficiency. 
Using data collected from human-human interaction (HHI) experiments, features were 
prepared and assessed for importance and models were trained to classify the dressing 
task segment and which end effector to move; left, right or both simultaneously. Long 
short term-memory networks (LSTM) were explored to predict these outcomes one time-
step ahead. The networks were assessed against a variety of hyper-parameters including 
the depth of the hidden layers. The models show promise for correctly classifying   task 
segment based on user pose, with the best test accuracy >95%. 

1. INTRODUCTION
ROBOTIC assisted dressing for those with 
mobility issues or cognitive impairment is an 
area of research gaining interest. It is 
estimated that by 2050, the proportion 
number of people aged 60 years and over is 
expected to total around 2 billion [11] 
accounting for nearly a quarter of the worlds 
population. With this ageing population 
comes an increase in the incidence and 
prevalence of diseases and disabilities which 
will require additional nurses and caregiving 
support workers which are in decline [2]. In 
the present paper we discuss analysis of our 
human- human interaction (HHI) data in 
order to predict intention of the user during 
the dressing task from information about 
their pose. The data was collected during a 
dressing task, where a user was given 
assistance from another human posing as a 
robot, see Fig. 1a. 
Previous studies on robotic dressing have 

used vision systems as the primary modality 
of interaction using reflective markers [10], 
stereo cameras [9] and depth cameras [8, 7, 
12, 5]. There are groups that have worked on 
reacting to changes in the state space in order 
to improve interaction and safety, such as [3] 
and Gao et al. who argues that force feedback 
combined with vision can be used to update 
robot trajectories [4]. Our argument is that   if 
the intention of the user can be anticipated, 
the robot control can be optimised to ensure 
safety and fluidity of interaction. Although 
no groups have so far used this technique to 
anticipate a dressing sequence, predictive 
models for dressing a hospital gown have 
been proposed [6], based on just the force 
feedback without the use of vision in a 
simple single arm experiment. In our 
previous work [1] we used postural cues such 
as arm angle and head orientation (yaw) to 
resolve verbal ambiguity and detect dressing 
errors, such as garment snagging. 

G. Chance, P. Caleb-Solly & S. Dogramadzi, Bristol Robotics Laboratory, University of the West of England
e-mail: greg.chance@brl.ac.uk, praminda.caleb-solly@brl.ac.uk, sanja.dogramadzi@brl.ac.uk
A Jevtić,  G.  Alenya  &  Carme  Torras, Institut  de  Robòtica  i  Informàtica  Industrial,  CSIC-UPC Spain
email: ajevtic@iri.upc.edu, galenya@iri.upc.edu, torras@iri.upc.edu
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(a) HHI experiment (b) Feature importance (c) Deep network accuracy

Fig. 1. Showing (a) Human-human interaction experiment where a user is receiving assistance with putting on a 
jacket whilst wearing a motion tracking suit, (b) normalized feature importance from random forest sub-
sampling for dressing segment, and (c) exploring the number of hidden layers in the ANN model. 

2. HUMAN INTENTION RECOGNITION
The data from our HHI experiments has 
provided sufficient information about the 
postural differences that people assume 
during the different stages of dressing, which 
were coded from observing video footage 
using Boris1. During implementation it is 
unlikely that this level of pose detail will be 
available. An RGB-D camera will most 
likely be used in a real system to determine 
user pose. A focus of this work was to 
establish features that could be tracked 
reliably when the user becomes partially 
occluded during dressing. Whilst exploring 
the experimental data several observations 
were made about user pose during the jacket 
dressing task. The user tended to look at the 
arm that was the focus of dressing (end 
effector selection) and often looked forwards 
if both arms were being dressed 
simultaneously. If dressing one arm at a time 
strategy, the user might exhibit a torso roll 
away from the arm being dressed and move 
the associated hand closer to the head, noted 
by hand relative to head. If dressing both 
arms simultaneously, the user may exhibit a 
torso pitch away from the robot initially 
(segment 1) and towards the robot during 
segment 3 (near the shoulders). Switching the 
dressing focus from left or right was usually 
preceded with a change in head orientation in 
the floor plane, termed here as look yaw. 

A. Data Features and Deep Networks
An assessment of these features was
undertaken using a random forest classifier
for determining the dressing segment, Fig.1b.
A number of sub-samples of the data are
fitted to a decision tree and the results are
averaged out   to minimise issues of over-

fitting. Features are assessed relative to their 
impact on the weighted impurity resulting in 
an approximation of feature importance. 
Look yaw (head orientation in XY plane) 
appears as the highest ranked feature along 
with the relative distance between the hand 
and the head (HandRelHeadx/y/z). Positively, 
some of the features designed for minimal 
occlusion during dressing (sternum, 
shoulder) appear in the top 20. Features 
based   on the head, shoulders and sternum 
were most suitable to avoid occlusion issues. 
Dynamic features such as ARU    d1 which is 
the first order differential (d1) of the Upper 
Right arm Angle (ARU) with respect to time, 
i.e. angular velocity, and those of the other
arm joints were of little importance to the
overall feature set and were removed.  This is
probably as they are dynamic and may be
better predictors of a change in the user’s
state rather than an indication of what it
currently is.

As the dressing task can be considered a 
sequence of events in a particular order, such 
as a time series, then a recurrent model was 
hypothesised to perform well. A stacked 
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network 
was trained to assess this hypothesis and was 
tuned for optimal hyperparameters such as 
L2 regularisation, batch size, epoch, hidden 
layer depth, and the type of loss mechanism 
and optimiser. Optimal performance was 
found for a network, 4 layers deep using the 
Adam optimiser and mean squared error 
loss, see Fig.1c. 
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III. RESULTS & CONCLUSION
Features of a dressing task based entirely on pose have been engineered and assessed. 
Features that do not suffer from occlusion during dressing have been found and used to build 
a stacked LSTM network for predicting user intention during jacket dressing. Accuracy of the 
model on validation data was >95% although this should be further assessed with cross 
validation and then user testing. 
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Learning-based Robotic Task Planning for 
Endovascular Catheterization

Wenqiang Chi1 , Giulio Dagnino1 and Guang-Zhong Yang1

I.INTRODUCTION
Endovascular intervention is a minimally
invasive treatment to cardiovascular diseases
- the major cause of deaths in the Western
world. Current endovascular repair involves
guiding catheters and guidewires to a specific
target in the aorta and auxiliary vessels
(cannulation) combined with treatment
options such as stenting, embolization and
ablation. This requires accurate control as
unintentional contacts between wires and
catheters with the vessel wall have the
potential for perforation and dissection, with
potentially catastrophic consequences
(fatal haemorrhage, stroke, organ failure) [1].
Moreover, the current intra-operative
imaging (2D fluoroscopy) adds up difficulty
as it lacks the required 3D spatial information
making the navigation even more difficult.
Therefore, successful endovascular
navigation hugely relies on the experience
and skills of the clinicians. Recently, there
has been a growing interests in promoting
robot-assisted catheter navigation platforms.
Clinical studies have shown their advantages
over conventional approaches such as
improved stability and accuracy of
catheterization, added operators’ comfort and
reduced radiation doses to the clinicians [2].
Commercial devices such as the Sensei and
Magellan systems (Hansen Medical, 
Mountain View, CA, USA) provide 
enhanced control strategies (e.g. steerable 
catheters with extra DoFs) and force 
feedback to improve the navigation. 
However, these systems use control 
interfaces (e.g. joystick, touch screen) that 
largely change the surgeons’ natural 

manipulation patterns. Hence, experience-
related skills - obtained over ages of practice 
- cannot be exploited in these robotic
systems.

There is a trend in developing robotic devices 
with ergonomic master controller that can 
replicate the way as manipulating standard 
devices, thus exploiting the skills and 
experience of the operator [3] [4]. Few 
studies have explored operator-tool motion 
patterns as well as catheter-tissue interactions 
by Learning from Demonstration (LfD), [5] 
[6] [7]. A semi-automatic, collaborative
platform was developed for robot-assisted
catheterization based on LfD [5] [8]. Such
robotic platforms could bring benefits such as
improved quality of catheterization
(smoother catheter motions, lesser tissue
contacts) and reduced operators’ workloads.
However, these LfD frameworks have
several limitations: 1) Prior knowledge is
needed to segment human demonstrated
trajectories; 2) Lack of generalization of
skills, fail to transfer and reproduce in
different tasks; 3) Only represent skills of a
specific procedure in a specific type of
anatomy, unable to adapt to patient-specific
geometries; and 4) The model cannot be
improved though practice, and fails to update
in real-time in dynamic environment. The
purpose of this paper is to propose an
improved LfD framework to address the
issues identified above. This work also
provide a pilot study for task planning of
robotic endovascular catheterization.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Six demonstrations of a cannulation task to
the Innominate artery from one expert
surgeon were collected on absilicone-based,
anthropomorphic phantom of aortic arch.
Catheter proximal motions were collect by
customized motion sensors (as reported in

[5]) and catheter tip motions were collect by 
an EM sensor which was attached to the tip 
of the catheter. Beta Process Autoregressive 
Hidden Markov Model (BP-HMM) was used 
to segmented the demonstrated trajectories.

1Wenqiang Chi, Giulio Dagnino & Guang-Zhong Yang, Hamlyn Centre for Robotic Surgery, Imperial College London
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This method directly infers the number of 
modes from the data, and also facilitates the 
sharing the modes across demonstrations in 
multivariate time series. Reusable subtasks 
were segmented from the complex 
cannulation tasks, then Dynamic Movement 
Primitives (DMPs) were used to capture the 
essential motion patterns of those segmented 
trajectories. LfD is then used to learn from 
the input trajectories after the segmentation 
in order to calculate the weights for multiple 
nonlinear functions of the DMP. DMPs can 
be grouped in the order which represents a 
complex cannulation task to a specific artery. 
Robotic trajectories can be generated from 
DMPs for the robotic manipulators. 

Robotic manipulators for conventional 
catheters and guidewires were developed 
based on previous works [5]. A new 
guidewire manipulator was added to the 
previous platform. Translation of the catheter 
and the guidewire is achieved by friction-
wheel based mechanism. The manipulator 
rotates the catheter body by steering the 
friction wheels that are clamped to the 
catheter. Fig. 1(a) shows the experimental 
setup. Pulsatile and continuous pumps were 
used to simulate cardiac motions for the 
phantom. Catheter tip motions trajectories 
were registered into the 3D CT scans of the 
vascular models by using CT markers and 
EM sensors. Segmented subtasks were 
temporally matched to corresponding 
catheter tip paths and their relative positions 
to the anatomy. These were used to define a 
higher level skills that attribute to procedural 

phases in the cannulation task. By comparing 
the differences in task scale and orientations 
across different anatomies, the learned 
models can be modified and adapted to new 
geometries and tasks. 

The learned policies from the proposed LfD 
framework can be further optimized by 
model-free, trajectory based Path Integral 
Reinforcement Learning (PI2 RL). This is 
achieved by optimizing the shape parameters 
in each DMP of a cannulation task through 
practice. The design of the cost functions 
could depends on quality metrics of the 
catheter path as well as task scales. 
Preliminary results of segmentation are 
presented in Fig. 1(b). 

The proposed LfD framework was used to 
automatically discover the reusable skills in 
the proximal catheter motion data. The color 
labels in Fig. 1(b) represents motion 
primitives such as push, pull and twist of the 
catheter or any combinations of them. Those 
skills were also identified from other 
demonstrations in the same group. It is worth 
noting that in order to capture all delicate 
skills obtained from expert surgeon’s 
demonstrations, several over-fitting skills 
were consequently identified. Future works 
include pre-processing the raw data in order 
to remove extra skills. By referencing the 
catheter tip motions in the anatomy (Fig. 
1(c)), the skills discovered from previous 
step can be grouped into higher level sub-
tasks. 

III.CONCLUSIONS
The proposed LfD framework for 
endovascular navigation allows automatic 
segmentation of unstructured human 
demonstrations without prior inference. A 
hierarchical structure of the learned skills can 
be represented by the segmented lower-level 
skills and higher level skills with considering 
anatomical geometries. Low-cost robotic 
manipulators were developed to perform 

endovascular tasks with on-the-shelf devices.  
Furthermore, RL is implemented to optimize 
the trajectories generated from the learned 
policy. Future works include incorporating 
dynamical shape instantiation for 
compensating tissue motions caused by 
cardiac cycle, and active constraints into a 
cooperative human-robot controller. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup with robotic manipulators, vascular phantom, and EM tracking. (b) Catheter proximal motions 
(bottom) of both translation and rotation in time series, skills labels (middle) at each time step are indicated by unique colors, 
procedural phases that represent higher level skills (top) are labeled above the skills chart. (c) 3D mesh of a vascular phantom 
with catheter tip motions (red lines). 
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Parallel Task Planning for Multi-Robot 
Coordination 

Bidan Huang, Yiming Yang, and Guang-Zhong Yang, Fellow, IEEE 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a framework for task planning of multi-robot cooperation. A task is 
firstly demonstrated by a human. After extracting the subtasks from human 
demonstration, a critical path analysis is employed to optimize the timing of the subtasks 
of each robot. A customized sampling-based planning method is used to generate 
collision free paths. Preliminary experimental results show that by using this method, the 
multi-robot system can coordinate with high efficiency and be free from collisions. The 
proposed approach is generalizable to other manipulation tasks, where bimanual or 
multi-robot cooperation is required. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple robot system have many
applications in industrial and medical
environment. To ensure the system
performance, many constraints need to be
taken into account, such as the task
constraints, robot velocity, accuracy and
collisions. Programming such a system is
time consuming. In this paper, we propose a
method for multiple robot task planning,
which offers a easy-touse interface for
motion planning, and generating optimized
and collision free trajectories for all the
robots.

Without loss of generality, our approach is 
framed in the context of a bimanual sewing 
task for the purpose of personalized stent 
graft manufacturing [1]. This task is 
challenging as it involves intricate 
movements and fine cooperation between 
robots, e.g. handing over a sewing needle. In 
our previous work [2], robots move in a 
sequential order, i.e. only one robot move at 
a time. With the approach proposed in this 
paper, multiple robots can move concurrently 
and hence the task duration can be largely 
reduced. 

II.METHODOLOGY
A bimanual sewing task is firstly,
demonstrated by a human and hence a
reference trajectory for robot sewing is
generated. The demonstrated trajectory is
segmented into 10 subtasks for the two
robots [2]. The timing of the subtasks are
then optimized by the critical path analysis

Fig. 1: Bimanual sewing system for 
stent graft manufacturing 

method. The sum of the durations of the 
subtasks on the critical path is hence the 
shortest possible task duration. The subtasks 
that are not in the critical path are run 
concurrently with those in the critical path. 
This maximizes the concurrence of the 
multiple robots’ motion and allows them to 
cooperate seamlessly. A collision avoidance 
technique is applied to ensure the robots can 
move simultaneously without collisions. 

A. Critical path analysis
Critical path analysis (CPA) is a method that
identifies the critical activities to complete a
task and optimize the task planning to
achieve good performance. It is commonly
used in many areas such as project
management and circuit design optimization.
To model a task, four steps are taken in CPA:
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1) Identify all the subtasks;
2) Estimate the shortest duration of each
subtask;
3) Identify the dependencies between
subtasks;
4) Identify the critical path. Fig. 2: CPA of bimanual sewing (critical path 

marked in red). 

(a) Reference trajectory before CPA (b) Reference trajectory after CPA

Fig. 3: Bimanual sewing motion trajectory (end effector rotation in quaternion). (a) Before CPA, robot 
A and B move sequentially. (b) After CPA, robot A and B move concurrently to reduce task duration. 

In the bimanual sewing task, we have 
identified 10 subtasks for both of the robots. 
The duration of each subtask is decided 
according to the task context as described in 
our previous work [2]. When prioritizing the 
subtasks between the robots, we make the  

III. EXPERIMENTS
According to the graph, the critical path of
the bimanual sewing task is 1A-2A-3B-4B-
5A. During the execution of the critical path,
the subtasks out of the critical path, i.e. 1B,
2B, 3A, 4A, 5B are run in parallel. A new
motion plan is generated according to this
CPA result and we tested this plan in a
simulated environment. The experiment
shows that the duration of one cycle of
sewing can be reduced to from 41 to 31
seconds.

robot contacting the target object, i.e. needle 
in this case, has higher priority than the 
others. Based on these analyses above, the 
CPA graph of the sewing task can be 
represented as in Fig. 2 

IV. CONCLUSION
We propose a method for planning
concurrent and collision-free motion for
multi-robot system. Preliminary result shows
that with this approach the duration of the
task can be reduced. We have also noticed
that, with the current setup where the two
robots are placed on separated tables in
distance, the new trajectory directly after
CPA modification is already collision-free. In
our future study, this approach will be
implemented to optimize the performance of
a multi-robot system, i.e. number of robot
more than two, where collision-avoidance
will be essential to ensure a safe operation.
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Geographies of Robotization and 
Automation 

Dr Mateja Kovacic, & Dr Andy Lockhart, Urban Institute, University of Sheffield 

I. INTRODUCTION
Despite a proliferating critical literature on
the development of robotics and automated
systems (RAS) in a variety of societal
settings (e.g. Danaher et al., 2017; Wajcman,
2017; Bissell & Casino, 2017; Del Casino,
2016; Royakkers & Est, 2015), the urban
arena remains a relatively unexplored context
for the rollout and testing of these
technologies.

Cities across the world serve as testbeds for a 
range of autonomous vehicle trials, including 
the competitive race to develop ‘self-driving’ 
cars. Automated ports and other logistical 
spaces are increasingly prominent aspects of 
urban development strategies, while the 
testing of delivery robots and drones is 
gathering pace beyond the warehouse gates. 
Automated control systems are monitoring, 
regulating and optimising traffic flows and 
infrastructural systems. Automated vertical 
farms are being erected in urban areas around 
the world, and new mobile health 
technologies carry promise of healthcare 
‘beyond the hospital’.  

Meanwhile, forms of citizen sensing, 
monitoring and activist projects using 
automated technologies are gathering pace at 
the urban scale, challenging official measures 
of air quality and other environmental 
indicators. Social robots in many guises – 
from police officers to restaurant waiters – 
are appearing in urban public and 
commercial spaces. Encompassing a variety 
of different domains and sites of 
experimentation and application, there is not 
a singular rationality underpinning urban 
automation. A multiplicity of logics, 
processes and effects is unfolding, with 
uneven geographies and temporalities. These 
are being driven and contested by contingent 
groupings of local and extra-local actors, 
trying to meet different objectives, under the 
constraints of particular political, material 

and path dependent circumstances. This 
paper discusses how robotization and 
automation are reconfiguring urban contexts 
andurban life in response to opportunities and 
challenges in economic, social, political and 
healthcare domains. To provide a 
comprehensive, comparative understanding 
of these rationales and processes, we offer an 
overview of the global state of RAS with 
respect to specific sociocultural and politico-
economic contexts. We examine how cities 
including Tokyo, Singapore, and Dubai are 
being reconfigured materially and 
discursively through real-life urban 
experimenting, to provide a comparative 
analysis of how RAS are being situated and 
fused with the urban.  

We argue the two key rationales for such 
intensive proliferation of UAR across the 
globe are: i) urban governance via 
experimentation with city systems to 
maintain the system’s increasing complexity 
and heterogeneity while demonstrating the 
capability to govern by rearranging and 
organizing the new urban technological 
‘nature’ and ii) visions of the future, fuelled 
by the explosion in available technologies, 
hardware and software, in a global 
innovation and RAS race.  

Through several distinct case studies, we 
present our comprehensive mapping project 
of RAS applications and experimentations 
globally, and discuss how RAS unfolds and 
transforms work and life in different 
contexts. Current 54% of the world’s 
population living in urban areas is expected 
to increase to 66% by 2050 (UN, 2014). 
Traffic congestion (time waste, traffic 
accidents), safety on roads, environmental 
pollution, crowds, crime, time deficit, labour-
deficit, control-deficit, aging and shrinking 
population, increased consumption (of 
products, healthcare) are seen as specifically 
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urban problems in an increasingly urbanised 
global landscape. RAS have thus emerged 
across national contexts as the primary and 
privileged solution for the urban issues. 
Recognising that there is a multiplicity of 
robotics landscapes constituting different 
domains, objectives, and modes of 
experimentation with RAS, this paper 
provides only a few of many examples to 
open up a societal debate on robotics as a 
solution to urban issues as national priorities.  

National governments increasingly see RAS 
as the key to (better) urban futures, due to 
which cities are becoming test beds for 
national and local governments for symbolic 
and programmatic robotisation. National and 
urban mix together as national strategies 
unfold in urban contexts including Japan’s 
2014 New Industrial Revolution Driven by 
Robots, Smart Dubai, and RIE 2020 Plan 
Singapore. In the UK, a market-driven, non-
programmatic initiative includes Innovate 
UK and Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund. 
Both UK and US RAS contexts differ from 
the above cases by nonprogrammatic 
approach driven predominantly by the market 
and corporate-private interests.  

In sum, locally specific national plans, 
political and economic systems govern the 
unfolding of RAS across global urban 
contexts, either systematically innovating 
cities or creating disconnected islands of 
innovation. This paper briefly introduces 
three cases of the former character: Tokyo, 
Dubai and Singapore. The convergence 
between RAS and Tokyo Olympics 2020, 
demonstrates how RAS reconfigures the 
urban through systematic large-scale 
ubiquitous experimentation. RAS in Japan is 
discursively legitimised by societal issues 
(i.e. shrinking population), but the objectives 
are in line with the economic domestic and 
global interests of government, including 
economic reinvigoration, cultural branding 
and international demonstration. Tokyo 
Olympics point to how sports mega-events 
introduce and influence global technology 
trajectories, with planned ubiquitous 
robotising of the urban and transforming 
urban life comprehensively and 
systematically through robot, automated, 
digital and AI technologies. This heralds a 

new scale of technologizing life and 
configuring cities. In the government vision 
for the Olympics, robot taxis transport 
tourists across the city, smart wheelchairs 
greet Paralympians at the airport, ubiquitous 
Peppers greet customers, and interactively 
augmented foreigners speak with the local 
population in Japanese. By redefining urban 
phenomenology, Tokyo Olympics are 
creating a futurescape through which RAS 
circulate and provide new form of interactive 
urban infrastructure. 

The case studies of Singapore and Dubai, on 
the other hand, show a close link between 
RAS and smart city whereby both 
governments understand and implement RAS 
as (physical) extension of the smart and 
digital to improve operability, management 
and control of the urban (governance) 
systems. This rematerializing of the (smart) 
city is a form of tangible governance where 
robotization and automation are controlled by 
the government.  

In Singapore, the techno-futuristic smart city 
national narrative sees robots and automated 
systems as a ‘natural’ extension of the 
existing nationalised smart urban ecosystem. 
This vision is unfolding through the 
Panasonic autonomous delivery robots 
HOSPI, the Singapore Post’s delivery drone 
trial in partnership with AirBus helicopters, 
and driverless bus shuttles from Easymile, 
EZ10. Singapore hotels are employing state-
subsidised service robots, to clean rooms and 
deliver linen and supplies, while robots for 
early childhood education have also been 
piloted by the Infocomm Development 
Authority to understand how robots can be 
used in pre-schools in future (Chin, 2016). 
Health and social care is one of the fastest 
growing industries for RAS globally: 
examples are the Outpatient Pharmacy 
Automation System that prepares 
medications for patients and a smart 
wheelchair system deployed in 2016.The 
introduction of RAS in Dubai reveals how 
the established governance regime is finding 
innovative ways to reproduce its conservative 
values and norms of the centralised state 
gaze, management and control. In September 
2017, a test flight of a flying taxi developed 
by the German drone firm Volocopter was 
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staged to ‘lead the Arab world in innovation.’ 
(Reuters, 2017) While national governments 
aim to position themselves on the global 
landscape through robotics, they also utilise 
the narrative to position themselves as 
regional leaders. Dubai’s objective is to 
automate 25% of transport system by 2030 
and is currently also testing robots for 
surveillance and patrolling: the Barcelona-
based PAL Robotics’ humanoid police 
officer and Singapore-based vehicle 
OUTSAW. Should the experiments prove 
successful, the government has announced it 
will robotise 25% of the police force by 
2030. By comparatively analysing these case 
studies, we aim to produce a theoretical and 
methodological framework for understanding 
the heterogenous and multiple geographies of 
automation and robotization in order to 
address the issues of life, death, work, 
governance, economies and politics in the 
increasingly growing ecosystems 
reconfigured and defined through RAS. 
Urban is increasingly constituted for learning 
and demonstration of RAS and the 
abovementioned case studies demonstrate the 
attempts to constitute RAS experiments in a 

systematic and long-term way in the urban 
context. Based on the ongoing mapping of 
the global robotics landscape, there are three 
main but differing modes of experimenting, 
emerging from specific national, economic 
and sociocultural contexts:  
1) state directed vs. market-led,
2) open vs. enclosed and 3) local vs. global.
As to the observed consequences of urban
robotisation, it is either systemic and city-
wide (Tokyo, Dubai, Singapore) or it is
creating islands of innovation and automation
(UK, US) which has two consequences:
1) fairer cities or
2) intensification of social/economic
disparities.
The ongoing research aiming to clarify the
consequences of robotising cities includes
fieldwork, global mapping and surveying to
create a comparative global perspective of
the RAS localities that demonstrates how the
urban global landscape is being constituted
through particular, local and national
robotisation plans, and how the locally
specific urbanisms constitute robotics.
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Robin: An Autonomous Robot for 
Diabetic Children 

Matthew Lewis and Lola Cañamero, Embodied Emotion, Cognition and (Inter-)Action Lab, 
University of Hertfordshire, UK 

ABSTRACT 

We describe the cognitively and motivationally autonomous robot toddler Robin, 
designed as a tool to help children learn about diabetes management. The design of 
Robin follows an Embodied Artificial Intelligence approach to robotics, to create a 
robust social interaction agent, friendly but independent. We have used Robin in 
autonomous interactions with diabetic children in a scenario designed to give them 
mastery experiences of diabetes management in order to in- crease their self-efficacy. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Robin (ROBot INfant) is a cognitively and
motivationally autonomous affective robot
toddler with \robot diabetes" that we have
developed to support (perceived) self-
efficacy, self-confidence and emotional
wellbeing in children with diabetes, by
providing them with positive mastery
experiences in diabetes management in a
playful but realistic and natural interaction
context. Children with Type 1 diabetes
mellitus (T1DM) are invited to play with
Robin and look after it, including taking care
of its diabetes. The children are thus given an
opportunity of apply the knowledge they
have acquired about diabetes and its
management to manage someone else's
diabetes in a playful non-stressful
environment, with the aim to help them
consolidate their knowledge, think how they
would apply it to the management of their
own diabetes, and develop a sense of
responsibility towards self-management of
their condition.

The design of Robin follows an Embodied 
Artificial Intelligence (EAI) or Behaviour-
Based approach to robotics [1, 2], relatively 
little-used by the Human-Robot Interaction 
(HRI) and Child-Robot Interaction (CRI) 
communities [3]. However, this approach is 
well suited to create a robust social 
interaction agent, friendly but independent, 
that is believable and engaging, and can be 
used in a real-world situation to interact 
autonomously with a wide variety of 
different children and interaction styles. 

II. TYPE I DIABETES
T1DM is an incurable disease caused by the
loss of insulin-producing beta cells in the
pancreas, resulting in the body being unable
to produce insulin naturally [4]. This leads to
chronically raised blood glucose levels
(hyper-glycemia) that needs to be corrected
artificially by injecting insulin and balancing
it with carbohydrate consumption. T1DM is
often diagnosed in childhood and, if poorly
managed, the high glucose levels lead to
devastating complications such as blindness,
limb amputations or organ failure. Childhood
diabetes is a very challenging condition for
the children, who have to learn about the
condition as they grow, and the family, who
will do the bulk of management for young
children. In addition to the complex task of
management, the emotional burden of
chronic illness during childhood, accepting
the responsibility for long-term health
management in everyday life, and the impact
of inevitable failures during the learning
period, is associated with mental health
problems [5, 6].

III. ROBIN
The Robin character has been designed [7, 8]
as a tool to complement diabetes education
for children. Robin is implemented in a Nao
robot, controlled by our custom software that
makes it behaves like a human toddler. It will
autonomously make decisions based on its
immediate motivations of hunger (resulting
in it seeking the toy food objects provided),
desire to socialize (it seeks and approaches
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human faces), desire to rest (it sits down), 
and desire to play (it dances). Robin also has 
an internal model of diabetes which results in 
its simulated blood sugar level fluctuating as 
it eats" different foods, moves around or 
rests, as well as on its current blood insulin 
level. High and low blood sugar levels will 
result in the robot becoming increasingly 
tired until it sits down and complains about 
feeling sleepy".  

The robot's blood sugar levels can be 
monitored by the child using a wireless 
glucometer device that we implemented 
using a LEGO Mindstorms controller, and 
insulin can be administered using the same 
device. This allows the child (or anyone 
caring for Robin) to manage Robin's diabetes 
with insulin (to reduce blood sugar) and 
appropriate foods (e.g. glucose tablets to 
increase blood sugar). Robin was designed to 
be autonomous in order that it could be used 
in different scenarios, and it would respond 
in an appropriate way. It was first used in a 
scenario conceived to improve children's 
perceived self-efficacy [9, 10] { briefly, 
perceived self-efficacy can be considered as 
the child's belief that they can succeed in 
learning how to manage their own diabetes; 
self-efficacy is considered as a key element 
in behaviour change, necessary for the good 
management of T1DM.  

In this scenario, the diabetic child, who 
already has theoretical knowledge about 
diabetes management, but who was not yet 
independent in their management, is first 
introduced to Robin by an adult, and shown 
how to manage Robin's diabetes. The child is 
then left alone to look after and play with 
Robin in the robot's \playroom" (a controlled 
environment, friendly-looking and familiar to 
the child). During this period, the robot 
would have a hyper- or hypo-glycemia 
(induced by the experimenters if it did not 
happen during the available interaction time). 
The child is then free to act as they felt 
appropriate, and could call for assistance if 
required. Since the aim here is to increase 
self-efficacy, it is important that the child 
could not fail.  

Therefore, if they failed to take appropriate 
action to manage Robin's diabetes, an adult 

could return and prompt them, or Robin 
could recover as though the sleepiness was 
not diabetes related. 

I.V. INTERACTIONS
Interactions with Robin have been run with
diabetic children (aged 8{12) at a hospital
and a diabetes summer camp in Italy (with
partners in the EU-funded ALIZ-E project1,
under which Robin was initially developed).
Results from these interactions are reported
in [11, 8]. Briefly, while self-efficacy was not
seen to increase (it was not expected to, this
is expected only from long-term or repeated
interactions) the interactions were considered
successful. The children engaged with Robin,
and Robin acted appropriately as the scenario
played out differently with each child. The
\toddler" character successfully acted as a
cover for the shortcomings in the robot
(limited speech, no speech comprehension,
occasional falls, and occasional behaviour
that was difficult to understand for those
interacting).

Several children showed spontaneous 
behaviour, such as hiding sweets from Robin, 
or making a bed. We view this as important 
because it is useful for the child to be able 
explore their own concerns related to 
diabetes, and an overly scripted interaction 
may limit this. Some of the interactions were 
done with two children looking after Robin 
together. Again, even though it had not been 
programmed for this specific scenario, Robin 
behaved appropriately, and the children acted 
together to manage Robin's diabetes. 

A number of observations were made 
concerning the children's relating of their 
own diabetes with Robin's, such as checking 
their own glucometer in parallel with 
Robin's, or verbally relating their own 
experiences with diabetes in the context of 
Robin's. We view this as important since 
Robin was designed as an agent that the child 
could relate to emotionally, potentially 
forming a bond. This motivates the child to 
care for Robin, and in the process to learn 
about caring for themselves. 

V. FUTURE WORK
Robin is currently a research prototype. We
are working with healthcare researchers and a
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local NHS Trust, in order to explore future 
development (not limited to self-efficacy). To 
this end, a number of PPI (Patient and Public 
Involvement) interactions have been run with 
diabetic children and members of their 

families, in order to gather feedback towards 
further developing Robin so that it can be 
effectively used by health practitioners to 
support education in T1DM in children. 
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I. INTRODUCTION & CONTEXT
In recent years, governments and industry
from many countries, including USA, China,
Japan and various countries in Europe, have
invested millions of pounds in the research
and development of connected and
autonomous vehicles (CAVs) as well as
supporting wide-scale introduction of electric
vehicles to the market [1]. Although at its
initial stage of realization, intense planning
and investigation are being undertaken for
CAVs concerning innovation, inspections
maintenance and manufacture, bringing
changes to achieve the objectives of an
advanced Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS). Given the exponential rise of interest
in the automation of vehicles, experts have
called for a major research on numerous
perspectives of the connected ITS ecosystem.
One of the major concerns is the efficient and
secure computation of vehicular data to
deliver an optimal, safe and reliable
transportation service.

One such initiative aiming to contribute 
towards ITS in the UK is the Cloud Assisted 
Real-Time Methods for Autonomy 
(CARMA), the general idea of which is 
depicted in Figure 1 [2]. The aim of the 
project is to integrate connected technologies 
such as cloud infrastructure and Edge Cloud 
with Vehicular On-board Units (OBU), 
electronic and computational resources 
through a communication technology (such 
as 5G communication, Dedicated Short 
Range Communication (DSRC), Vehicular 
Ad-hoc Networks) to establish a connected 
ecosystem. 
There have been a variety of interpretations 
of connected and autonomous vehicles 
throughout industry and academia [1], [3].  

Whilst often used as a single term, CAV, it is 
important that there exist a number of 
autonomous vehicles that are not connected 
and similarly a number of connected vehicles 
that have no autonomy. Those vehicles that 
are both connected and autonomous may or 
may not be cooperative. A connected vehicle 
is equipped with the capability of accessing 
the connected infrastructure and 
communicating with the world around. 
Autonomous vehicles have the capability to 
manoeuvre themselves with little or no 
human intervention.  

Cooperative vehicles, on the other hand have 
the capability to interact with each other, 
regularly updating each other with vehicle 
status information including velocity, latitude 
and longitude. This is because the changes 
must be continuously sensed, computed, 
monitored and acted accordingly. Sensors 
such as RADAR, LIDAR, Infrared and 
Cameras would detect and perceive a large 
amount of data which would need to be co-
related and computed with integrated sensors 
and computer vision to enhance the cognitive 
capabilities of the vehicles [4]. 

II. MOTIVATION
The convergence of detected vehicular data
requires optimised and efficient utilisation of
on-board resources. To achieve an optimal
computation of various vehicular
applications, offloading data could be
considered, as it provides a means of
migration of computationally data intensive
tasks from OBU to edge or core cloud. This
requires planning, prioritisation and
interacting with the environment similar to
the functioning of robotics and autonomous
systems. To achieve this, Machine Learning
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algorithms and Artificial Intelligence are 
often adopted [5]. However, data detection, 
processing and computation post sensing can 
be a computational costly process and 
therefore, offloading data can prove to be an 
efficient strategy. To ease the on-board 
vehicular computation, the CARMA project 
is investigating strategies for offboarding 
computation.  

One way of performing remote execution is 
to offload data to the cloud, undertake 
computation and then return to the vehicle 
the result of the computation. However, it is 
also possible to undertake this computation in 
the edge cloud or fog, using local 
infrastructure and neighbouring vehicles’ 
computational resources. It should be noted 
though that offloading is not necessarily the 
optimum solution in all cases. Authors in [6] 
have proposed a framework utilising cloud 
computation for offloading computation of 
data intensive vehicular applications to the 
cloud. The strategy they propose requires that 
data should be offloaded to the cloud if the 
computation time on the vehicle is greater 
than the sum of the computation time in the 
cloud and the time to transfer data to the 
cloud and back.  

We argue that this is an oversimplified 
strategy and that for effective decision-
making concerning computational offloading 
parameters such as the criticality of the 
operation, the cyber security risks involved 
[7], [8], [9], [10] and the accuracy of 
computation should also be factors to 
consider in computational offloading. This 
results in a multi-objective problem that 
requires solving for the decision to be made. 

III. METODOLOGY
Unlike the work that is shown in [6], where
only execution and transmission time have
been considered in the decision, this work
aims to propose a new decision module with
a set of new parameters, which include risk,
r; error, e; and the total time consumption, T.
We can define a function C(T, r, e) that
considers the “cost” incurred in the
computation of a vehicular function. For
different vehicular functions, the relative
importance of the time taken for
computation, the risk of cyber security

compromise and the accuracy of computation 
vary. For a real-time function that is not 
safety-critical and contains no sensitive data, 
the importance of risk and error may be 
lower than the importance of time. 
Conversely, for long-distance route planning 
time may be of less importance than cyber 
security risk or accuracy. Optimally, of 
course, we would want to have the quickest 
computation, at the lowest risk with the 
highest accuracy. We can think of this as 
minimising the time, risk and error (the 
inverse of accuracy). We define the cost of 
computation onboard as Co, of offboarding to 
the cloud as Cc, and offboarding to the edge 
cloud as CE as follows: 

o C = To +a ´ro +b ´eo; Cc = Tc +a ´rc +b
´ec; CE = TE +a ´rE +b ´eE;

The detailed explanation of parameters is 
shown below: Tc, TE and To are the total 
time consumptions of data computation in 
cloud, edge cloud and OBU, where  

Tc = tc+din/Sc_in+dout/Sc_out,  
TE = tE+din/SE_in+dout/SE_out and 
To = to. tc/E/o

is the time consumption for computation in 
the cloud, edge cloud or OBU. din/out 

represents the input or output data size. 
Sc_in/c_out represents the speed of uplink to the 
cloud or downlink from the cloud. SE_in/E_out

represents the speed of uplink to the edge 
cloud or downlink from the edge cloud. ec/E/o

is the difference between calculated function 
values and true values in cloud, edge cloud or 
OBU.  

For example, two cars C1 and C2 travelling at 
an instantaneous velocity at time t. The cars 
are 10 meters away from each other and C2 

has observed C1. Considering the on-board 
calculated velocity is Vi by C1 and the 
observed velocity is Vo by C2. Let us assume 
C2 requires the velocity of a C1 to utilise the 
values in a control algorithm. C2 has options 
of its own, it can either use its observed value 
Vo or the value Vi obtained through 
transmission of messages through different 
channels such as cloud and edge cloud. 
Through this way, the error of the cloud or 
edge cloud-based velocity as ec/E = |V - Vi| 
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and on-board velocity as eo = |V – Vo|. α 
represents the relative importance of risk, β 
represents the relative importance of error. 
rc/E is the potential risks in the data 
transmission process and also the 
computation process in the cloud or edge 
cloud. ro is the potential risks when the data is 
processed in OBU. Therefore, if Co ≤ Cc and 
Co ≤ CE, the computation would take place in 
the OBU; If Cc < Co and Cc < CE then the 
offloading of data to the cloud can be 
considered; If CE < Co and CE < Cc, the 
offloading of data to the edge cloud is 
considered. 

I.V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces the reader to the
evolution of connected and autonomous
vehicles and explains the constraints in
vehicular on-board computation. This
limitation can be overcome by exploiting the
computational power of remote resources
(e.g. edge cloud present in RSU, cloud
infrastructure and even the neighbouring
vehicles).
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ABSTRACT 

Autonomous flight within a forest canopy represents a key challenge for generalised 
scene understanding on-board a future Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) platform. Here 
we present an approach for automatic trail navigation within such an environment that 
successfully generalises across differing image resolutions - allowing UAV with varying 
sensor payload capabilities to operate equally in such challenging environmental 
conditions. Specifically, this work presents an optimised deep neural network 
architecture, capable of state- of-the-art performance across varying resolution aerial 
UAV imagery, that improves forest trail detection for UAV guidance even when using 
significantly low resolution images that are representative of low-cost search and rescue 
capable UAV platforms. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Scene understanding within unstructured 
environments with varying illumination 
conditions are critical for autonomous flight 
within the forest canopy. Growing interest in 
solving this challenge has motivated 
researchers to investigate the use of Deep 
Neural Networks (DNN) to identify trail 
images for UAV navigation. However, in 
order to train such a DNN, a large volume of 
labeled data is required, which is 
challenging to obtain due to the target task 
in hand (i.e. sub canopy UAV operation). 

T he work of [3] gathered data by using a 
head-mounted rig with three cameras worn 
by a human trail walker, allowing their 
proposed DNN architecture to identify the 
direction of the trail in a given view -    left, 
right, forward . A similar approach is 
followed by [7] whereby a wide-baseline rig 
is used, also with three cameras mounted to 
gather data which they used to augment the 
dataset of [3] (IDSIA dataset). As a result, 
the approach presented by [7] is capable of 
estimating both lateral offset and trail 
direction. In both cases [3, 7], the authors, 
follow the common practice of dataset 
augmentation, via affine image 
transformations, which adds extra 
computation without any performance 
guarantees. 

Alternatively, synthetic data, from virtual 
environment models, could potentially 
replace or at least supplement hard-won real 
environment data [5, 6, 9]. However, the 
significant discrepancy between synthetic 
data and real-world data often results in 
models that are trained only on synthetic 
environment examples not being able to 
directly transfer this knowledge to real-
world operating tasks [2, 8, 5, 1]. 

Even when training a DNN using only real-
world data, it is important to observe that 
models trained on a limited domain-specific 
dataset often fail to generalise successfully. In 
addition, since common DNN architectures 
require the dataset to be formed from fixed 
resolution images [4], models commonly fail 
to generalize across domains. 

Our work here is closely related to [3, 7, 2] 
and demonstrates that the same trail direction 
required for automous UAV navigation can be 
acquired by using imagery gathered by a 
single forward-facing camera (Figure 1).  

This is due the fact that the center of the 
forward-facing camera usually shows the trail 
ahead. Additionally, we demonstrate that a 
trail can be identified in unseen parts of a 
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forest by training the model with data gathered 
across varying devices and camera 
resolutions. This not only facilitates more 
general data gathering but also eliminates the 

need for synthetic data and augmentation. As 
result, the same model can be used by UAV 
with different sensor payload capabilities. 

Figure 1: Comparison of three way image cropping performed on varied camera view 

3. METHOD
Here we were motivated by the three class
problem presented by [3] in which an
estimation of the trail direction, {left, right,
forward,} is achieved by processing an image
triplet of left/right/forward camera views via
a DNN. In contrast to [3, 7], our approach

uses only a single forward facing camera 
view which more representative of an 
operational UAV case. This image view is 
then itself cropped into {left, right, forward} 
which can be labeled for trail 
presence/absence (Figure 1). 

Figure 2: An outline of our DNN architecture - based on [3] 

Using the architecture of [3] (illustrated in 
Figure 2), we evaluate varying image 
resolution, the use of additional data 
augmentation (DA) and activation function 
(tanh() / ReLU()). DNN training uses a 
gradient descent optimiser, random weight 
initialisation with zero node biases and is 
performed over 90 epochs with a 0.05 
reduction in learning rate per epoch (decay 
rate: 0.95). For both training and testing we 
use the high-resolution (752 x 480) IDSIA 
dataset (from [3]) and a low-resolution (106 

x 240) Urpeth Burn (UB) dataset, gathered 
locally. For training 45,097 high-resolution 
and 32,017 low-resolution image were used, 
while for testing 12,251 high-resolution and 
5,152 low-resolutions images were used. 
Further data augmemtation (mirror, 
translation & rotation) was performed on a 
copy of this original dataset. For simplicity of 
reporting, we define NA as non-augmented 
data obtained results and DA as data 
augmented obtained results (Table 1). 
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III. RESULTS
Our experimental results are divided into
three sets:- (1) image triplet approach of [3]
with differing activation functions
(tanh()/ReLU() - Table  1 upper 2 sets), (2)
our proposed approach (single forward view
image, split  into three views - Table 1
middle sets in bold) and (3) the impact of
high/low/varied image resolutions on
performance (Table  1 lower  sets).  Overall
we see what the use of the  ReLU() activation
outperforms tanh()  and our approach gives
high levels of accuracy  without the need for

data augmentation outperforming the prior 
reported results in [3] (in fact no significant 
improvement was achieved by data 
augmentation). Although our approach fails 
to generalise when trained with high-
resolution images on to low-resolution 
images, it achieves 82% accuracy when low-
resolution images are added to the training 
dataset and achieves 78% accuracy for 
training and testing on low-resolution images 
only. 

I.V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an alternative
method to gather and process UAV  imagery
that improves the level  of accuracy for trail
navigation under forest canopy by training
the network using only the data from a single
forward facing camera view instead of the
triplet view training approach of [3].

Our approach also performs well across 
varying image resolutions and increases the 
capability of low-cost UAV platforms with 
limited payload capacity. Future work will 
include additional aspects of UAV perception 
and control targeting end-to-end autonomy 
across this and other challenging operating 
environments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Swarm robotics is an approach to the
coordination of large numbers of robots that
has become an increasingly popular field of
research in recent years [1], not least because
properly engineered robot swarms are
scalable, flexible, and robust, making them
an attractive alternative to single-robot
systems in many application domains [2].
Since its inception, the field of swarm
robotics has grown beyond its roots in purely
decentralised control inspired by social insect
behaviour [3], now often utilising hybrid
centralised/decentralised control architectures
that incorporate human operators who guide
swarm actions during tasks such as
firefighting [4], or the localisation of
radiation sources [5].

This kind of human-swarm interaction has 
attracted significant interest from the 
research com- munity, spawning an entire 
sub-field of its own  that investigates how 
human operators, supervisors,  and team-

mates can interact with robot swarms and 
receive feedback from them [6]. To date, 
human- swarm control methods such as the 
use of graphical user interfaces [5][7] and 
spatial gestures [8][9][10] have received 
much attention, but there has been little 
investigation into the potential of controlling 
swarm robotic systems with an operator’s 
voice. The few studies that have explored this 
idea [11][12] are restricted to the use of 
specific predefined phrases that the human 
operator is required to learn, resulting in 
interactions that are unnatural in comparison 
to the way a human would normally express 
themselves in speech. In this paper, we 
present a novel architecture for 
conversational human-swarm interaction that 
addresses these issues, allowing swarm 
robotic systems to be engineered in such a 
way that a human operator can guide a 
swarm using spoken dialogue in a more 
natural manner. 

II. ARCHITECTURE FOR CONVERSATIONAL HUMAN-SWARM
INTERACTION
IBM Cloud [13] is a cloud platform-as-a-
service (free to use for educators and students 
via the Academic Initiative for Cloud offer 
[14]) that provides a catalogue of services 
which developers can use to build 
applications. As part of this catalogue, IBM 
offer a number of machine-learning-based 
services such as language translation, image 
recognition, and sentiment analysis. We 
employ the Watson Conversation service 
[15], which allows developers to define a 
dialogue tree for a virtual agent/chatbot that 
can engage with users on a particular topic. 
The developer defines a set of intents  (goals 
the user may  want  to achieve),  a set of 
entities  (classes of objects relevant  to the 
user’s intents),  and a set of     rules that 
define how the chatbot should respond based 
on the entities and intents recognised in the 

user’s input.   In addition,  the developer 
provides a set of example phrases for each 
intent,  as well      as synonyms for each 
entity, which are used to train the natural 
language classifier. The Watson 
Conversation service can also be configured 
to ask the user for further information if their 
intent is unclear, thus making the system 
robust to the flexibility of natural dialogue. 

To conversationally interact with a swarm of 
robots, we can define the human-swarm 
interaction as a dialogue using the Watson 
Conversation service. A human operator’s 
goals can be encoded as intents (e.g. “select 
robots with at least 50% battery”, “add robots 
to swarm three”, “swarm three perform 
flocking”), and domain objects can be 
defined as entities (e.g.  “robot”,  “battery”, 
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“swarm three”).  The dialogue tree provided by the developer links these intents and entities 
to operator feedback via natural language responses (like a traditional chatbot), as well as 
domain-specific responses that can    be used to guide the robotic system. 

III. CORE ARCHITECTURE
The core architecture for the proposed conversational interaction is shown in Figure 1 (left).
The Human-Swarm  Interaction  Controller  (HSIC) is the interface to the human operator
commanding   the swarm, which streams voice recordings to the Watson Speech to Text
service [16] running in the IBM Cloud. This service analyses the audio and converts it into
text, then passes it to the Watson Conversation service running the domain-specific dialogue
tree, which interprets the human operator’s intent and responds accordingly. The HSIC then
either requests further information from the operator  (if required by the dialogue tree), or
dispatches complete commands to the Swarm Manager — a target-specific piece of software
written by  the developer (e.g.  a ROS  master [17]) that interprets  these swarm-level
commands and decomposes them into instructions that are sent to the individual robots,
triggering decentralised autonomous swarm behaviours.

Figure 1: System architecture. Left: Core architecture, Right: Automatic code generation. 

III.AUTOMATIC CODE GENERATION
Developing code for the Watson
Conversation definition and the Swarm
Manager independently may lead to
inconsistencies between the two that are only
discovered at run-time. To address this, we
propose the use of a Domain-Specific
Language (DSL) and a code generator that
allows swarm engi- neers to develop both of
these artefacts from a single specification
(see Figure 1, right), thus ensuring
consistency whilst reducing development
effort. The code generator produces a JSON
file that can be uploaded to the Watson
Conversation service running in the IBM
Cloud, and corresponding Swarm Manager
code stubs for each of the swarm actions
defined in the dialogue. The developer then

com- pletes the implementation of these stubs 
to define how the swarm-level commands are 
decomposed into messages that are sent to 
the individual robots. When the Swarm 
Manager receives a command from the 
HSIC, it invokes the corresponding auto-
generated action stub, and the swarm is 
instructed accordingly. To minimise 
development effort, a library of common, 
composable actions can be used in the DSL. 
These actions might include the ability to 
select specific robots, assign a name to a 
selection of robots for later reference, and 
common swarm behaviours such as flocking 
and aggregation. 
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an
extensible architecture for defining a
conversational human-swarm interaction
model, which is sufficiently generic to be
applied in many target domains. Using a
DSL, developers can easily define how a
human operator's intents are mapped to
swarm-level commands, enabling rapid
development of conversational

communication. The flexibility of the 
resulting human-swarm interaction facilitates 
the use of natural spoken dialogue, which is 
particularly advantageous in high-pressure 
situations where human operators may 
struggle to recall specific predefined 
commands, and can instead interact with a 
robot swarm quickly and conversationally to 
achieve their goals. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we introduce a time-dependent probabilistic map able to model and 
predict future flow patterns of people in indoor environments. The proposed 
representation models the likelihood of motion direction by a set of harmonic 
functions, which efficiently capture long-term (hours to months) variations of 
crowd movements over time, so from a robotics perspective, this model could be 
useful to add the predicted human behavior into the control loop to influence the 
actions of the robot. Our approach is evaluated with data collected from a real 
environment and initial qualitative results are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Representation of the environment dynamics
is seen as one of the key challenges to enable
autonomous navigation in real-world
scenarios, since this representation will help
to define how and where the robot should
move. This is especially important when
deployed in a human-populated context,
where significant variations are often
observed. Some authors have proposed
representations to model the typical (average)
motion patterns of dynamic objects1.
However, human activities tend to change
over time, meaning that static models usually
do not capture the real behavior of the
environment, leading to inaccuracies over
time.

Thus, our method includes the temporal 
dimension on top of the spatial structure, but 
unlike previous approaches using an 
occupancy grid map2, we assume that the 
observed activities follow some underlying 
patterns due to the periodic nature of human 
activities, such as leaving home and returning 
after work at approximately the same time, 
or, as in the experiments presented here, 
people going in one direction or another in a 
shopping centre depending on the time of 
day. In the proposed approach, we model the 
temporal dimension of activities using 
periodic functions, going from hours to 

weeks, allowing prediction of future 
environment states with a compact 
representation, even during long-term 
operation. 

II. SPATIO-TEMPORAL MODEL
The geometric space is defined using a grid-
based representation, where each cell in the
grid has 8 associated transitions to the
neighbouring cells, and because we are only
interested in the state changes, the case of
remaining in the same cell is not considered.
So in total, we model the likelihood of 8
ncells transitions over time. We consider that
a cell is occupied if a person can be found
within its boundaries, and the transitions are
performed exclusively to neighbouring cells
in one time step. To achieve that we have
discretized the space and time according to
the well-known Nyquist-Shannon theorem
and knowing the average walking speed of
people in the dataset used for
experimentation, giving cells of one metre
squared and a sampling frequency of 2 Hz.

In order to handle the temporal dynamics we 
use the FreMEn framework3. FreMEn is a 
mathematical tool based on the Fourier 
Transform, which considers the probability 
of a given state or event as a function of time 
and represents it by a combination of 
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harmonic components. Such a model not 
only allows representation of environment 
dynamics over arbitrary timescales with 
constant memory requirements, but also 
prediction of future environment states or 
events. Assuming the transitions follow some 
periodic patterns over time as a consequence 
of the natural human activities, we can apply 
the FreMEn model over each transition, 
obtaining a probabilistic prediction of each 
transition happening at any instant of time. 
Similarly to earlier work4, our approach 
counts the number of transitions happening in 
each direction during an interval of time, and 
normalises these counts so that the most 
frequent transition is assigned the value of 
100. If some periodic patterns can be found,
after some training we should observe that
some transitions have higher probabilities
than others during certain periods of time.

III. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the model, we used a pedestrian
tracking dataset recorded from the ATC
shopping center in Osaka, Japan5. The
perception system consists of multiple 3D
range sensors, covering an area of
approximately 900 m2, so we can follow the
same person around the place in every instant
of time. The data was recorded every
Wednesday and Sunday during a timespan of
one year. From all these data, we employed
the first 20 consecutive Wednesdays as our
training set to learn the model, using the 21st
Wednesday as the evaluation day. The
recording of each day provides people
trajectories starting from approximately 9
a.m. to 9 p.m., so for the rest of day we have
set all transitions to 0 simulating the
shopping center being closed.

After comparing the predicted model for the 
evaluation day with the ground truth, we 
found that the best model was obtained using 
one FreMEn component, corresponding to a 
period of one day. In Fig. 1, for better 
visualization, only a subset of the whole map 
is plotted, where for each cell the transition 
with the highest probability for that time is 
shown.  

Within this region, the upper and lower zones 
remain stable throughout the day, but the 

middle area presents a noticeable change in 
the flow direction. In the morning the number 
of people entering the mall tends  to be 
higher than those leaving, hence the arrows 
to the left (red), but in the afternoon (Fig.1c 
and 1d) there are more people leaving so the 
transition to the right neighboring cell (cyan) 
tends to have higher probability. Thus the 
model learned that most of the cells in the 
centre present a daily change, and is able to 
predict future states with good generalization 
of the dynamics. 

I.V. DISCUSSION
We have proposed an approach to model the
dynamics of human motion, which is able to
generate predictions of future crowd
movement at a given time. From a robotics
perspective, this representation could be very
useful for automated task planned or
decision-making, adding the predicted human
behavior into the control loop to influence
the actions taken by the robot, for example,
to navigate and plan robot paths with a more
natural and harmonious movement with
respect to the crowd, moving with the flow
and obtaining fewer face-to-face encounters.
The model could be also used for semantic
clustering of map regions with similar
dynamics or studying motion patterns.

For the experiments presented in this paper, 
we assumed that the environment is fully 
observable. However, we know this is 
unlikely to be feasible in a real-world 
scenario using only the onboard sensors of a 
mobile robot. So using the capability of 
FreMEn to work with sparse data3, allowing 
us to update only the transitions actually 
observed by the robot, we are planning to 
study robot exploration strategies to actively 
keep the spatio-temporal representations up-
to-date. These strategies need to take into 
account not only the spatial domain, but also 
the temporal dimension, as we need to know 
if new rhythmic patterns appear in some 
areas of the map, and the most important 
ones when they do. Future work will also 
include testing the model in other scenarios 
such as warehouse operations to check the 
method’s generalization capabilities. 
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(a) 10 a.m. (b) 2 p.m. (c) 6 p.m. (d) 9 p.m.

Figure 1. Model predicted at 4 different times during the evaluation day. Each colour (yellow, green, 
cyan, blue, dark blue, dark red, red and orange) represents one of the eight possible transition 
orientations. 
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ABSTRACT 

A modified computed torque controller (CTC) is presented in this paper. The 
proposed approach is demonstrated on one joint of a 4-degree of freedom (DOF) 
master-slave (MS) robot manipulator and the CTC gain parameters are optimized 
using the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm. The feasibility of the 
proposed controller is tested and compared with the conventional / traditional 
computed torque control. Results show that the proposed controller performs 
impressively. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Considerable progress in research has been
made in developing master-slave (MS)
robotic systems for various applications.
Some of these areas of application include
minimally invasive surgeries [1] and
rehabilitation [2]. Limitations imposed by the
majority of the existing MS robotic surgical
systems include a high cost of equipment and
maintenance, steep learning curve for the
surgeon and the large physical dimension of
the equipment [3], [4]. Thus, the need for
smaller sized yet affordable MS robotic
systems is growing rapidly.

A major challenge introduced with robotic 
systems in general involves developing 
robust controllers that are capable of 
handling uncertainties and disturbances in the 
robot’s environment. The nonlinearities 
present in robot manipulator dynamics’ make 
linear feedback control techniques unsuitable 
for controlling the system efficiently. For 
instance, the traditional proportional-integral-
and-derivative (PID) controller that is widely 
accepted and simple to implement [5] 
performs poorly in high speed operations. 

Several non-linear control methods [5], [6], 
[7], [8] have been investigated to meet high 
speed operation and accurate control 

requirements in industry, e.g. Computed 
Torque Control. Computed torque control 
(CTC) involves feeding back a signal to 
eliminate the effects of disturbances and 
nonlinearities, and introduces desired torques 
that will ensure the error dynamics converges 
to zero. Some of these nonlinear terms 
include gravity and friction, and Coriolis and 
centrifugal torques. 

Optimisation algorithms are often used to 
enhance the performance of controllers, by 
tuning the controller parameters for optimal 
control. For example, the PSO algorithm, in 
comparison to other optimization methods, is 
valued mostly due to its ease of 
implementation and a few adjustment 
parameters [9]. Particle swarm optimisation 
was first developed by Eberhart and Kennedy 
[10], and has evolved since it was introduced 
over two decades ago. The PSO algorithm 
can be seen to minimize the cost function of 
an H∞ PID controller for a flexible link 
manipulator in [11]. Soltanpour [12] also 
uses the PSO algorithm to adjust the 
membership functions of fuzzy sliding mode 
controller for a robot manipulator. These 
cited examples highlight the versatility of 
using the PSO algorithm for various types of 
nonlinear control. 
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II. MAIN WORK
The master-slave robotic system is a
laboratory prototype that consists of the
master and slave manipulators. The hand
movements of the user holding the master are
relayed as measured position signals to the
control system, which then sends, scaled and
transformed signals to the slave manipulator.

Both master and slave manipulators are 
dynamically similar where each manipulator 
has 4 degrees of freedom (DOF) each plus 
one for grasping at the end effector. The 
main difference between these manipulators 
is the presence of position sensors in the 
master, and actuators in the slave joints 
respectively. Hence, only the dynamics of the 
slave manipulator is considered in this work.

The rigid body dynamic equations of the slave manipulator is derived from the Euler-
Lagrange [13] method, and the equation for an N-DOF robot manipulator, written in vector 
form, is described as:  

In general control systems, the overall goal of a controller is to ensure a closed loop system 
is stable, minimize tracking errors, and ensure robustness against uncertainties and 
perturbations in closed loop systems. 

The general equation of the traditional CTC is described as: 

 where the auxiliary control input, 𝑉 is given: 

Figure 1: 4-DOF Master-Slave Robot Manipulator System 

The modified CTC, however, uses a similar structure as the traditional CTC but 
incorporates the use of an integral error and omits the desired joint acceleration. The 
modified auxiliary control law is, thus, expressed as: 

Therefore, the desired computed joint torques to be inputted into the system can be 
described mathematically, as: 

where: 𝜃! is  the  desired  angular  position, 𝜃 is  the  actual  angular  position,  e  is  the 
tracking  error, 𝜀 is  the integral of the tracking error, 𝑒 is the derivative of the tracking 
error, 𝐷(𝜃, 𝜃) is the sum of nonlinear Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity terms, and  𝜔!, 𝜁, 
𝐾! are gains to be tuned for each joint. It can be inferred that the structure of the 
modified CTC appears very much like a standard PID controller. The gain parameters 
of the modified CTC are tuned offline using PSO algorithm and an objective cost  
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The obtained optimal controller is then implemented on the real MS robot system, and its 
performance is compared with the traditional CTC, as shown in Figure 2a and Fig. 2b:  

It is noticeable that the standard CTC in Joint 2 causes the slave manipulator to oscillate 
haphazardly about its steady state (see Fig.2a) while the modified CTC (in Fig. 2b) gives 
a smoother response. An offset seen in the standard CTC response, caused by the jittery 
behaviour, induces a steady state error between the master and slave. The modified CTC, 
however, attempts to get rid of this offset, and the slave manipulator is seen to track the 
master manipulator remarkably well with a steady state error of approximately 0.05 rad. 
Obtained result shows that the proposed modified CTC approach is feasible, and in fact 
performs better than the traditional CTC. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles or drones
are increasingly featured in the media. They
have potential as a quick to launch, low cost
platform suitable for low altitude flight
within the urban environment. However,
there are two technology hurdles to overcome
before we see a skyline permeated with
flying vehicles.

Cityscapes are rife with complex wind flows, 
potentially destabilising autonomous air 
vehicles, creating a public safety risk as well 
as compromising the functionality of the 
platform. The second technological pitfall is 
the current battery technology which limits 
the range and endurance achievable by small 
flying platforms. 

This research looks for engineering solutions 
inspired from biology. Birds of comparable 
size and weight are not only able to manage 
complex wind flow, but also exploit the 
environment as a locomotive energy source. 
Urban gull populations have rapidly 

increased in recent decades and new research 
indicates that gulls spend almost a third of 
flight time in soaring [1]. We consider that 
our city architecture creates wind highways 
that the gulls navigate for significant energy 
savings in flight. 

Is it then possible, that urban gulls can teach 
us viable flight strategies for unmanned aerial 
vehicles in the urban environment? 

Solving this question required an excursion 
Swansea; a seaside city with plenty of gulls 
that appear to commute along the bay using 
orographic lift. A row of seafront hotels act 
as an artificial cliff forcing the on-shore wind 
to take on a vertical component. A 
combination of simplified Computation Fluid 
Dynamics models and empirical bird flight 
trajectories were used to identify an adaptive 
flight strategy that improves flight 
performance by increasing control in gusts 
and reducing energetic costs [2]. 

 

Figure 1: a) The CFD model output in relation to the digital profile of the observation site with the 
buildings, where the strength of the vertical wind vector component (w, in ms-1) is indicated in colour. 
The bird flight paths associated with these wind conditions are indicated by black lines. b) The hotels 
the gulls soar in front of. c) Lesser Black-backed gull in glide. 

c) 

b) a) 
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However, improving city drones will depend 
on multiple flight strategies. For example, 
gliding, making use of thermals and 
orographic soaring. Extending the 
investigation, ten urban nesting Lesser Black- 

backed gulls (Larus fuscus) have been tagged 
with state-of-the-art tracking units [3]. The 
tags contain GPS and accelerometers which 
have been used to record the flight paths and 
behaviours over two breeding seasons. 

Figure 2: Lesser Black-backed gull, 5309, wearing a GPS backpack. The backpack records a 
position using GPS up to every three seconds. Three-axis accelerometers are used to record the 
behaviours of the gulls, periods of flapping and gliding can be identified due to the difference in 
forces acting on the body. 

Initial data analysis has identified the 
foraging hotspot which have repeated visits, 
the gulls alter their flight path depending on 
the weather conditions. Comparing the 
variations in these trajectories with the 
fluctuations in atmospheric conditions could 
provide insight into the path planning choices 

of gulls. In addition, understanding the 
energetic cost function that gulls optimise for 
would allow tuning of a traditional path 
planner leading to more efficient routes 
through the city environment, optimised for 
the contemporary weather conditions. 

Figure 3: Six foraging hotspots in Bristol are highlighted. The flights of three gulls to these hotspots over 
two days are shown, each circle indicates a GPS fix. The high-resolution paths indicate a fix at every three 
to five seconds, the lower resolution flight paths have fixes every twenty minutes. The resolution of the 
flights is determined by the battery voltage of the GPS unit. 

Bio-inspired path planning has significant 
energy saving and turbulence avoidance 
implications for small autonomous flying 

platforms, meaning the futuristic city skyline 
full of aerial robots is a very real possibility. 

Bird Tracking System 

GPS fix every 3 seconds 
3 axis accelerometers, gyros and 
magnetometers at 20Hz 
Solar panels 
ZigBee communication 
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we provide an overview of the
study we have recently conducted
investigating the possibility of using
humanoid robots to teach children with
Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) about
Visual Perspective Taking (VPT). VPT is the
ability to see the world from another person's
perspective, something that children with
ASC often find difficult. Using a humanoid
has a distinct advantage in this situation
because the robots Field Of View (FOV) can
be shown directly to the children using a
screen to display what the robot can see from
the camera in its eye. Our study working with
12 children in a local special needs secondary
school indicates that using this approach to
teach children with ASC about VPT has
some potential.

II. BACKGROUND
Since the late 90’s a vast amount of research
has been carried out investigating how robots
can be used to encourage communication,
social interaction and collaborative play
amongst children with ASC [1-5]. However,
to date very little research has been
conducted into investigating the possibility of
using robots to assist develop the VPT skills
of children with ASC. VPT is the ability to
see the world from another person's
perspective, taking into account what they
see and how they see it, drawing upon both
spatial and social information [6].

According to Flavell there are two levels of 
VPT: VPT1, the ability to understand that 
other people have a different line of sight to 
ourselves and VPT2, the understanding that 
two people viewing the same item from 
different points in space may see different 
things [6]. The research outlined in this paper 
provides a brief overview of the games we 
developed and tested with 12 children aged 
between 11 and 14 that had been diagnosed 
with ASC or similar condition in a local 
special needs school. 

III. METHOD
Equipment setup

The standard equipment layout can be seen in
Figure 1. The cameras used to record the
sessions had wide angled lenses to ensure
that the child was always in view and the
Kinect sensor was also used to record data
for future analysis and testing of activity
recognition algorithms. The screen was
placed next to the robot in order for the child
to see what the robot could see. There were
some small variations on this

setup with additional equipment being used.

Games devised Figure 1. Generic equipment layout 

In attempting to devise an approach teaching 
children with ASC about VPT, we developed 
9 games that started out very basic and 
incrementally become more difficult, but are 
all focused on the concepts of VPT. Some of 
these games included elements of well-

known games such as “I Spy” and “Hide and 
Seek” that the children could play with the 
Kaspar robot [7, 8]. The games involved a 
number of different combinations of actions, 
starting with moving objects into and out of 
the robots FOV, and then physically 
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controlling the robot’s line of sight. The key 
to these games is giving the children the 
ability to see the world from the robot’s 
perspective and to assist them in learning 
about VPT. Details of the individual games 
are as follows: 
Game 1: Show me an animal and I’ll make 
the sound: This is a VPT1 game as the 
children learn that Kaspar has a different line 
of sight from their own. This game involves 
the child freely showing Kaspar animal toys 
of the child’s choice while Kaspar looks 
straight ahead not moving its head or eyes. 

Game 2: I’ll ask for the animal, you find me 
the animal: Building on game 1 in this game 
the children perform the same task but have 
to follow the robots instructions on what toy 
to show it. 

Game 3: Make me look and I’ll tell you what 
it is: This is again a VPT1 game but in this 
game the children will physically manipulate 
the orientation of the robots head to view 
toys placed around the room. Similar to game 
1, the children have the freedom to show 
Kaspar any toy without limitation. 

Game 4: I’ll tell you what I want to see and 
you need to show me: Combining aspects 
from both games 2 and 3, in this game the 
child controls where Kaspar looks by 
physical manipulation of the head, but must 
follow the robots instructions on what toy it 
wants to see. 

Game 5: What you see is not the same as 
what I see: This game is a VPT2 exercise the 
children are given a cube with different 
pictures on each side. The child must follow 
Kaspars’ instructions and show the robot the 
requested toy, see Figure 2 (B). 

Game 6: I spy with my little eye…: This 
game is based on the well-known game I spy. 
The toys are placed around the room and the 
child needs to work out and pick up the toy 
that Kaspar is referring to and show the toy 
to Kaspar. 

Game 7: What can we see?: In this game a 
turntable with a divider is placed on the table 
and a child places a toy on the turntable. The 
researcher then moves the turntable into 
different positions and asks the child 
questions about the visibility of the object in 
relation to the robot, this is therefore a VPT2 
exercise. 

Game 8: Who can see what?: Similar to game 
7, the child will answer questions on the 
visibility of toys placed in a holder, however 
in this game the child will place three toys 
into the holder and the holder has 3 different 
positions in terms of the toys visibility to the 
robot. 

Game 9: Where will I look?: This game is 
inspired by the well-established Sally-Anne 
test [9] that is a psychological test, used in 
developmental psychology to measure a 
person's social cognitive ability to attribute 
false beliefs to others. In this game there are 
two boxes, a blue box and a red box, both 
have lids. The child has one toy and Kaspar 
asks the child to put it one of the boxes then 
place the lid on it whist Kaspar watches. The 
robot then goes to sleep and closes its eyes.  

Whilst Kaspar’s eyes are closed and the robot 
is “sleeping”, the researcher encourages the 
child to move the toy into the opposite 
container and place the lid on it. The 
researcher then asks the child to wake Kaspar 
up to continue playing. When the robot 
wakes up, the researcher asks the child to 
point where the robot would look for the toy 
to establish if the child has a Theory of Mind. 

Figure 2. Children interacting with robot during study 
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I.V. DISCUSSION
The 12 children that took part in this study all
possessed different levels of ability and as a
result took part in a different number of
sessions. In total 69 sessions were run at the
school and the games that we devised flowed
well and were playable for the children. All
of the children managed to complete the most
basic games successfully, see Figure 2 (A).
Some of the more complex games such as the
VPT2 task some children struggled with but
most eventually managed this successfully,
see Figure 2 (B). The final game that was a
Theory of Mind exercise many of the
children still struggled with, however some
children did make some progress in learning
about this, see Figure 2 (C). Generally the
games worked as anticipated and the lessons
learned from this first pilot-study will be
taken into account when conducting our next
study in the field.
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A practical mSVG interaction method for 
patrol, search, and rescue aerobots 
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ABSTRACT 

This	paper	briefly	presents	the	multimodal	speech	and	visual	gesture	(mSVG)	
control	for	aerobots	at	higher	nCA	autonomy	levels,	using	a	patrol,	search,	and	
rescue	 application	 example.	 The	 developed	 mSVG	 control	 architecture	 was	
presented	 and	 briefly	 discussed.	 This	 was	 successfully	 tested	 using	 both	
MATLAB	 simulation	 and	 python	 based	 ROS	 Gazebo	 UAV	 simulations.	 Some	
limitations	 were	 identified,	 which	 formed	 the	 basis	 for	 the	 further	 works	
presented.		KEYWORDS:	mSVG,	aerobot,	HCI,	visual	gesture,	speech	

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is interested in how the increasing
leagues of human operators interact with
small multi-rotor UAVs. According to Green
et al. (2007), “It is clear that people use
speech, gesture, gaze and non-verbal cues to
communicate in the clearest possible
fashion.” Abioye et al. (2016, 2017)
identified the need for smart and intuitive
control interaction methods for aerobots
(aerial robots) on higher nCA autonomy
levels. Such aerobots could include a patrol,
search, and rescue robot in the Alps,

Southcentral Europe. If a UAV could be 
developed to patrol dangerous regions of the 
Alps, providing signposting to climbers, 
alerting search and rescue teams of any 
incident, and supporting search and rescue 
team operations; and if the patrol UAV is 
meant to interact with climbers when needed, 
perhaps an intangible HHI-like multimodal 
speech and visual gesture (mSVG) 
interaction method could proof very useful in 
such climber aerobotic interaction. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW MULTIMODAL INTERFACES
Cacace, Finzi, and Lippiello (2016) 
investigated multimodal speech and gesture 
communication with multiple UAVs in a 
search and rescue mission, using the Julius 
framework (Lee, Kawahara and Shikano, 
2001) and Myo device for speech and gesture 
respectively. Fernandez et al. (2016) 
investigated the use of natural user interfaces 
(NUIs) in the control of small UAVs using 
the Aerostack software framework. Harris 
and Barber (2014) and Barber et al. (2016) 
investigated the performance of a speech and 
gesture multimodal interface for soldier-robot 
team communication during an ISR mission, 
even considering complex semantic 
navigation commands such as “perch over 
there (speech + pointing gesture), on the tank 

to the right of the stone monument (speech)” 
(Borkowski and Siemiatkowska, 2010; 
Barber, Howard and Walter, 2016). Related 
research by Hill, Barber, and Evans (2015), 
suggested that multimodal speech and 
gesture communication was a means to 
achieving an enhanced naturalistic 
communication, reducing workload and 
improving human-robot communication 
experience. Kattoju et al. (2016) also 
investigated the effectiveness of speech and 
gesture communication in a soldier-robot 
interaction. Cauchard et al. (2015) and Obaid 
et al. (2016) conducted elicitation study to 
determine intuitive gestures for controlling 
UAVs. 
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Research	-	Multimodal	Speech	and	Visual	Gesture	(mSVG)	

Figure	1:	mSVG	design	architecture	–	control	capture,	processing,	and	execution.

The mSVG technique is basically the 
multimodal combination of speech and visual 
gesture, a method that leverages familiar 
human-human type interaction, in human 
aerobotic interaction. This combination could 
be sequential or complementary. The 
underlying architecture of how this technique 
is designed to work is as described in Figure 
1. Speech is captured via a microphone,
processed and recognised using the CMU
Sphinx ASR with custom-defined phonetic
dictionary containing only the set of
command vocabulary, in order to increase
recognition speed and accuracy. The speech 
input, 𝒰𝑠𝑝𝑒��ℎ = [�1, �2, �3, … , �𝑛], is 
processed into the control symbol 𝑓(�). 
Visual gesture is captured via a camera 
connected to the aerobot SBC computer. In 
the preliminary work, a simple finger-coded 
visual gesture control commands set was 
developed to be recognised through a 
combination of two OpenCV algorithms – 
Haar cascade for hand tracking and   convex 
hull   for   finger   counting.   The   visual 
gesture   control   command,   �𝑔������

=[�1, �2, �3, … , �𝑚], is also being 
processed into control symbols �(𝑣).  

These are then combined into a standardized 
control symbol, 𝑤 = �(�) + �(�), which is 
then passed into the multimodal control 
processing (MCP) framework. ℎ(�) is the 
resultant control output generated after the 
multimodal combination of both the speech 
and the visual gesture input. 𝛿(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 
Δℎ(�) 

Where Δ is a function generated by the nCA 
API to modify the MCP output, ℎ(�), to 
enable compatibility with multiple nCA 
navigational control autonomy levels. �(�, 
�, �) is the increment/decrement change in 
3-dimensional position of the UAV with
respect to its previous position. A
mathematical set model was developed and
used to describe the computational algorithm
mapping speech and visual gestures control
symbols to UAV control operations to be
executed.

I.V. RESULTS - MATALAB AND ROS GAZEBO SIMULATION
Based on the mathematical set model, the 
mSVG control navigation was simulated in 
MATLAB, which was then implemented in 
python for easy integration of algorithm on a 
single board computer (in this case, Odroid 
XU4 SBC), and simulated on a rotors gazebo 
firefly UAV simulator in an open world 

environment. In each case, a series of 
command such as ‘go forward’, ‘go up half 
metre’, ‘go right one metre’, ‘hover at three 
metre’, ‘and’, ‘hover’, ‘go forward backward 
two half metre’, ‘patrol’, etc. were 
successfully tested. 

Figure	2:	Specified	aerobot	
patrol	grid,	MATLAB	simulation,	and	ROS	
Gazebo	Simulation	
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The main limitations of the proposed system 
is 1) its susceptibility to speech corruption 
during capture, due to the noise generated by 
the multirotor propulsion systems and other 
loud ambient noise such as in stormy 
weathers, 2) the effect of poor visibility level 
on visual gesture capture, as could be the 
case at night, or in cloudy or misty weather. 
The next phase of this research is already 
underway to determine the range of 
effectiveness of the mSVG method under 

varying noise and visibility levels. This could 
inform the possibility of working around this 
or developing techniques that may extend 
this range, thereby extending the usefulness 
of the propose mSVG technique over a much 
wider application area. Also, a comparison of 
the mSVG and RC joystick in terms of 
training time, same nCA Tier task completion 
rate, and cognitive workload requirement, is 
currently being conducted. 
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ABSTRACT 

Research into robot compliance has received world-wide interest  for  many  decades. 
With the proposal of the series elastic actuator (SEA) by Gill Pratt and  Matt Williamson 
20 years ago, the research in this area has sky-rocketed with many roboticists aiming to 
create robotic structures that lend themselves to operate safely in the vicinity of humans. 
The approach proposed by Pratt and Williamson to create inherently compliant actuators 
has recently found its way into commercially-available products, the Baxter and Sawyer 
robots – robotic devices that      are certified to operate nearby humans, e.g., for use in 
shared autonomy factory environments. Taking inspiration from the SEA concept and 
amalgamating new advancements in the area of     soft material robotics, we propose the 
fundamentally new concept of variable series elastic links (VSEL) as a novel component 
to create manipulation devices that can alter their stiffness to accommodate their 
dynamic response depending  on  environmental  situations.  The  proposed  VSEL is a 
link structure made of an inner inflatable chamber and an outer, inextensible fabric  
sheath that depending on its chamber’s air pressure changes its stiffness. Similar to the  
SEA concept, the VSEL introduces an element of compliance  to  robotic  structures  –  
however,  extending from  the standard SEA, the VSEL has a number of advantages: it is 
low-cost, can be  easily integrated into robot arm designs replacing the standard rigid 
link, can sense interaction forces across the link structure and, most importantly, allows 
to adjust its stiffness and hence the robot’s compliance over a wide range. Exploiting the 
modeling and control advancements in the area of SEA, this paper explores novel 
analytical models to improve the understanding of the dynamic behavior of the proposed 
VSEL    with future work focusing on creating a control architecture for VSEL based 
robot arms. This    paper introduces a number of models; future work will investigate 
their suitability to model the dynamic behavior of VSEL links. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Series elastic actuators (SEAs) are a widespread 
actuation technology to implement stable 
interaction control while providing high  
transparency  [1]–[3].  SEAs  are  composed  of  a 
traditional motor (usually an electric motor) in 
series with  a  compliant  element  (typically  a 
spring) that is, in turn, connected to the robotic 
link. Series elastic actuators have  been  said  to 
enable excellent force control using inexpensive 
components [4]. In reality, however, numerous 
expensive spring designs have been proposed in 
the literature to realize compact series elastic 
actuators [5], [6].  

In this paper we promote a novel design concept: 
the variable series elastic link (VSEL). The VSEL 
is the response to a natural question: why adding 
expensive  compliance  in series with a joint-
located actuator, when the link represents itself as 

a very  suitable  place  to achieve a compliant 
robot structure? Extending the SEL concept,  an 
affordable  solution  is  achieved by substituting 
two high-cost components (the series compliance 
and the rigid link) with     a single inexpensive 
component: an inflatable, stiffness-controllable 
link made from low-cost components.  

Moreover, sensing the force at the link  level  has 
significant  advantages  over  the force sensing 
capability in an SEA which is at actuation level. 
Furthermore, by neglecting the link inertia and 
representing it as a pure elastic element (air is 
lightweight and compliant) it is possible    to 
prove that the VSEL retains the established 
control advantages of SEAs, i.e. force sensor 
collocation and improved force control robustness 
[1]–[3]. 
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II. SERIES COMPLIANCE
ARRANGEMENT AND MODELING
Series compliance, realized by SEAs, comes
at the cost    of inferior position
controllability and additional mechanical
complexity. A widely used  model  for  SEAs
is the one represented in Figure 1a where θ is
the motor position, q is the link position, Jm
is the motor inertia, k and d are the in-
between compliance stiffness and damping,
respectively, and τm and τs are the motor
input torque and the spring torque,
respectively. Interestingly, most of the
advantages and properties of SEAs has been
explained using such a simple model. When
considering    a robotic application, this
model can only represents the actuator
subsystem and a more meaningful model
should  at least account for the robotic link as
in Figure 1b where   J represents the link
inertia. Here, more realistically, the robot is
in contact with the environment through the
link. This representation highlights that by
feeding back the spring displacement only
the motor dynamics can beshaped or
controlled and not the whole robot dynamics
which includes the link. This SEA-link
model also highlights some of the
disadvantages of SEAs. In particular, it can
be shown that, depending on the link mass,
the position controllability can worsen and
the impact safety may degrade.

Within the VSEL concept the compliance is 
arranged between the  link  and  the 
environment  instead of at motor level. Thus 
we realistically come back to the model in 
Figure 1a. Indeed, the VSEL is filled with air 
which is inherently lightweight and 
compliant, thus, its inertia can be neglected 
and the link can be modelled as a pure  

elastic element. With respect to the model in 
Figure 1b, the model in Figure 1a leads to the 
following advantages: 

1. 1. The link deflection directly measures the
robot-environment interaction that is the
physical quantity we desire to shape in
interaction control (and not the motor-link
interaction as in the case of the SEA).

2. 2. Avoiding the spring between the motor
and the link, the link position becomes
collocated leading to enhanced position
controllability.

3. 3. The impact safety is augmented because
the compliant interface is located between the
robot and the environment allowing to
decouple not only the motor inertia but also
the link inertia.
It is noted that the compliance arrangement
in Figure 1.a)  retains  the  established
control advantages of SEAs, i.e. force sensor
collocation and improved force control
robustness.

III. CONCLUSIONS
By arranging the compliance along the link 
we gain improved control and safety with 
respect to  using the compliance between the 
motor and the link when compared to SEAs. 
Thus, we want to propose here the concept of 
Variable Series Elastic Links (VSELs) to 
overcome  the  main  limitations of SEAs.  

In particular, we consider fabric-based, 
inflatable links, which can be implemented 
using low-cost components. Future work will 
consider the challenges imposed by using 
light elastic links, including position control 
in the presence of soft elements and the 
practicalities of dealing with inflatable links. 

Figure 1. (a) A widely used, 
oversimplified SEA model. The same model 
can be  used  for VSEL. (b) An extended 
SEA model including the robot link. 
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Depth-Map Improvement Via 
Architectural Priors 

Paul Amayo, Pedro Piniés, Lina M. Paz, Paul Newman, Oxford Robotics Institute, Oxford University 

ABSTRACT 

The deployment and safe use of robots in large scale environments is intrinsically tied to 
their ability     to create on demand accurate representations of the environments they 
are operating in. Depth-maps from visual sensors offer a solution to this problem 
however current depth-map estimation techniques from cameras often struggle to 
accurately estimate the depth of large texture-less regions. In urban scenes these texture-
less regions are largely by construction planar. In this work we present two vision-only 
methods, one implicit  and one explicit, to incorporate architectural planar priors into 
depth-map extraction together with their subsequent reconstructions of the environment. 

I. INTRODUCTION
With the recent strides in autonomous driving
and deployment of robots in large-scale
urban environments the ability of robots to
create better maps of these environments
over large scales have become increasingly
important. Laser scanners remain the sensor
suite of choice however their cost, especially
of 3D lasers, creates a barrier to their
widespread use. Dense depth-maps created
from monocular/stereo cameras offer a low-
cost solution that can naturally deal with both
the scale and lighting conditions of outdoor
environments but do not have the accuracy of
RGB-D cameras which are in turn restricted
to small-scale and low-light indoor scenes.

Current state-of-the-art methods for creating 
dense depth-maps with cameras are based on 
powerful variational optimisation algorithms 
[1], [2]. These in general have  two terms that 
are minimised as shown   in Equation 1. 

Firstly a data term that measures the 
photoconsistency (over a set of consecutive 
images in the case of a monocular camera or 
a stereo pair of images) of the depth 
estimation. Followed by a regularisation term 
that enforces depth smoothness for 
homogeneous surfaces while simultaneously 
attempting to preserve sharp discontinuities 
between different objects in the scene. The 
minimisation process involves  the 
application of  a primal-dual optimisation 
scheme [3]. 

The natural challenge in these techniques is 
dealing with large, plain and planar structures 
where the data term is of little use, with the 
lack of texture in these areas restricting the 
use of photo-consistency. Planar priors can 
be incorporated implicitly into the original 
variational problem  by reaching for a Total 
Generalized Variation  (TGV) regularization 
term that favours planar surfaces by allowing 
the depth to change at a constant rate 
shown in Equation 2.  

EQUATION 1: 

min Edata(ζ) + Ereg(ζ).     
ζ 

EQUATION 2: 

Ereg(d) =  min α1 
r r  

|�d − w|dxdy + α2 
r r 

|�w|dxdy   
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Fig. 1. A qualitative perspective of this paper. A dense depth-map (left) of a planar wall surface created by a state-of-the-art Total 
Generalised Variation  algorithm is displayed. As expected the algorithm results in a noisy output on the largely textureless wall  
and road. Explicitly discovering planar regions and from there invoking a planar prior to restricted areas results in an improved 
depth-map (right), showing a marked improvement in the depth estimation along the wall and road. 

As demonstrated in Figure 1, the implicit 
TGV approach still struggles to estimate the 
depth of the textureless walls and roads 
creating a noisy depth map. To improve on 
this we reach for an explicit incorporation of 
planar priors using a fast per-pixel labelling, 
as shown in Figure 1 this results in a marked 
improvement in the depth-map. The planar 
priors are extracted through a vision-only two 
view homography segmentation that makes 

no assumptions about the layout of the scene 
[4]. Once the planar priors are retrieved, we 
propose a labelling of the image pixels to the 
corresponding underlying planes. This per-
pixel labelling is driven by a fast, parallel, 
global energy minimisation algorithm, this 
brings real-time capabilities into the depth-
map improvement. The energy is formulated 
as follows: 

l=1 

n 

lρ(u)lφl(u) +λ 
i=1 

n 

ωN l�N φl(u)Slp 
i=1 

           (3) 

Data Term Smoothness Term 

Where L is the number of planar priors 
hypotheses with an addition of the non-planar 
label    that is provided by the TGV depth-
map, with the nodes u D the image pixels. 
With φ(u) being the indicator function and 
ρ(u) is the photo-consistency measured 
between images. The photo-consistency is 
determined using the depths provided 
through the planar priors and the variational 
depth-map and then projecting and 
comparing this to the subsequent images used 
in the two-view homography segmentation. 
The smoothness term penalises depth 
discontinuities between neighbouring pixels 
based on their plane labels. 

The depth-maps from these two approaches 
can be fused to create a dense reconstruction 
of the environment. In this work we opt for 
the approach of Tanner at al. [5]. This was 
then deployed on regions of the KITTI 
dataset [6] as shown in Figure 2. From this 
Figure it can be seen that the introduction of 
the planar priors results in more complete 
reconstructions (bottom row) over the 
evaluated sections than the raw TGV depth-
maps (top row). Holes in the reconstruction 
created as a result of the noisy depth maps in 
textureless regions are filled as resulting in a 
smoother and more complete reconstruction. 
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Fig. 2.   Sample results of dense reconstructions from the fusion of depth maps in the two evaluated sections are shown in this  
figure. The top row of images corresponds to the reconstructions produced using the TGV depth maps. It can be seen that the 
noise on the depth maps results in some gaps in the reconstruction. By improving these depth maps with planar priors in our 
approach     the results can be improved on significantly as shown in the bottom row. Resulting in a more accurate map of 
the world. 

II. CONCLUSION
In this work efforts to improve  the  depth-
map  estimation  through  architectural  priors
are presented. We  demonstrate that by
explicitly including planar priors through a
fast labelling more accurate depth-   maps of
urban scenes can be created. These depth-
maps when fused show a more accurate

picture of the environment available to robots 
even over large-scale environments. This 
allows for the addition of higher- level 
functionality into robots especially in 
applications where complex interaction with 
the environment is needed without the need 
for expensive sensor suites. 
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Mona: an Affordable Mobile Robot 
for Swarm Robotic Applications 

F. Arvin, J. Espinosa, B. Bird, A. West, S. Watson, and B. Lennox
School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, The University of Manchester 

ABSTRACT 

Mobile robots are playing a significant role in multi and swarm robotic research 
studies. The high cost of commercial mobile robots is a significant challenge 
that limits the number of swarm based research studies that implement real 
robotic platforms. On the other hand, the observed results from simulated 
robots using simulation software are not representative of results that would be 
obtained using real robots. There are therefore considerable benefits in the 
development of an affordable open-source and flexible platform that allows 
students and researchers to implement experiments using real robot systems. 
Mona is an open-source and open-hardware mobile robot that has been 
developed at the University of Manchester for this purpose. Mona provides a 
robotic solution that can be programmed and operated using a user-friendly 
interface, Arduino, with relative ease. The low cost of the platform means that 
it is feasible for a large number of these robots to be used in swarm robotic 
scenarios. 

This work was supported by EPSRC (Project No. EP/P01366X/1 and EP/P018505/1). 

I.INTRODUCTION
Swarm robotics is a relatively new concept
in multi-robotic collective behaviour
research studies that has emerged from
studies using robots with limited abilities
that are assigned to following simple tasks
[1]. Swarm robotic scenarios are mostly
inspired form social behaviour of insects
and other animals and there have been
many successful implementations of
swarm behaviours which have been
directly inspired from nature (e.g.
honeybees [2],  cockroaches [3],  ants [4],
and birds [5]). As highlighted in [6], one of
the main criteria of swarm robotics is
operating experiments with a “large
number of robots”, typically at least 10 -
20. Recently,  the number     of robots used
in swarm robotics has increased
dramatically with swarm sizes of up to
1000 robots being reported [7]. To
implement such large sizes of swarms with
commercial robots can therefore be very
costly. To tackle this issue, affordable
open-source and open-hardware robotic
platforms are playing an important role in
research and education.

Several mobile robots have been 
developed and successfully deployed in 
swarm robotic research studies, such as 
Khepera [8], Alice [9], Jasmine [10], E-
puck [11], Colias [12], SwarmBot [13], 
Kilobot [14], and S-bot [15]. In these 
studies bio-inspired collective behaviour 
has been imitated, however, despite this 
work only a limited number of low-cost, 
open-source, and open-hardware mobile 
robots are available for use in swarm 
robotic research studies. For example, 
’Colias’ is an open-source, low-cost 
mobile robot that was developed for 
application to swarm scenarios. A large 
group of Colias robots played the role of 
young honeybees role to mimic 
BEECLUST aggregation [16]. Colias has 
also been utilised to study bio-inspired 
vision mechanism [17] and artificial 
pheromone communication system [18]. 
Recently, Mona has been developed as a 
low-cost mobile robot for research and 
education purposes. The first version of 
Mona was utilised in a study on the 
feasibility of creating a Perpetual Robot 
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Swarm system, where the robot was able 
to recharge itself whilst in motion [19]. 
The Mona robot has been developed, in 
collaboration with a commercial partner, 
as a low-cost platform (£100) for robotic 
education and swarm/collaborative 

research. It has been successfully used 
for teaching on an undergraduate unit 
and MSc projects in University of 
Manchester. The rest of this paper 
provides briefly on its design and 
capabilities. 

II. MONA ROBOT
Mona (Fig. 1) uses a circular PCB board
with the diameter of 8 cm accommodates
its modules including main processor,
motors and drivers, infra-red proximity
sensors, power management, and 3.7 V Li-
Po battery. Mona is a modular robot hence
any module that uses the serial
communication standards (i.e.  RS232, I2C,
and SPI) can be easily attached to the
robot.  Due     to open-source criterion of
the Mona, Arduino [20] that is one of the

most successful open-  source platforms 
was used to program the Mona. The 
important reasons to use Arduino were: 
i) it is relatively easy platform in
comparison to other open-source platforms,
ii) the rich set  of online forums and 
available libraries with free access, and iii) 
variety of Arduino compatible 
programming environments especially for 
young age students. 

Figure 1: (a) Mona robot, (b) ROS module (breakout board for Teensy 3.2 and WiFi), and (c) an expansion board for 
the off-the-shelf modules: Raspberry Pi Zero, RF transceiver, and XBee. 

An AVR 8-bit microcontroller (Atmega-
328, with 32 KB in-system self-
programmable flash memory and 2 KB 
internal SRAM) was utilised as the main 
processor. The main clock source is an 
external 16 MHz crystal oscillator. Two 
micro DC gearhead motors (with a high 
gear ratio of 280:1) and two wheels with 
diameter of 28 mm move Mona with a 
maximum speed of 10 cm/s. The rotational 
speed for each motor is controlled 
individually using a pulse-width 
modulation (PWM) technique. Each motor 
is controlled separately with a macroscopic 
model of the utilized motors [21].   

In addition, the utilised motors have 
magnetic encoders attached to the back 
side   of the motors. Each encoder 
generates two pulses per rev (before gear), 
which provides enough precision in terms 
of wheels’ displacement.  The output of the 

encoders can be used as an input  to a 
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) 
controller for closed-loop motion control. 
The main sensory system which is used in 
Mona is the short-range infra-red (IR) 
proximity sensors. Five sensors in front 
half of the robot, which were located in 35◦ 
angular distance estimate the distance of an 
obstacle by translating the received 
reflected IR to an analogue  voltage [22]. 
Mona also monitors its battery level using 
an ADC (analog-to-digital converter) 
channel of the main processor by sampling 
its battery level by a voltage divider 
including two resistors. 

To study on possibility of controlling 
Mona using ROS (Robot Operating 
System), a breakout board has been made 
that supports a Teensy 3.2 module and a 
WiFi module,  as shown in  Fig. 1(b). 
The board was attached on top of Mona 
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and communicates via UART (universal 
asynchronous receiver-transmitter). In 
this configuration, an ID was assigned to 
each Mona and the base-station (ROS 
server) receives sensory readings from 
each Mona and also sends commands to 
Mona’s motors and LEDs via WiFi 
module. In addition, a breakout board as 
shown in Fig. 1(c) has been developed 
which supports: i) Raspberry Pi Zero, ii) 
XBee module, and iii) NRF24L01 RF 
transceiver. The board is mounted on top 
of the main platform and is able to 

communicate with the main platform 
using RS232 serial port. 
Mona has been developed based on an 
AVR RISC micro-controller 
(ATMega328P). The architecture of the 
robot allows connecting the robot to 
Arduino-based platforms via a USB  cable. 
However, it is possible to use any 
programming language which was 
developed for AVR micro-controllers 
including C, C++, Java, Pascal, Basic, and 
Assembly. Mona’s design library  and 
codes are available at [23]. 
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Reactive Magnetic-field-inspired Algorithm for Robot 
Navigation in Unknown Environments: Preliminary Results 

(Extended Abstract) 
Ahmad Ataka1, Hak-Keung Lam1, and Kaspar Althoefer2 ∗†

II. INTRODUCTION
The field of robot navigation, path planning,
and obstacle avoidance have been
extensively studied in the robotics
community over the past thirty years [1], [2].
Classical geometrical planning, such as the
visibility graph, cell decomposition, and
Voronoi diagram [1], and a more recent
sampling-based planning [3], [4], [5] have
been able to solve a wide range of problems
such as computer animation, assembly
planning, and com- putational structural
biology [2]. However, achieving collision-
free navigation becomes more challenging as
the robot applications move from well-
defined environments (as common in
industrial applications) towards unknown
environments (such as those where the robot
has to cope with the presence of moving
humans). Therefore, the ability of the robot
to reach the desired target whilst avoiding

obstacles on-line with limited information of 
the environment becomes important. 

In this paper, we present preliminary results 
of the magnetic-field-inspired algorithm for 
reactive robot navigation. The algorithm is 
reactive in the sense that it uses only the local 
most-updated sensory data to pro- duce the 
motion, and hence, does not rely on prior 
knowledge of the obstacle’s position and 
geometry. Our algorithm goes beyond the 
standard electric-field-based artificial 
potential field (APF) being able to generate 
paths in environments with convex obstacle 
without experiencing local minima. It also 
outperforms previ- ous magnetic-field-
inspired navigation methods [6], [7], [8] 
since it does not rely on prior knowledge of 
the obstacles’ geometrical properties. 

II. MAGNETIC FIELD-INSPIRED NAVIGATION
From the classical law of electromagnetism, a wire segment carrying electrical current io will
produce a mag- netic field B. A particle with positive charge q moving close to the current-
carrying wire will be affected by the presence of the magnetic field with a force F whose
direction is perpendicular to both particle’s velocity v and magnetic field B. Due to this
phenomena, the produced force will result to deviation rather than repulsion (as is the case for
electric field) in the particle’s course of movement. Inspired by this physical phenomenon, we
can think of a robot as a charged particle with velocity v and the obstacle surface as a current-
carrying wire. The artificial current lo flowing on the obstacle surface located at position ro
with respect to the robot is designed in such a way that the generated force F will guide the
robot to follow obstacle boundary instead.

To make the robot located at p to follow the direction of lo, the force applied to the robot can 
be written as follows: 
F(ro) = c  la × (lo × la)  f (|ro|, |ṗ|),       (1) 
where c > 0 is a scalar constant, la stands for the robot’s velocity direction defined as la = ṗ . 
To minimize the change of the velocity direction, and thus minimizing unwanted oscillation, 
the proposed induced current direction lo is designed to be the projection of the robot’s 
velocity direction la on to the obstacle surface, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. We assume that 
obstacle surface at every closest point will always have a normal vector

1A. Ataka and H.K. Lam are with The Centre for Robotics Research (CoRe), Department of Informatics, Kings College London,
London WC2R 2LS, United Kingdom. Corresponding author e-mail: ahmad.ataka@kcl.ac.uk 
†2K. Althoefer is with the School of Engineering and Material Science, Queen Mary University of London, London E1 4NS.
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(a)     (b) 
Figure 1: (a) The artificial current on the obstacle surface lo, drawn as orange arrows, is designed to have the same direction as the 
projection of the robot’s velocity la on to obstacle surface. (b) The magnetic-field-inspired navigation is applied to a point-like robot 
moving in R2.

Figure 2: A point-like robot is guided using (a) the proposed algorithm and (b) standard APF for 
environment consisting of double spheres and using (c) the proposed algorithm and (d) standard APF 
in environment consisting of roof-like building. (e) The proposed algorithm and (f) standard APF are 
applied to the model of 7 DOFs Baxter arm moving in environment consisting of cube obstacle. The 
inset plot shows the tip’s trajectory drawn in blue line, its starting point drawn as a blue dot, and the 
target position drawn as a red dot. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A point-like robot with the dynamics of
double integrator and a 7 degrees of freedom
(DOF) Baxter arm are used as models in our
simulation. The control law which will
govern the robot towards the goal and
avoiding obstacle is represented as
combination of a PD controller towards the
goal and the magnetic-field-inspired obstacle
avoidance terms as expressed in (1) which
will be activated once the distance between
robot and obstacle closer than a limit distance
rl. The robot is assumed to be able to sense
the surrounding environments as far as some
distance rs rl in all directions.

In Fig. 1b, we can see the performance of the 

algorithm in planar environment. Fig. 2 
shows the results for 3D case, in which the 
environment consists of spherical objects 
(Fig. 2a-Fig. 2b) or roof-like objects (Fig. 2c-
Fig. 2d). We see how the proposed algorithm 
(Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c) outperforms the 
standard APF (Fig. 2b and Fig. 2d) for both 
cases. The algorithm is also used to guide the 
tip of the Baxter arm in avoiding unknown 
obstacle in the form of a cube as shown in 
Fig.  2e,  while the standard APF fails to 
guide the tip towards   the target (Fig. 2f). 
Hence, we conclude that the proposed 
magnetic-field-inspired algorithm is a 
promising candidate to be used to navigate 
various robotics platforms. 

la lo 
ro 
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FURO: Pipe Inspection Robot for 
Radiological Characterisation 

Liam Brown1,2, Joaquin Carrasco1, Simon Watson1, and Barry Lennox1	

I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1930s nuclear fission was discovered,
this led to many countries including the
United Kingdom, to begin research into
nuclear materials [1]. At the time, the major
interest in fission was weaponising it, leading
to projects such as the Manhattan Project in
the early 1940s [1]. After World War II the
race for nuclear arms continued, leading into
the cold war [2].

Nuclear facilities required for research were 
constructed quickly to keep up with the arms 
race. Due to the speed and limited knowledge 
of the dangers of exposure to nuclear 
material, fewer precautions and exact records 
were taken at the time. Once these nuclear 
facilities had been fully utilised they were 
retired and sealed off. 70 years after the race 
began there is a need to decommission the 
facilities as the structures are starting to age 
and if they are left it could lead to further 
contamination of the surrounding 
environment.  

All of these facilities contain pipework, 
meaning there is miles of uncharacterised 
pipes within them. If it is uncharacterised it 
must be disposed of as contaminated waste 
which is a costly procedure. Workers 
currently check the pipework manually by 
entering the hazardous zones to dismantle 
and scan it for radiation. This is not only 
difficult and unconformable work but it is a 
risk to the workers health. The processes of 
dismantling the pipework also generates a 
large amount of secondary waste in the form 
of hazmat suits and tools, which all need to 
be disposed of. 

If a low-cost robotic system existed that 
could autonomously scan the miles of 
pipework and characterise (both 
radiologically and geometrically) sections 
of pipe, it could significantly reduce the 
cost of decommissioning without the risk of 

exposure to the workers. 

The aim of this research is to produce a low-
cost, disposable robotic system that can 
navigate through an unknown pipe network 
with a minimum diameter of 50 mm, whilst 
radiologically characterising and mapping the 
pipework. 

Fig. 1. Photo of pipework from an exemplar facility 

There has been a large drive in the utility 
industry for the development of pipe 
inspection vehicles, these predominantly 
operate within pipework with diameters of 
160     600 mm [3], [4]. Robots that are able 
to travel within smaller pipes exist [5], [6] 
but these are unable to safely navigate 
junctions or too complex in their design. A 
bespoke pipe inspection robot has therefore 
been developed. 
The development of a 50 mm pipe inspection 
robot is very challenging due to issues 
relating to miniaturisation. For theevaluation 
stage of the research, a 150 mm prototype 
(named FURO) has been developed, which 
later will be miniaturised. 

FURO has three radial tracked drive units 
each capable of producing 4 Nm of torque, 
which is sufficient to allow the robot   to 
climb with a 1 kg payload. The tracks aid in 
grip within the potentially low friction 
pipework. FURO is shown in Fig.2.        
A fourth motor drives a central lead screw 
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mechanism that is able to vary the diameter 
of the robot between 126   175 mm.   The 
lead screw is also used for active wall 
pressing to allow the robot to climb. Due to 
the sacrificial nature of the robot, it        is 
designed using low-cost 3D printed parts. 
This not only aids with the cost but allows 
bespoke small parts to be made. 

FURO operates on the ROS framework [7]. 
The current prototype uses a PC base station 
with a joystick for manual control. The 
manual control is used to verify the robot is 
mechanically able to navigate different 
scenarios. FURO is able to reliably overcome 
horizontal, vertical and corner sections of 
pipe with the manual control. 

The first major challenge associated with 
navigating within pipes are junctions; the 
simplest of these is the 90◦ bend. As 
discussed FURO is able to navigate corners 
with manual control. The user manual set the 
corner direction (in relation to the robot) and 
radius, the robot uses that to calculate the 
required velocities for the drive unit. To 
make this system autonomous,  the robot 
must be able to detect the parameters of the 
corner so it can determine the path lengths 
for the velocities.  

Fig. 2. FURO prototype 

Current sensing solutions are either too large, 
expensive or computationally heavy to be 
deployed on FURO. A mechanical feeler 
sensor has been developed to detect the pipe 
features ahead. These feelers are depicted on 
the FURO prototype in Fig. 2. 

The feelers consist of a potentiometer, spring, 
arm and encoder which are not only 
mechanically simple but also makes the 
sensor computationally light to sample. The 
voltage change over the potentiometer relates 
to the angle of the feelers this is passed to the 
prediction algorithm to determine the pipe 
parameters. 

Fig. 3 shows the raw data from the feeler 
sensors as they enter the corner. The red 
feeler entered the corner in line with the 
inside of the bend, whist the other feelers 
were at  120◦. It can be seen that the red 
feeler changes with the largest magnitude   to 
the other feelers, this is expected as the 
greatest change over the entrance distance is 
experienced here. The blue and green 
feelers are expected to change by a similar 
magnitude to each other but less than, and in 
the opposite direction to, the red    feeler 
which is exactly what is observed. 
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Fig. 3. Raw data from feeler sensors entering a corner 

Once the raw data from the feelers is 
gathered, a method of detecting the corner 
parameters from this information is 
determined. The raw data is converted to 
angles and is used with a kinematic model to 
determine the location of all three feelers. A 
prediction is made on the direction (in 
relation to the robot) and radius of the corner. 
Once the parameters of the corner have been 
estimated they can be used to determine the 
required velocities from the drive units to 
allow FURO to pass through a corner. 
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ABSTRACT 

Use of traditional low-impedance sensor leads is highly undesirable in intravascular 
catheters to be used with MRI guidance; thermal safety and quality of imaging are 
particularly impacted by these components. In this paper, we are showing that hypertonic 
saline solution, a high-impedance body-like fluid, could be a compatible and effective 
signal transmission medium when used in MRI-compatible catheters. We also propose a 
simple type of catheter design that can be steered hydraulically using the same saline 
solution. Integration of hydraulic steering is not required for MRI-compatibility; 
however efficient design can bring advantages in terms of structural simplicity and 
miniaturisation. Manufacturing of proof-of-concept prototypes using 3D printing is 
underway. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Intravascular catheterization is nowadays a
standard technique for many types of
minimally invasive diagnostic and surgical
procedures. Catheters are typically guided
using fluoroscopy – however, this imaging
technique uses ionizing radiation and is
associated with an increase in risk of cancer
and other side effects for patients and
attending medical staff. Real-time Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) has been

recently developed as a safer, more effective 
alternative to fluoroscopy; however, 
practical implementation of MRI is not 
proving easy. Some intravascular 
procedures (e.g. interventional 
electrophysiology studies) require electrical 
signals to be transmitted outside the body – 
this is almost universally achieved with thin 
metal or otherwise low-impedance wires. 
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Unfortunately, such components are 
particularly undesirable in an MRI 
environment as they have the potential of 
heating to dangerous levels; imaging 
artefacts may also arise, making guidance 
and positioning of catheters particularly 
difficult. While methods have been devised 
to increase MRI-compatibility of such 
systems, difficulties have been reported. 

II. METHODOLOGY
Our approach takes inspiration from non-
invasive examinations of the electrical
signals generated by the heart, e.g. electro-
cardiography. With some rough
approximation, these signals are collected
after passing bodily tissues; these, in turn,
can be roughly approximated as normal
saline solution (0.9% weight/volume), which
is itself a rather poor conductor. Performance
of such systems is, however, very well
established. Stemming from this, we
determined that hypertonic concentrations
(i.e. well above normal concentration) offer
good signal transmission properties when
tested in narrow catheter-like lumens (1mm
internal diameter, 100+ cm in length) at
similar voltages and frequencies as cardiac
electrophysiological signals collected
directly. An example is shown in the chart on
top left corner of fig. 1, where the signal
received through a catheter-like lumen
follows very closely the transmitted signal
(net of the 50Hz mains noise captured by the
unshielded test-rig). Being similar in
composition to human tissues and only
marginally more conductive, hypertonic

saline solution appears feasible as a MRI-
compatible substitute of traditional low-
impedance wires. The safety profile of 
hypertonic saline solution in case of 
accidental spillage into the bloodstream is 
also very good, with 20% and 7% reported as 
safe concentrations for adult and paediatric 
patients respectively. 

We also investigated the integration of 
hydraulic steering using the same conductive 
fluid. MRI-compatible steering mechanisms 
can be devised without the need of an 
hydraulic system, e.g. using tendons or push-
rods made of MRI-compatible polymers. 
However, it can make sense to re-use 
components that are already available in the 
body of the catheter. Our proof-of-concept 
design uses a very simple 1-DOF mechanism 
that is steered by removing a small volume of 
fluid, and re-straightened by pumping in back 
the same volume (see the insert in the bottom 
right corner of fig. 1). Variances in the 
conductive cross-section (thus in resistivity) 
in the steering tip are limited, thus not 
affecting the overall signal transmission 
properties of the whole catheter. We are 
currently in the manufacturing stages of a 
functional prototype, while at the same time 
testing designs, materials and assembly 
techniques that can be useful in future 
production. Use of 3D printing has enabled to 
significantly reduce the time and costs 
involved to test ideas, with results that are 
more than satisfactory considering the 
minuscule size of the components being 
printed (e.g. fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Examples of 3D printed hydraulic catheter structures ready to be assembled. 3D 
printing has enabled time- and cost-efficient testing of various designs and materials. 
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III. CONCLUSION
Stemming from our positive results, we
believe that the problem of signal
transmission in MRI-guided intravascular
catheterisation can be solved, or at least
greatly simplified, through the use of 
hypertonic saline solution instead of 

traditional metal wires. The integration of 
signal transmission and hydraulic steering 
can be an added bonus to achieve better 
performance and effectiveness in actual 
manufacturing. 
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Embodying risk assessment and situational 
awareness for safe HRI from physical and 

cognitive control architectures. 
Antonella Camilleri, Dr.Sanya Dogramadzi and Dr.Praminda Caleb-Solly at Bristol Robotic 

Laboratory, UWE. 

I. CONTEXT
The Human Robot Interaction (HRI)
activities currently reported in the scientific
literature are mostly simple Human-Robot
activities of passing objects or completing
collaborative assembly tasks. Physical and
cognitive multimodal sensory input for
supporting HRI have been researched to
allow sharing space and tasks with a human.
So far it has been shown that explicit
knowledge management both in symbolic
and geometric (surrounding environment and
object label) provide more natural human-
robot interaction (Lemaignan, Warnier,
Sisbot, et al., 2017). This perception and
interpretation of the surrounding environment
provide the robot with the ability of knowing,
reasoning, risk assessing and eventually
cooperating. This is of vital importance when
it comes to cooperating with robots which go
beyond cooperation around a structured
environment of an assembly table. Having
collaborative robots that are build up to the
standards are not enough unless they are able
to reason safely especially when having
humans in the loop that have less control
over their actions and the surrounding
environment, for example assistive robots for
older adults. Many researchers focused on
acquiring humans’ senses and building
perception of the environment either by using
direct physical interaction or through
cognitive architectures. Nevertheless, the
embodied intelligence in a robotic system can
contribute to safety since reasoning about the
environment based on the objective task can
lead to a safer approach to HRI.

For a safe interaction, situational awareness 
and a risk assessment based on feedback 
from physical and cognitive models of user 
in the robot workspace are fundamental. 
Therefore, the aim of this project is to 
propose a safe HRI framework embedded in 

a decision making layer based on the 
combination of physical and cognitive robot 
interactions with its environment and the 
users. The physical and cognitive interaction 
input to an HRI control architecture are 
important for non-expert users. Interaction 
with non-expert users requires cognitive 
awareness input to predict and anticipate user 
actions trough the typical human-like input 
modalities (gaze, voice feedback, movement 
of arms, emotion detection etc.) which can 
significantly differ for non-expert users. For 
instance, elderly people with impairments 
can have limited functional capability of 
some modalities (for example cannot move 
hands for a dressing task; cannot give voice 
feedback or cannot enhance predication 
trough gaze due to a stroke) and force 
feedback from the end effector can provide 
significant amount of situational awareness 
of the task being carried out (Erickson, 
Clegg, Yu, et al., 2017). 

II. BACKGROUND LITERATURE
REVIEW
In HRI risk assessment and situational
awareness are not always evaluated before
robot actions are executed and such HRI
application are rarely put in the context of
non-expert robot user such as in assisting
physically or cognitively impaired adults in
their daily activities. Close physical HRI
needs to rely on decision making processes
based on the risks and situational awareness
in a current context. Question that are still
valid are: How can the situational awareness
be achieved? Which approach is better? -
creating cognitive intelligence or by using
traditional physical HRI methods? When it
comes to safety, a combination of these HRI
approaches could be the answer. We will take
inspiration in how humans make decisions
based on combined multimodal sensory
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information in safety critical situations. 
Based on this approach cognitive 
architectures that build situational awareness 
based on the cues from the surrounding 
environment are reviewed. 

III. COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURES
AND HRI
Cognitive robotics can perhaps be defined as
a study of understanding how and why
people act the way they do. This approach is
driven by the hypothesis that for robots and
autonomous systems to be more capable and
intelligent than human-like representations,
strategies and knowledge will eventually
result in a higher level of collaboration and
interaction between robots and humans. A
question that researchers are still striving to
understand is how people organize
knowledge and produce intelligent
behaviour. (Kurup & Lebiere, 2012) present
the relevant architectural concepts and
principles and illustrate them using nine
cognitive architectures that are under active
development – Soar, ACT-R, CLARION,
GMU-BICA, Polyscheme, Co-JACK,
ADAPT, ACT-R/E, and SS-RIC. (Kurup &
Lebiere, 2012) argued that “the current
robotics approach to solving problems,
referred to as the algorithmic approach, is
inadequate for the kinds of problems that
need to be solved for general intelligence
tasks. Instead, the cognitive architecture
approach, with the separation of architecture
and content, an emphasis on memory over
computation, performance bounded by
environmental and task constraints and
automatic life-long learning” are a better
approach.

(Baxter, Lemaignan & Trafton, 2016) state 
that cognitive architectures are constructs 
that pursue to account for cognition used as a 
set of domain-general structures, mechanisms 
and processes which are often inspired by 
human cognition. Cognitive HRI is 
sometimes seen as a safer way of sharing the 
same perspective of an activity. In (Huang & 
Mutlu, 2016) a gaze tracker and speech 
recognition are used to create an intent 
predictor and an anticipatory motion planner. 
This method shows that effectiveness of the 
robot in responding to the user requests is 
improved. The anticipatory action here 

results in a significantly improved human-
robot collaboration while the intention 
prediction based on gaze tracking incorrectly 
inferred 18.75%. (Tan & Kawamura, 2015) 
present an approach to develop a cognitive 
social robot model in which imitation 
learning, intention recognition and cognitive 
behaviour control were integrated. The 
proposed framework is built from a human 
gesture estimation agent, an intent 
recognition agent, a cognitive control agent 
and a behaviour generalization agent. This 
framework imitates the learning and human 
intention recognition. (Malheiro, Bicho, 
Machado, et al., 2017) In this work, a 
cognitive control architecture that attributes 
crucial cognitive and social capabilities is 
proposed through a software framework that 
facilitates the implementation of Cognitive 
Dynamic Neural Field (DNF). All of the 
above mentioned cognitive architectures 
embody a robotic platform with abilities for 
human-like thinking to predict intentions, 
adapt to situations from previously targeted 
goal or to give social capabilities. However, 
risk assessment and situational awareness are 
not evaluated before actions are executed and 
no framework has the capabilities to learn 
update action selection based on past 
experience by rewarding or discarding cues. 

I.V. CHALLENGES IN COGNITIVE
AND ROBOTIC AREAS
The grand challenges faced in robotics and
more specifically in assistive robotics are
mass-personalization, that is, the ability of
having a solution with one person that would
work equally and efficiently for someone else
(Khatib & Siciliano, n.d.). Another grand
challenge is that of having robotic autonomy
which is increased when having reduced
communication, physical, and/or cognitive
abilities. By addressing these challenges, one
would gain advantage of having an HRI
framework which is modular and presents
efficient and effective solution. (Rajan &
Saffiotti, 2017) suggest that AI is now more
than ever ready to be applied to robotics and
brings together the developing field of
integrated AI and Robotics. (Rajan &
Saffiotti, 2017) emphasise that research still
needs to answer intersections between
robotics and cognitive challenges. Research
for assistive robots has progressed in areas of
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manipulation and rehabilitation aids, and 
cognitive aids in forms of small pet-like to 
engage the patient to promote personal 
health, growth and interaction but very few 
has been done in daily assisting elderly adults 
in close proximity like for example helping 
them to get dressed. As a recapitulation, we 
have three main goals for this project: 

To investigate which appropriate cognitive 
architecture can incorporate situational 
awareness based on the cues and physical 
interaction gathered from the surrounding 
environment in order to ensure a safe 
decision making framework for a robotic 
systems. 

To implement the integrated cognitive 
architecture on a robotic platform and ensure 
that adaptation and correct action selection is 
based on the knowledge and past experience 
gathered. To provide guidelines for achieving 
safe HRI in the context of older adults care 
environments. 
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People’s Perceptions of Task Criticality 
and Preferences for Robot Autonomy 

Adeline Chanseau, Kerstin Dautenhahn, Michael Walters, Gabriella Lakatos, Kheng Lee Koay and 
Maha Salem, School of Computer Science, University of Hertfordshire

ABSTRACT 

The concept of criticality is relatively new to the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) 
community. Now that robots are becoming more routinely available to the public, it is 
important to understand what makes a task critical, and how this is linked to people’s 
preferences for different levels of autonomy for domestic robot companions. To  do so, 
we first conducted a live study to see how much autonomy people would give to a 
robot to perform a simple task. We then conducted a questionnaire study to investigate 
how people classify task criticality, which builds up to our future study that will explore 
how task criticality affects the way people want to have control their robot - performing 
the task. 

I. BACKGROUND AND
MOTIVATION
As more companion robots become
commercially available to the public, it is
important to understand how much in control
of their robots people want to be [1], [2]. In
our previous study [1] we showed that the
more controlling and anxious about robots
people were, the more autonomous they
wanted the robot to be. As we hypothesised
that people’s perceived level of control
depends on the criticality of the task the robot
performs,  we chose to investigate how
people rate the criticality of a task. In order
for people to evaluate a task criticality, we
provided Yanco and Drury’s definition of
criticality applied Human-Robot Interaction
[3], which is "the importance of getting the
task done correctly in terms of its negative
effects should problems occur". Ezer et     al.
[4], who performed a study to see whether
the criticality of a task has any effect on users
delegating tasks     to a home robot
companion, found that people were less
willing to have  a robot performing a low
critical task   if it requires a large amount of
interaction with the robot. However,  the
researchers admitted they were unsure  of the
results since there were no clear findings
regarding the different levels of criticality
perceived for the tasks. According to
Tzafestas [5], there are three levels of
criticality: low, medium and high. However,

he did  not explain how to differentiate these 
levels of criticality. According to Beer et al. 
[6], [7] and Mitzer et al. [8], the level of the 
criticality of the task depends on how 
preferable it is for the user to have  a human 
performing     a critical task such as giving 
medication. We chose to investigate what 
factors people consider when rating task 
criticality to attempt to give a guideline. As 
task criticality is difficult to disentangle from 
other concepts, we narrow our focus on 
domestic robot companions. 

II. METHODS AND RESEARCH
QUESTIONS
To investigate the user’s perception of
control and task criticality, two studies were
conducted. The aim of the first study was to
answer how people’s perception of control
(i.e. how much control over the robot’s
autonomy people want to have) can affect
the level of autonomy they give to a robot,
while the second study aimed to uncover
what type of criteria people considered to
rate the criticality of a task.

A. First study: live study in the domestic
environment
This study [1] was conducted in a smart
house environment with two different
robots: an autonomous mobile companion
robot, Sunflower [9], and a vacuum cleaning
robot, Roomba [10]. Three conditions were
set: in the first condition, the companion
robot mentioned to the participants that the
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C3 

C2 

bathroom needed to be vacuumed and the 
participant had to manually turn on the 
Roomba robot. In the second condition, the 
companion robot made the same statement 
as in the first condition, but offered the 
option for the user to remotely turn on the 
Roomba robot. In the third condition, the 
companion robot made the same statement 
as in the first condition, and turned on the 
Roomba robot without any confirmation 
needed from the participant. The robot 
companion mentioned to the participant that 
cleaning was ongoing. Twenty-five people 
(11 females and 14 males) participated in the 
study (Mage = 36.16, SDage = 13.04). Each 
participants experienced each conditions in 
a randomised order. After each condition, 
participants had to complete a short 
questionnaire which measured the user’s 
perception of who was in control of the 
interaction. Participants’ level of desired 
control were evaluated before their 
interaction with the robots started, with the 

desirability control scale (DCS) [11], which 
is a validated standardised test   [12]. 

B. Second study: Questionnaire study on
attribution of criticality
This questionnaire study contained an
open-ended questions section and a ranking
section. Two pictures of robots were
shown: a robot companion robot,
Sunflower [9], and a vacuum cleaning
robot Roomba [10] to provide context. In
the open-ended questions section,
participants were asked what they
considered a high critical task and a low
critical task were for a robot companion.
The ranking section provided a list of 12
different tasks people had to rank, from the
most critical task to the least. 101
participants were recruited from the
University of Hertfordshire (50 females
and 51 males with Mage = 25.70, SDage =
9.59) for this study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. First study: type of control over the robot
preferred by the user
Results (see Fig.1) suggest there is a shift in
the perceived level of control of the robot
companion. It seems to increase as
participants felt they could delegate more
control to the robot, so they do not need to
perform    any physical action for the
cleaning to happen. However the perception
of control of the situation slightly decreases
as the participant becomes more passive (see
Fig.1). Although these results suggest a

perception of decreased control, 60% of the 
participants preferred the third condition. 
This suggests that there is a tendency    for 
people to accept to relinquish control of the 
action, if they believed to still possess some 
indirect control through the robot 
companion. The Pearson’s chi square test 
shows there is an association between 
participant’s level of desired control and 
their perceived level of control in each 
conditions.

(χ2 (12) = 33.777, pC1 < 0.001,  2        (12)
= 33.014, pC2 < 0.001, and χ2  (12) = 29.565, pC3 < 0.03). 

Fig. 1: User’s perception of control of the robots 
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B. Second study: classification of tasks
depending on criticality
The results of the questionnaire study show
that among the 12 tasks given to rank, tasks
related to safety     and time constraint were
consistently ranked as high critical ( "There
is some smoke in the kitchen. The robot    is
calling the fire service.", "You have  just
remembered that you need to see the doctor
this week for a blood  test. The robot is
booking the appointment for you.", "You
have lost your car keys and need to pick up
your friend in an hour.
The robot is looking for your car keys").
Tasks linked to entertainment were always
rated as low critical ("You are sitting on the
sofa, relaxed. The robot is performing a
dance for entertainment.", "You are home and
want to be entertained. The robot is telling
you a joke." and "You are bored.
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Multi-plane Motion Planning for Multi-
Legged Robots 

Wei Cheah1,2, Peter Green1, Simon Watson1, Barry Lennox1 and Farshad Arvin1

ABSTRACT 

Hexapods are desirable due to its statically stable motions and redundant 
configuration. Studies on motion planning for these robots are in environments 
that are wide and contacts are typically made on the plane   they are travelling 
on. Large obstacles or narrow pathway are avoided by planning another route. 
This limits areas that the robot is able to access such as in confined areas or 
discontinuous path. This paper presents    the concept of multi-plane motion 
planning for multi-legged robots, specifically for hexapods to address limitations 
of their inherent design and on existing motion planners. A conceptual hexapod 
for multi-plane motion is also detailed. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots are increasingly used and
researched to meet the demands in improving
efficiency and carrying out operations
dangerous for humans [1]. Legged robots
have better capabilities in surpassing uneven
environments compared to wheeled or
tracked robots [2]. This is partly attributed to
legged robots’ capabilities in traversing on
discontinuous path [3]. Among the different
classes of legged robots (bipeds, quadrupeds,
hexapods, octopods) [4], hexapods are well
suited to applications that require statically
stable motions and redundant configuration,
such as in search and rescue or demining
operations whereby in the event of an
explosion results in a damaged leg, the robot
will still be able to continue its mission [5].
Current research on hexapods has largely
employed irregular terrains as their

experimental environment such as rocks [6], 
snow [7], blocks [8] and steep terrains [9]. 
The commonalities in these motions are that 
the environment in wide areas and contacts 
are typically made on the plane they are 
travelling on. The motion planners employed 
plans route that avoids large obstacles or 
narrow pathways. This limits areas that the 
robot is able to access such as in confined 
areas or discontinuous path, as shown in Fig. 
1. Such scenarios occur in urban
environments following a disaster [10]. This
paper presents the concept of multi-plane
motion planning for multi-legged robots,
specifically for hexapods to address
limitations of their inherent design, and on
existing motion planners. A conceptual
hexapod for multi-plane motion is also
detailed.

Fig. 1. Confined environment scenarios (a) narrow pathway (b) gradient slope (c) pit (d) steps and large obstacles 
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II. MULTI-PLANE MOTION PLANNING
As mentioned earlier, most experiments for 
hexapods have been conducted on wide areas. 
For irregular terrains, this can often be 
approximated as a single plane and possibly 
with height data (2.5D map) [11].   The same 
is done on walls, gradient slopes and varying 
sizes of obstacles where they are flatten 
down onto   a single plane [12]. This 
simplifies the motion planning involved 
where the robot’s path and contacts are 
subsequently planned along this plane with 
no contact on walls and large obstacles. This 
constrains the robot’s motion and contacts to 
the plane it is on. Thus for any type of 
motion or gait used, the footprint of  the 
robot remains largely the same and the 
robot’s weight is supported by the plane. 

Using existing motion planners would not 
work for the scenario shown in Fig. 1 as 

contacts are constrained to the plane it is 
travelling on. Segment a and c are 
impassable as the large footprint of the robot 
prevents it from passing through a while the 
pit in c is too large and deep for the robot to 
step in or over. To pass through, motions that 
reduces the footprint and does not require its 
weight to be supported by the plane it is 
traversing on is required. Two examples of 
such motion is sideways (Fig. 2a) and 
chimney (Fig. 2b) walking. In the first 
instance, the robot starts by rearing up 
sideways and then walk along in this manner 
(Fig 2a). This reduces its footprint enabling it 
to pass through pathways even narrower than 
its body width.  In the next instance, using 
the walls for contact would enable the robot 
to chimney walk across the pit. 
There have only been few studies on such 

motions. For narrow pathway, different gaits 
have been proposed for reducing the robot’s 
footprint but remains limited to the robot’s 
body width [13]; the use of a semi- ellipsoid 
attached to the back of a RHeX type robot for 
running through flexible beams has been 
proposed but is only applicable to this 
particular type of robot [14]. The HyQ 
quadruped showed chimney walking in 
simulation (experiments were limited due to 
joint torque limitations) [15]. However, the 
robot started and ended within the chimney 
itself. The motion planner for executing the 
motions in Fig. 2 would need to plan the 
motion for moving into the respective stances 
(sideways, chimney) before moving forwards 
based on those stances. Recovery from those 
stances will also be needed on exit i.e. 
going from sideways to flat. 

The requirements for a hexapod executing 
such motions are on their joint requirements. 
A number of methodology for designing 
legged robots have been reviewed in [16]. 
Current state-of-art hexapods employ the 
characteristic motion approach, subjecting 
the robot to motions such as the tripod gait 
[5], standing on two legs [17] or walking up 
stairs [18], to identify link and joint 
parameters. This approach will needs to be 
extended for the motions shown in Fig. 2. By 
designing the robot to be symmetrical about 
its body sagittal plane, there is no need for 
complex self-righting hardware or motions 
required on exit [19] or falling over [20]. Fig. 
2c shows the CAD design based on these 
concepts for a hexapod that is adaptable to 
operate in confined environments, capable of 
the reach required for these motions. A 

Fig. 2. (a) Sideways walking (b) Chimney walking (c) Conceptual hexapod 
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simple self-righting technique     is employed 
by mounting the sensors that are required on 

the top side of the body to be rotated about 
the body axis by an actuator.
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Wireless Communications in Nuclear 
Decommissioning Environments 

A. Di Buonoa, b, N. Cockbaina, P.R. Greenb, B. Lennoxb

ABSTRACT 

The use of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is now widespread, with well-
documented deployments across a diverse range of sectors including aerospace, agri-
science and consumer electronics. In the nuclear industry there have been successful 
deployments of the WSN technologies for instrumentation and control, however, 
there are significant challenges that need to be addressed before wireless sensing can 
be used in nuclear decommissioning environments. These challenges include: 
limited sources of power; the radiation tolerance of the sensor and communication 
system components; the severe attenuation of wireless signals through reinforced 
wall structures; and the need to deliver secure, interoperable and reliable 
communication.  

I. INTRODUCTION
Robotics and Automation applications within
the nuclear decommissioning industry are
rapidly increasing to reduce the cost, time
and dose exposure of workers [1]. In
addition, there is the need to store nuclear
waste and monitoring the condition of the
packages in the stores [2]. The design,
prototype and evaluation of Wireless Sensor
Network with the capability to deliver remote
sensing and control can result in reduction of
the cost and time to install robotics
application and improve the performance,
collecting data from hard to reach places not
designed to be decommissioned. As a result a
successful application can lead to an increase
of robotics and automation in the nuclear
Industry.

II. BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES
Wireless Sensor Networks are extensively
employed in agriculture, classic examples are
application to monitor soil and crop
properties [3] [4]. Similarly in the aerospace
industry it is possible to find useful example
of Wireless Sensors Networks in harsh
environments, to monitor gas turbine engines
[5].

In the nuclear industry there have been 
initiatives to deploy Commercial Off The 
Shelf (COTS) wireless instrumentation and 
control systems [6]. One such initiative 
resulted in Sellafield’s first application of this 

technology [7], with reported time saving of 
16 weeks and a cost saving of £185k. 
However, there remain a number of 
significant challenges to address if Wireless 
Sensor Networks are to be deployed in 
nuclear decommissioning environments. One 
key challenge is the damaged to COTS 
integrated circuits caused by the high 
radiation levels and elevated temperatures. 
There are also fundamental communication 
challenges resulting from the very high signal 
attenuation experienced by Radio Frequency 
(RF) signals propagating through reinforced 
concrete wall and floor structures. In 
addition, many legacy buildings in nuclear 
facilities were not designed to be 
decommissioning, and limited access and 
unknown conditions are a further problem. In 
these situations the wireless sensing systems 
will need to be battery-powered, with the 
possibility of power harvesting.  

III. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
FOR NUCLEAR DECOMMISSIONING
INDUSTRY
A research project, sponsored by the Centre
for Innovative Nuclear Decommissioning
(CINDe) and the University of Manchester,
has been tasked with designing, prototyping
and experimentally evaluating a Wireless
Sensor Network with the capability to
communicate
through reinforced concrete wall and floor
structures in nuclear decommissioning
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environments. Figure 1 shows the block 
diagram of the proposed Wireless Sensors 
Network system.   

The system is composed of two main parts: a 
set of wireless sensing nodes in the nuclear 
decommissioning environment and a base 
station node in the operator environment. The 
sensor nodes and the base station node are 
separated by reinforced concrete wall / floor 
structures. Each sensor node comprises: a 
number of sensors; a wireless transceiver 
with the capability to transmit sensor data 
and to receive control and configuration 
commands from the base station node; a 
memory device to store sensor 
measurements; and a control system to 
coordinate the function of the node. The 
sensor node will be powered using power 
scavenging and storage techniques. 

The base station node comprises a wireless 
transceiver and a control system. The 
wireless transceiver receives sensor 
measurement data from the wireless sensing 
nodes and is able to control the function of 
the sensing nodes by transmitting control and 
configuration information. Whilst only one 
base station node is shown in Figure 1, it will 
be possible to incorporate multiple base 
station nodes to support operation over larger 
areas. 

The communication system will be 
asymmetric, in that in the nuclear 

decommissioning environment we will 
deploy a device designed using simple 
electronic COTS components to limit the 
effect of radiation and to minimise power 
consumption. Conversely, the base station 
node will need to compensate for the 
imperfections, such us the frequency drift, in 
the transmitted signal resulting from the use 
of low- complexity COTS components. The 
control systems will play a fundamental role 
in the design of the Wireless Sensor 
Networks; in fact they will be designed with 
the capability of error detection and forward 
correction. Another key point of the Wireless 
Sensor Network will be to ensure an 
adequate and predictable operational life 
span, which guarantee benefits in terms of 
system costs and the dose exposure of 
workers. The operational life span will be 
dictated by the power consumption profiles 
of the sensor nodes (assuming that they are 
purely battery operated), and by the effect of 
radiation on the COTS electronics 
components. The second aspect will be 
investigated using the Dalton Cumbrian 
Facility irradiation capability [8], where the 
electronic components will be tested using 
the Cobalt 60 Irradiator and measuring the 
effect of total ionization dose on component 
characteristics. 
The Wireless Sensor networks will ensure the 
security of sensitive nuclear information, by 
encrypting all transmitted data and by 
actively controlling the range of the wireless 
transmissions

Figure 1 - Block diagram of Wireless Sensor Network System 
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper has shown the concept design of a
Wireless Sensor Network System for
application in nuclear decommissioning
environments. A successful prototype will
give the opportunity to increase the use of
WSN technologies and hence support the

deployment of robotic and autonomous 
systems in the Nuclear Industry. This will 
deliver the benefits of reduced installation 
costs and reduced completion times for 
decommissioning activities. 
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ABSTRACT 

Motor imagery (MI) classification performance is important in developing robust 
brain computer interface environments for neuro-rehabilitation of patients and 
robotic prosthesis control. To bring this technology to everyday use, compact, 
wireless new EEG acquisition systems have been developed. These systems are 
highly portable, wireless and they are based on dry, active electrodes, which does 
not require the use of conductive gel. As a result they are more prone to 
interference via noise sources that are commonly around and their signal-to-
noise ratio may be low. Here, we device a number of motor imagery tasks along 
with actual movements of the limbs and compare the classification performance 
of a dry 16-channel and a wet, 32- channel, wireless EEG system. Our results 
demonstrate the feasibility of home use of dry electrode systems with a small 
number of sensors. 

I. INTRODUCTION
The motor imagery in Brain Computer
Interface (BCI) is defined as the activity of
mentally simulating a given action without
the actual execution of the movement.
Several studies have shown that performing a
motor imagery session activates partially the
same brain regions as the performance of the
real task and it can increase motor
performance [1] [2]. Therefore, it is widely
used in rehabilitation, for example, for
persons with Parkinson disease, stroke or any
other motor deficit [3]. The first studies
regarding motor imagery focused mainly in
hand and arms movements [3]. Recently,
those studies started to embrace also the leg
and feet movements, in order to study the
neurophysiology of human gait. In 2007,
Baker et al. demonstrated a high temporal
correlation in EEG signal between imagined
and actual walking patterns, which confirmed
that MI uses similar cerebral resources as the
ones used during actual gait [4]. Several
studies, have showed that MI practice
improves walking in patients with
hemiparesis and stroke [5], [6]. This means
that the motor imagery promotes learning by
reinforcing processes at the cortical level [6].
Research teams are also trying to combine
BCI with exoskeleton robots. Recently,
Zhouyang Wang et al. proposed a lower limb

exoskeleton robot controlled with MI to walk 
forward, sit down, and stand up [7]. 

There are several challenges associated with 
detecting motor intention in imagery 
movement tasks of the legs/hands even for 
just two classes [8] [9]. These challenges 
result in long training sessions and large 
inter- subject variability in the performance. 
The number, placement and type of EEG 
channels/electrodes play a critical role. The 
use of fewer channels helps to decrease the 
computational complexity and develop 
methods that allow real-time feedback to the 
user, which can substantially increase the 
learning rate. Electrodes can be either wet or 
dry. Wet electrodes require the application of 
conductive gel that improves the signal 
quality. However, they require long 
preparation times and impede the use of the 
technology at everyday scenarios. Dry 
electrodes may overcome this problem, 
reducing montage times and subject 
discomfort but the signal quality is poorer. 

In this study, we contrast several two-classes 
experiments that include MI of the hands, 
legs and actual movements of the legs based 
on a graz-BCI stimulation paradigm. We 
have acquired data from both a dry 16-
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channel and a 32-channels wet system and 
compare their offline classification 
performance. 

II. METHODS
Experimental Setup: EEG data was recorded
from six healthy participants (3 males and 3
females, 25.5 ± 6.7453 years). None of the
participants had previous motor imagery
experience. We used two g.tec Nautilus, EEG
wireless acquisition systems with active-
electrodes: i) a 16-channels dry, g.Sahara
electrodes, cap and a 32-channels, wet
g.ladybird cap. The EEG caps were placed
accordingly to the 10-20 system. Note that
out of the six participants only two repeated
the experiments with the wet system.

The study comprised of: 
i) a two-class MI task that involved
imaginary movements of the left and right
arms, ii) a two-class MI task that involved
imaginary movements of the right and left
legs and iii) a task with actual movements of
the left and right leg while the subject was
sited.

We followed a Graz-BCI stimulus paradigm 
to collect data for offline classification (30 
randomised trials per class) [10]. The cues 
were displayed with Psychtoolbox-3 (Matlab 
R2017b) and the EEG acquisition/analyss 
was performed with OpenVibe 1.3 [11] [12] 
[13] [14].

Feature extraction and classification: The 
signal was temporally filtered in the alpha (8-
12Hz) and beta bands (12-30 Hz). For the 
feature extraction, we selected four seconds 
of the signal, half a second after the cue 
(stimulation based epoching). Then, the 
signal was also splitted in blocks of one 
second, every 16th second (time based 
epoching), and the logarithmic band power 
was calculated. Features were also extracted 

based on a Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) 
filter, which increases the signal variance for 
one condition while minimizing the variance 
for the other condition. For classification, we 
used Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 
which exploits hyperplanes to separate the 
data representing different classes, assuming 
a normal distribution, with equal covariance 
matrix for both classes. The LDA classifier 
was trained to detect left/right movements 
based on a seven-fold cross-validation 
procedure. Both of the classifiers used are 
linear classifiers, since nonlinear classifiers 
are not as widespread as the first ones in BCI 
applications. 

III. RESULTS
In table 1-2, we show results obtained from
the dry and wet cap, respectively. Feature
extraction is based on five scenarios: LDA
and CSP are based on the standard motor
imagery tasks implemented with Openvibe,
whereas LDA (Alpha), LDA (Beta) and CSP
(Beta) have been modified to bandpass the
signal in alpha or beta bands, respectively.
The combination of a beta bandpass filter
with a CSP filter has shown the best
classification rate. This method shows a
better performance, since it relies on a
decomposition of the raw EEG signal into
spatial patterns, which are extracted from two
distinct populations (left and right).

Firstly, we re-reference all the channels to the 
reference channel and subsequently we 
selected channels based on their location with 
respect to the motor cortex. For the dry cap, 
the reference channel selected was the Cz 
and the channels were F3, Fz, F4, T7, C3, 
C4, T8, P3, Pz, P4, Figure 1. For the wet cap, 
it was used the same electrode configuration 
as the dry cap and a different configuration 
according to [15], where we selected the 
channels F3,F4,FC5,FC6,C3,C4 with Fz as 
the reference, Figure 2. 

Figure 1 - 
Channels 
locations for the 
dry cap with 
channels 
represented in red 
and reference 
represented in 

Figure 2 - Channels 
locations for the 
wet cap. 
Configuration 1 (in 
red and yellow) 
and configuration 
2 (in green and 
blue) 
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V. CONCLUSION
Our results show that careful selection of
electrode location is more important than
having a dense map of electrodes. Dry
systems are more sensitive to interference
and their signal-to-noise quality is low.
Nevertheless, with an appropriate sensor

selection process and feature extraction, their 
classification performance can increase. This 
would make EEG systems user-friendly and 
more reliable. Future work should focus on 
how to dynamically select the optimum EEG 
sensor configuration. 
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ABSTRACT 

One of the many potential applications of autonomous robotics is to explore 
hazardous environment, or example in the wake of a natural disaster. Existing 
systems have to be controlled remotely which restricts their range and makes them 
vulnerable to signal latency and loss. Here, we present an autonomous wheeled robot 
controlled by a spiking neuron network that implements a visual obstacle avoidance 
behavior. We simulate this network using our GeNN simulator running on an 
NVIDIA Jetson Tx1 device, which enables thousands of neurons to be simulated in 
real time at very low power. We demonstrate the robot’s performance in a range of 
experiments. 

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most researched areas of
robotics is the autonomous exploration of
unknown or dangerous places like in deep-
sea and extra-terrestrial planet exploration.
Navigation is a difficult problem in these
applications because GPS data may be
inaccurate or not available, the locations of
the objects in the environment are
unknown and remote control may not be
available due to extreme delays or no
signal at all. Therefore, there is a need for
robots, which can act and explore the
environment autonomously. Existing
implementations for navigation include
SLAM methods [1], which exploit sensor
fusion using a probabilistic approach.
Obstacle detection also has been achieved
using optical flow [2], lasers [3], stereo
cameras [4], and IR sensors [5]. Here we
present a method for obstacle avoidance
based on a spiking neural network. Spiking
neural networks (SNN) represent a special
class of artificial neural networks in which
the neurons communicate with discrete
spike events. Their similarity to biological
neural circuits enable both, the analysis of
certain, peripheral brain circuits and to
equip robots with similar brain-like
controllers. There are a number of
advantages to this approach. Information
is processed asynchronously in an event
driven way, which can greatly simplify
simulating large networks [7] in real-time.

We can also harness the power of massively 
parallel systems and SNN are not fragile in 
the presence of sensory noise. Cope et al. 
[6] already developed a flying drone
controlled by a spiking neural network, but
the computations were performed on a
separate workstation, which limits mobility
and usability outside the laboratory. Here,
we designed a 2-wheeled robot (Figure 1.),
equipped with sensors of different
modalities and on-board GPU acceleration,
which allows to simulate the SNN in real-
time, making the robot completely self-
contained.

II. METHODS
A. Hardware
Our robot was designed to allow modularity 
and extra sensors to be added. We equipped 
the robot with a Jetson Tx1 board 
(NVIDIA) which is a credit-card sized 
computer with integrated GPU accelerator. 
The GPU of this computer has 256 cores, 
which is powerful enough to run large 
neural networks and heavy image 
processing in real time with low power 
requirements. The robot uses a web-camera 
for visual input and is controlled with an 
Arduino Uno. A prototyping board on the 
Arduino allows extra sensors to be added. 
The Jetson Tx1 and the Arduino Uno are 
connected with an I2C bus, which provides 
about 100kbps data transfers. 
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B. Visual obstacle avoidance
The robot receives its input from the 
webcamera in the form of a stream of RGB 
images. These images are then pre-
processed and input into the neural 
network. Based on the spike frequency in 
the output neurons, we steer the robot into 
left, right or forward directions. The pre-
processing stage aims to convert the input 
images to intensity values which can be 
used as inputs to the neural network. These 
steps produce a low-resolution image of the 
outline of an object, with the static 
background removed (Figure 1. B). The 
pre-processing using the following steps. 
We convert images to gray-scale and 
perform histogram equalization. After 
Gaussian- smoothing and downscaling to 
32x32 pixels we eventually perform a 
frame subtraction of temporally adjacent 
frames to extract the outlines of an object. 

C. Neural network structure
For this research, we have used the Leaky
Integrate-and-Fire neuron (LIF) model as it
is a simple and fast neuron computation
model. The neurons connect to each other
with synapses that transmit discrete spike
events. Excitatory inputs increase the

membrane voltage while inhibitory inputs 
decrease it. If the incoming signal increases 
the membrane voltage above the threshold, 
the neuron will fire and its membrane 
voltage will be reset. The simulation was 
implemented in the GeNN (GPU Enhanced 
Neural Network) simulator [8, 9] which 
allows neural network simulation with 
different neuron parameters on the GPU. 
We simulated 1024 LIF neurons in the 
visual input layer using pre-processed 
images where we mapped the pixel 
intensity values to the individual neurons, 8 
LIF neurons in the middle filtering layer 
which aimed to reduce high frequency 
spatial noise, and finally 2 LIF neurons in 
the motor control layer. The input neurons 
connected to the filter neurons with 
excitatory synapses. The weights of the 
synapses were set stronger in the middle of 
the images and weaker at the edges to 
ensure faster turning if the obstacle is in 
front of the robot. The morphology of the 
network is illustrated in Figure 1. C. The 
network aims to recognize vertical and 
horizontal line shapes in the input image. 
Given enough neuron activations in one or 
more of these regions, the filter layer 
activates the motor neurons, which decide 
the direction to steer. 

III. RESULTS
To test the obstacle avoidance feature, we
created an obstacle course and ran
experiments. 4 tests were done each for 10
minutes using a different network setup
and different kind of obstacles. The
obstacles were either tall with a long
vertical edge, or low with a long horizontal
edge. In the tests, we examined the
performance of the network when disabling
its horizontal feature detector and when
enabling it. In trial 1, we disabled horizontal
feautres and used low obstacles. In trial 2,
we enabled horizontal connections with

low obstacles. In trial 3 and 4 we used high 
obstacles with vertical, then with vertical 
and horizontal features respectively. Based 
on the results, we concluded that the robot 
can avoid obstacles with long vertical 
edges using a network with only vertical 
feature detectors, but in order to avoid a 
wider range of obstacles, both horizontal 
and vertical features should be enabled. 
The trials are shown on Figure 2 where we 
draw the robot’s trajectory and indicate 
whether the robot collided. 
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ABSTRACT 

Wireless power transfer in metal pipes is a promising alternative to tethered exploration 
robots, with strong potential to enable longer operating times. Here we present 
experimental results, including rectification efficiency, for a prototype gas pipe 
inspection robot with wireless power receiver functionality. 

Index Terms 
Wireless Power Transfer, Gas Pipe, Remote Inspection, Autonomous Systems, Robotics 

I. INTRODUCTION
The use of high-power electromagnetic (EM)
waves for Wireless Power Transmission
(WPT) has been studied since the late 19th

century [1], with arguably one of the most
famous demonstrators being the ”Microwave
Powered Helicopter” by W. C. Brown [2].
The two main modalities investigated by the
research community are near-field non-
radiative power transfer, such as magnetic,
inductive, and capacitive coupling; and far-
field power transfer through highly
directional antennas [3], [4].

The near-field methods have successfully 
been adopted in commercial products for 
efficient charging of consumer electronics. 
With the increased popularity of Electric 
Vehicles (EV) concepts have been proposed 
for their continuous charging via capacitive 
coupling systems [5]. The main disadvantage 
of the near-field method of power transfer is 
the short maximum operating distance, which 
is on the order just a few centimetres [6]. On 
the other hand, far-field systems suffer from 
large propagation losses through atmospheric 
attenuation and absorption, limiting the 
amount of power that can be delivered to a 
receiver [7]. Furthermore, regulations on 
transmitted power in the Industrial, 
Scientific, and Medical (ISM) bands further 
limit the potential deployments of such 
systems to low-powered Internet-of-Things 
sensors [8]–[10]. 

Recently, another mode of WPT has been 
proposed, and that is WPT in shielded metal 
pipes, which can potentially deliver higher 
power,  on the order of several Watts,  at 
distances up to tens of metres [11]. This  is 
enabled by considering the pipes as circular 
waveguides, which support low-loss EM 
propagation [12]. This in turn opens up 
exciting opportunities for remote powering 
and charging of pipe inspection robots, 
eliminating the need for a tethered power 
connection. 

In this paper, we present experimental results 
of WPT to a small robot, designed to fit in 
and inspect 25.4 mm diameter gas pipes. 
Details of the robot prototype are given, as 
well as measurements of the electromagnetic 
propagation environment within the pipe 
used for these tests. Finally, a short 
discussion on the WPT module performance 
is included. 

II. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
AND ROBOT PROTOTYPE
A photograph showing the experimental
setup is given in Fig. 1a. The pipe used is a
decommissioned 2 metre long cast iron pipe.
A Keysight E8267D Vector Signal Generator
is used to provide the EM signal, which can
then be coupled to the pipe through a
standard gain horn antenna, as shown in Fig.
1d.
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Fig. 2: Overview of the electromagnetic performance of the measurement setup. 

In this scenario, the aim is to deliver as much 
power as possible when the robot is at the far 
end of the pipe, with input RF power limited 
by the capabilities of the E8267D. 
The details of the robot prototype are 
presented in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c. The body of 
the robot is 3D   printed as a whole using a 
Stratasys Objet1000 Multi-Material 3D 
printer, and houses the MCU (Pololu  Baby 
Orangutan), a single brushed DC motor, 
backup batteries (2 x 3.7 V 100 mAh LiPo), 
as well as a night-vision camera. The robot 
also includes the WPT module, which is 
discussed in Section III. 

III. PIPE PROPAGATION
MEASUREMENTS AND WPT
MODULE
As mentioned earlier, metal pipes act as
circular waveguides from an EM propagation
point of view. The lowest cut-off frequency,
i.e. the frequency below which propagation
in the waveguide cannot occur, is an
important parameter of any waveguide, and
is dependent on its diameter. For the pipe
used in this experiment, this was found to be
6.922 GHz [13].

Furthermore, the assumption for low loss is 
dependent on the surface roughness of the 
inside of the pipe being low [14]. In the case 

of the cast iron pipe used in this paper, this 
was found to not be the case, as illustrated by 
Fig. 2a. The propagation loss inside the pipe 
was then measured using a Keysight N5247 
PNA-X, resulting in Fig. 2b. Loss results are 
shown both for the pipe on its own, as well as 
a composite loss when a Tapered Slot 
Antenna (TSA) [15] is used at the receiver 
end. The frequency ranges for which data is 
presented correspond to those for which horn 
antennas were available at the time of the 
experiments. Once the total propagation 
losses are known, and the RF input power 
level can be calculated, an RF- to-DC 
rectifier can be designed. It has been shown 
that the efficiency of a rectifier is a function 
of input power level, frequency, input 
impedance, and DC load resistance [16]. It is 
also dependent on the type of semiconductor 
element used, i.e. a diode or a transistor, as 
well as overall circuit topology [7], [16]. For 
the WPT receiver used with the prototype 
robot, an 8-stage voltage doubler topology 
was thus selected, using commercially 
available low-barrier Schottky diodes (Avago 
HSMS-286C). The circuit was implemented 
on a low-loss PTFE substrate (Duroid 5880), 
with a TSA used to couple the incoming EM 
energy to the rectifier. The output of the 
rectifier can then be connected to a voltage 
regulator and a battery charging circuit, 
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although physical space might become an 
issue. Details of the rectifier circuit are 
included in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c. 

The rectifier, as well as the TSA, were 
designed with dual-band operation in mind, 
with the bands being Ku-band (12 GHz – 
18 GHz) and Ka-band (26.5 GHz – 40 
GHz). Rectification efficiency, defined as η 
= PDC /PRF , was found to be better for 
lower frequencies, with best performance 
(23%, 18 mW PDC ) obtained at a 
frequency of 12 GHz and 19 dBm of RF 
power at the input of the rectifier. A 

comparison between several frequencies in 
the Ku-band for different DC load 
resistances is presented in Fig. 2c. 

I.V. CONCLUSION
Experimental results on EM propagation in a
metal pipe, as well as WPT for powering and
charginG of a prototype robot have been
presented and discussed. We have
successfully demonstrated RF-to-DC
rectification with up to 23% efficiency at the
end of a 2 metre long gas pipe, which can be
used to extend   the operating lifetime of an
autonomous inspection robot.
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ABSTRACT 

To achieve full potential of collaborative robots, human operators need 
confidence in robotic co-worker technologies and their capacities. We compare 
the impact of dynamic signage with static signage on the human-robot 
collaboration task performance. The results provide evidence that dynamic 
signage resulted in a significant decrease of NARS scores and static signage in a 
decrease of RAS scores after the interaction with the robot. 

Keywords: Human–Robot Collaboration · Static and Dynamic Graphical 
Signage · Negative Attitudes towards Robots · Robot Anxiety Scale · 
Manufacturing · Efficiency 

I. INTRODUCTION
The UK’s manufacturing sector is the 8th
largest in the world. It accounts for 44% of
UK exports, contributes 10% to GVA, and
employs 2.6m people1, yet the sector is
poised to undergo considerable change with
Industry 4.0. One of the biggest changes will
be to automation, with emergence of
collaborative  robotics [1], which will
transform the way people work with
machines. To be successfully integrated, this
new technology will have to gain trust and
acceptance of the human workforce.

Industrial robots, although not a new 
phenomenon, can still feel threatening to 
human workers, which can lead to higher 
stress levels [2, 3]. This is of particular 
significance to collaborative robots where 
workers will be required to work with, and 
around, active uncaged robots. Acceptance 
and trust have both been identified by 

industry partners as major challenges facing 
deployment of collaborative robots, and the 
issues are exacerbated if users feel they do 
not have enough information or training on 
the technology. Effective information 
communication can aid human–robot 
interaction, graphical signage, in particular, 
has benefits for manufacturing including: not 
requiring individuals to have prior experience 
in signage [4, 5], being language invariant 
[6], not being impeded by noisy 
environments, and reducing cognitive load 
[7]. 

Previous results from the studies conducted 
by our lab show that the presence of signage 
can increase efficiency and participant well-
being [8, 9]. In this paper we present 
preliminary results comparing the effects of 
static and dynamic signage on participants’ 
negative attitudes and anxiety towards robots. 

I. METHODS
Participants and graphical signage. The
current analysis concerns two groups of

participants: The first group of participants 
(University of Sheffield students and staff (N 

________________________________________________________	

1	
www.eef.org.uk/ukmfgfacts	
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= 30)) were presented with static signage 
developed in accordance to ISO conventions 
[10]. The signs illustrated human–robot 
interaction events, such as the force required 
to manually manipulate the robot, and the 
robot’s speed. The second group contained 
shop-floor workers with no experience in 
working with robot from an industrial partner 
(N = 21).  

These participants were presented with 
screen-based dynamic graphical signage, 
which had been refined from the static 
signage during co-creation workshops with a 
separate group of industry employees. This 
signage provided real-time information about 
robot operational processes, i.e. when to 
manually manipulate the robot and when not 
to touch it. The work was approved by the 
University of Sheffield Ethics Committee. 

Procedure, task and measures. Static signage 
trials were conducted in a laboratory setting 
designed to resemble an industrial work cell, 
whilst dynamic signage trials were conducted 
in a factory environment. The procedure and 
task for both groups were identical. 

Prior to the task, participants signed a 
consent form, and filled in: a questionnaire 
measuring their demographic information, an 
experience with robots questionnaire [11], a 
sub-scale measuring anxiety towards the 

behavioural characteristics of robots from the 
Robot Anxiety Scale (RAS, [12]), and a 
subscale of attitudes towards interaction with 
robots from the Negative Attitudes towards 
Robots Scale (NARS, [13]). Participants then 
interacted with a robot on a collaborative 
task. The task consisted of 16 narrow tubes 
positioned vertically on a workbench, with 6 
containing M5 bolts. The tubes were too 
narrow to extract bolts by hand, instead 
requiring use of the robot (a KUKA LBR 
iiwa 7 R800) with an attached magnetic 
probe.  

The robot had been pre-programmed with the 
location of the tubes, but had no means of 
sensing the locations of the 6 bolts. 
Therefore, in order to complete the task, 
participants needed to co-work with the robot 
by manually positioning the end effector near 
a tube containing a bolt; the robot would then 
refine its position, based on the closest tube 
position, and extract the bolt. Participants 
were provided with no other verbal 
information on the robot’s operational 
abilities, and their accuracy (collected 
bolts/number of trials) was measured during 
the interaction with the robot. After having 
completed the task (or after 10 minutes if 
not) participants once again filled in RAS 
and NARS scales. The whole experiment 
lasted around 30 minutes. 

III. RESULTS
Both groups of participants did not
significantly differ in their experience with
robots, D(50) = 1.29, p = .072 (static M =
17.03, SD = 8.33; dynamic M = 10.48, SD =
4.90). The comparison of accuracy rates
between static and dynamic signage
participants showed no significant difference,
t(48.9) = -0.34, p = .738, Fig 1A.

Further analysis investigated the effects of 
the two types of signage on the attitudes 
(NARS) and anxiety towards robots (RAS). 
The change in the NARS and RAS scores 
were calculated by subtracting pre- 
interaction from post-interaction scores.  

Moderated regression with an outcome of 
NARS Change, predictor of Accuracy, and 
moderator of Signage (dynamic vs. static) 

showed that this model was significant in 
predicting NARS Change (F(3, 47) = 3.90, p 
= .014, R2 = .20). Examination of moderators 
showed a significant effect of interaction 
NARS Change by Accuracy for dynamic 
signage (t = -2.76, p = .008, b = -7.77; Fig 1 
B). The same interaction with static signage 
was not significant (t = -1.71, p = .094, b = -
2.87). Further analysis with a predictor of 
Accuracy, outcome RAS Change, and 
moderator of Signage showed the model was 
approaching significance (F(3, 47) = 2.70, p 
= .056, R2 = .15). Static signage as a 
moderator showed a significant interaction of 
RAS Change by Accuracy (t = -2.69, p = 
.010, b = -6.22; Fig 1 C) while with dynamic 
signage RAS Change was not affected by the 
Accuracy (t = -0.91, p = .366, b = -3.54) 
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Figure 1: (A) Accuracy rates in static signage and dynamic signage participant groups; (B) Change in 
Negative Attitudes towards Robots (NARS) scores as a function of Accuracy moderated by the 
Signage; (C) Change in Robots Anxiety Scale (RAS) scores as a function of Accuracy moderated by 
the Signage. 

I.V. DISCUSSION
This work investigated the differences
between static and dynamic graphical
signage on participants’ negative attitudes
and anxiety towards robots in a collaborative
task. The findings showed that although
groups did not differ in their accuracy,
moderated regression analysis suggested that
signage can decrease negative attitudes and
anxiety towards robots after the interaction as
a function of increasing accuracy. Dynamic
signage participants showed a significant
decrease in NARS scores, and static signage
resulted in decrease in RAS scores. As
participants did not differ in their experience
with robots and analysis used the change
between participants’ pre- and post-
interaction scores, such finding suggests
differential signage effect. This is crucially
important while working to increase trust and
acceptance of robots in manufacturing. While

NARS and RAS scores are known to 
correlate [14], the differential effects of 
signage on these scales need to be 
investigated further. 

“Social” aspects of human-robot 
collaboration in manufacturing are still 
largely understudied, and, even then, the 
majority of these studies concentrate on 
trained robotics users. Our study is 
contributing to the existing literature by 
investigating low skilled workforce. Further 
strength lies in higher ecological validity  as 
work was conducted in factory environment. 
Taken together, the results indicate that, by 
involving workforce in the technology 
development and integration in the 
workplace, we increase their acceptance of 
new processes, and by communicating 
information about robot we have improved 
robot user’s comfort. 
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Designed on computers, built by robots 
Hatem Fakhruldeen∗, Anthony Pipe∗and Farid Dailami∗ 

I. INTRODUCTION
The demand in today’s manufacturing
for small batch production and more
customization has raised, due to market
and consumer demands [1], raised the
need for flexible assembly systems.
Additionally, 20%- 50% of the total
production time and 20%-30% of the
total production cost is typically spent on
product assembly [2]. Thus, lots of
research has been done to utilize the
flexibility and versatility provided by
robots to build a flexible robotic
assembly (RA) system. Our work tries to
build on that and integrate the different
components of RA, in order to build a
system that combines both assembly

planning and execution. The system 
would take assembly CAD information as 
input, and produce the assembled objects 
as an output on the other end. 

Research in the area of RA is vast and 
diverse, since it involves many disciplines, 
considerations and methods. However, it 

can be roughly divided into RA planning 
methods, and RA execution methods. In e 
current state of art, many of these methods 
still need improvement in terms of 
performance and reliability. Moreover, 
these publications were focused on very 
specific RA tasks or only operated in 
simulation.  None   of the reviewed works 
attempted to combine planning and 
execution in a practical system, therefore 
this represents the next step in advancing 
the research. 

This research tries to take an initial step 
towards that by building a system that 
combines both RA planning and 

execution in one complete architecture 
that takes only assembly CAD designs on 
one end, and produces the assembled 
objects on the other end, without any 
human involvement in between. This 
system takes Solidworks[3] CAD 
assembly files as input through the 
provided interface, and on the other end 
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pro- duces the assembly by commanding 
the robotic system and sensors through 
the ’AsmBot’ and ’AsmSpace’ modular 
interfaces respectively. This architecture 
is illustrated in figure 1.  

The first component in our architecture is 
the Assembly Sequence Planner (ASP) 
module. It first extracts the assembly 
information from the input Solidworks 
assembly file by means of the 
’swAssembly’ submodule; and then the 
’swPlanner’ submodule produces the 
assembly sequence plan, using 
interference matrices, mating information 
and col- lision detection[4],[5]. Finally 
the ’ASP server’ submodule starts a 
server, so that this information can be 
shared with multiple RA planners running 
on different platforms. The ASP was 
developed using Solidworks C++ API.  

The robotic assembler module 
communicates with ’ASP server’, to 
retrieve the assembly sequence plan and 
other information extracted from the CAD 
model, with the help of ’ASP client’. 
Moreover, it can retrieve the assembly 
workspace information, such as objects’ 
locations, poses, workspace obstacles, 
etc., from the external sensory systems 
through the ’AsmSpace’ interface. The 
RA tasks plan is then produced from this 
information in the ’RA planner’ 
submodule and sent to the ’RA manager’ 
which translates each task into a finite 
state machine (FSM) composed from 
skills, which are also FSMs composed 
from elementary actions. This is similar 
to the works [6] and [7].  

Finally, to give the system the ability to 
execute with different robots ’AsmBot’ 
interface was developed that translates 
robot elementary actions to the 
specifiedrobotAPI commands. This 
allows changing the assembly robot 
without the need to modify any of the 
other modules or worry about 
programming. Similarly, ’AsmSpace’ 
interface was implemented to allow 
changing/adding sensors to the system 
effortlessly. The RA Commander 
executes the RA plan, monitors its 
progress, and provides updates to the 
user through the ’ASP client’ interface. 

All these modules were completed and the 
whole system was tested in a series of 
experiments that involved simple 
assemblies composed from peg in a hole 
mates. These experiments illustrated our 
system functionality and its potential as a 
complete RA system. The robotic 
assembler was implemented using C++ 
and ROS. In addition, the ’AsmBot’ and 
’AsmSpace’ interfaces were used to 
command a UR5 robotic arm with a 
Robotiq85 gripper and to retrieve the parts 
workspace information from Pickit3D 
vision system respectively.  In the current 
implementation, only position control 
was used. The next steps involve 
improving the ASP capabilities to deal 
with more complex assemblies and 
equipping it with an optimizer to produce 
better plans. Finally, once that is 
completed, the system will be tested in 
an industrial assembly to illustrate its 
complete potential as a fully automated 
flexible assembly system. 
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Bio-mimetic pneumatic soft prosthetic 
hand 

Jan Fras and Kaspar Althoefer ∗†

ABSTRACT 

Traditional prosthetic hand devices are rigid, heavy and expensive. In order to 
satisfy demanding manipulation tasks they require either sophisticated 
controlling strategies or complex mechanics. In this work we present a soft 
pneumatic prosthetic hand, which is not only very cheap in production, but also 
very simple to control due to its mechanical compliance. It can be very easily 
reshaped and resized in order to fit a particular patient needs. The aim of this 
research is to provide children patients with a device that can be frequently 
exchanged whenever a bigger size is needed or the device is broken. Due to its 
softness and compliance the device is mechanically safe even for very small 
children. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
As traditional rigid prosthetic hands have a
number of draw- backs, soft robotics
renders itself as a potential improvement of
amputee people manipulation capabilities.
Most important is that soft prosthetics can
be significantly cheaper than a traditional
one as it does not require neither
sophisticated mechanical structure nor
small and expensive electrical motors.

Thanks to that soft prosthetic can be 
especially suitable for young patients as 
their growth makes frequent prosthetic 
change a must. Other advantage is a soft 
prosthetic can be very easily controlled due 
to its compliance and adaptation 
capabilities. Even one degree of actuation 
may be sufficient for many grasping tasks.  

A number of soft hands have been 
presented so far and they were also 
considered to be used as prosthetics [1–3]. 
They offer a similar morphology to a real 
human hand, however, their shape and 
appearance differ a lot from actual human 
limb. For that reason we propose a new soft 
prosthetic hand design that provides 6  

possible degrees of freedom including a 
motion corresponding with the base joint 
of the thumb, the carpometacarpal joint. 
Such a joint is designed to allow the thumb 
to work in both apposition and opposition 
modes, see Figure 1. 

II. DESIGN
Hand
The hand design is based on a 3D scan of a
real human hand in order to make it as bio-
mimic as possible. It consists of 6 fluidic

actuators, one per finger and two for the 
thumb, see Figure 2. The actuators are a 
hollow chambers with circular cross 
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section that tend to elongate when 
pressurized. They are constrained by an 
exoskeleton made of stiff silicone, so the 
translational expansion is transferred into 
bending motion of the fingers, see Figure 4. 
Unlike the real human hand in the presented 
device the bending motion of the fingers is 
distributed along their length as they are 
made of soft material and there are no 
discrete joints inside. 

We shown in previous research that it is 
possible to achieve finite rotary joints 
using only soft materials [4], but we found 
such solution not applicable in that case 
due to excessive joint size and the need of 
using separate actuator for each joint. 
Using such actuators would make the 
design and the manufacturing 
unnecessarily too complex. 

Actuator 
As mentioned above, the actuators are 
pneumatic conical chambers that tend to 
elongate when pressurized. The diameter of 
each actuator varies depending on its length 
in order to fit the finger geometry and 
maximize the torque generated in the base 
finger joint. In order to constrain the radial 
expansion of the fingers a helical 
reinforcement made of a polyester thread is 
used. Such an actuation strategy has been 
already successfully embedded for 
manipulation, locomotion and grasping [4–
6]. The bending of fingers in the desired 
direction has been achieved by combining the 
longitudinal expansion of the actuators with 
less flexible material on the internal side of 
the fingers and the palm surface. Each of the 
actuators can be controlled independently but 
due to their flexibility and compliance they 
can also efficiently work in groups. Such a 
property makes the dexterous manipulation 
less control-complex and allows the hand 
structure to take over part of the controller’s 
effort. 

Manufacturing 
The manufacturing process is very much 
similar to the process described in [4–6]. It 
involves several sil- icone moulding steps 
and utilizes a set of 3D printed moulds. 
The materials used are two silicones of dif- 
ferent stiffnesses and polyester thread used 

for the reinforcement. The process starts 
with preparing the thread to be embedded 

into the fingers structure. The thread is 
winded tightly onto long conical cores.  
When wrapped the cores are enclosed 
within the mould and cast with soft 
silicone. The mould keeps them centred 
and creates a thin and uniform layer of 
silicone that bounds the reinforcing thread. 

As the rods diameter decrease with its 
length, the silicone layer with the thread 
inside can be easily removed from the rods 
towards the wider end, Figure 5 

In the next stage a thin layer of silicone is 
added inside the actuators by filling them 
with silicone and inserting thinner rods. 

Figure 2: Structure of the hand 

Figure 3: Structure of the actuator 

Figure 4: From the left, actuators, 
exoskeleton, parts of the hand in the main 
mould 
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Such layer protects the rein- forcing thread 
from detaching the initial structure when 
pressurized. The pre-prepared actuators 
and some auxiliary structures made of soft 
silicone are then arranged in a final mould 
that shapes the hand. 

The auxiliary structures help to provide 
more flexibility into the hand where 
required (e.g. in between the base - 
metacarpophalangeal - joint of each finger 
and the palm surface). When all the  above 
is done, the mold is closed and the stiff 

silicone is injected into it that as the last 
manufacturing step. 

III. CONCLUSIONS
Presented soft hand is an early prototype
and has not been extensively tested yet.
Nevertheless it   shows high potential in
terms of grasping capabilities and receives
very positive feedback regarding  its
appearance and features.  As the very next
step we  aim to conduct experiments to
determine how the hand performs in
different grasping tasks and how much
grasping force it can generate.

We also consider hydraulic and pneumatic 
actuation.  The goal of this research is to 
create prosthetic, but we will need to solve 
several issues before, including small and 
mobile yet powerful pressure source and a 
proper controlling interface. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
End effector-based robotic rehabilitation
has improved physical therapy of the upper
limb substantially by providing patient
motivation and instant feedback[1, 2]. The
end effector of a rehabilitation robot is
typically held by the user, moving with
them to retrain functional tasks without
restricting intermediary joints of the arm.
However, most of these systems only
facilitate movement in a 2D planar
workspace [2], which begs research into a
3D end effector based upper limb robotic
rehabilitation platform.

The design process for a rehabilitative 
robot requires analysis of the workspaces 
of both the robotic manipulator and the 
human limb. Using a system that can 
access the entire reach of a patient’s arm 
may be useful, but most standard 
rehabilitation protocols do not utilize this 
whole space. Upper limb rehabilitation 
tasks are focused on function, such as 
reaching for and holding objects. Robotic 
rehabilitation platforms have often been 
built around reaching tasks, and motor 
rehabilitation can be studied with respect 
to a patient’s response to perturbation of 
the reaching task [3]. For this reason, the 
human arm workspace used in this study 
was constrained to the task of reaching in 
3D space. 

II. METHODS
The workspace of the arm was simulated
using 100 reaching tasks. These tasks are
defined by 10 angle configurations between
30 and +30 degrees of θSF and θSA
representing the maximum and minimum
shoulder flexion and abduction,
respectively, at the end of the reach. Each
reaching primitive was subdivided into 30

time steps and was simulated 5 times, with 
a small random variation added to each 
joint at each time step.  The joint 
trajectories for simulation of the reaching 
task were based on start   and endpoints of 
human joint motion[4] (Table 1), and were 
simulated on MATLAB using a simple 7 
degrees-of-freedom (DoF) model of the 
human arm. This model was designed 
using anthropometric values for length [5], 
with 3 DoF at the shoulder, 2 at the elbow, 
and 2 at the wrist. Equation 1  describes the 
relationship between joint movement and 
time. 

in front of the shoulder;  ii.)  10 cm in front 
and 5 cm lateral to the shoulder;  and iii.) 
0.5 m lateral   and 0.5 m in front of the 
subject’s shoulder.  For  all three 
placements the robot was rotated,  putting 
its z-direction in the horizontal plane and 
pointing toward the arm. 

At each position of the simulated hand, 
inverse kinematics of the robot matched 
this position and orientation. To determine 
which placement of the robot was optimal a 
cost function was developed, taking into 
consideration: i.) unreachable points (UP); 
and ii.) collisions with the arm. An 
unreachable point was defined whenever 
the distance between robot end effector and 
the desired Cartesian point was greater than 
0.1 meters. Collisions occurred when any 
part of the robot moved into a restricted 
region, defined by planes parallel to the z-
axis and in line with each segment of the 
arm. Because there are 6 joints of the 
robot that could cross these planes, this 
was divided by 6 in the cost function. 
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III. RESULTS
The joint trajectories used in this study
resulted in a curved trajectory of the hand
when reaching for high or low points,
while reaching strictly to the left or right
yielded a relatively straight path.
Shoulder rotation in the opposite
direction of shoulder abduction reduced
left/right curvature from previous trials.
The calculated workspace for the arm
during these reaching tasks is shown in
Figure 1. The unreachable points, potential
collisions and costs for each configuration
are shown in Table 2.

Placing the robot near the shoulder yielded 
the highest overall cost, with many more 
unreachable points than either of the other 
two  options.  This is likely because of a 
dead zone near the base of the robot. This 
dead zone is visualized in 1. However, this 
is with the robot standing upward  as 
opposed to pointing sideways. The lowest 
cost was seen when the robot was placed in 
front of the patient, facing back towards 
them. This cost was low primarily because 
only about 5 percent of the simulations 
were unreachable. Placing the robot to the 
side had moderately good performance, but 
could not encompass the movements far 
away from the base placement. 

I.V. DISCUSSION
This paper explored the necessary
workspace for a 3-dimensional
rehabilitation robot for the upper limb.

Results indicated that for limited 
reaching tasks, placing the robot in front 
of the patient and facing back toward 
them is the optimal configuration. 
However, none of the three configurations 
that were investigated covered the entire 
workspace for the reaching task. This 
indicates that it is useful to redesign 
aspects of the robot such as link lengths. 
In addition, optimal placement of the 
robot’s base for each configuration could 
be mathematically determined rather than 
a simple visual estimation. 

Furthermore employing a cost function 
which considers further joint- and task-
space constraints might provide a better 
measure to optimize the design of the 
robot.   Constraints to consider can 
include dexterity, the orientation of the end 
effector and the length of each robotic link. 
In addition a broader evaluation of 
collision avoidance could be implemented, 
which would attempt multiple robot 
configurations in case of collision before 
choosing the final pose for cost 
calculation. 

Finally, while the reaching task is 
commonly employed for rehabilitation of 
patients after a stroke, including only this 
piece of the workspace in the design of a 
robotic system severely limits its 
robustness. More emphasis has to be put 
into developing systems for other 
activities of daily living that could 
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benefit from robotic rehabilitation. The 
activities targeted for a particular 
rehabilitation protocol may change which 

design and placement of the robot is most 
appropriate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
LiDAR data provides a useful means to
collect information for a number of tasks
such as forest surveying and urban planning
(Treepedia, 2015). However, this data needs
to be annotated in order for it to be useful.
Currently most of this annotation is done
manually as is the case in urban green cover
surveys, where identifying trees in the cities
is a long, laborious process.

This work focuses on making this urban tree 
annotation process autonomous by the means 
of using data present in high quality LiDAR 
scans to automatically label trees. This 
annotated data can then be used in 
conjunction with deep learning to identify 
trees in LiDAR scans without the requisite 
information. 

II. METHODS
In order to identify trees in LiDAR scans,
ground points are first identified and filtered
using a Progressive Morphological Filter.
This filtered scan is then voxelized in a
sparse 3D hierarchical data structure, VOLA
(Byrne et al., 2017), in order to reduce the
input resolution. A 2 bits per voxel approach
is used to encode additional information such
as colour, intensity and number of returns
information.

LiDAR laser pulses can be reflected once ( as 
in the case of a flat surface such as the 
ground) or multiple times ( from edges of 
buildings, trees etc.). Based on the insight 
that tree regions have a high number of 
returns, voxels with a high number of returns 
are identified and retained, followed by 
connected component analysis to isolate 
individual tree canopies.  

A horizontal bounding box is fitted around 
the tree canopies and is extended to ground in 

the vertical dimension in order to capture the 
tree trunks. 

The trees identified in this case are used as 
positive samples to train a 3D convolutional 
neural network (CNN) (Maturana et al., 
2015) for tree detection. The structure of the 
network can be seen in Figure 2.  

A number of non-tree regions are extracted 
from the LiDAR scans as negative training 
samples for the network. The training data is 
augmented by adding noise, rotating the data 
around the horizontal plane and by jittering it 
in all 3 dimensions. 
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III. RESULTS
The tree annotation method was tested on a
dense airborne LiDAR dataset of Dublin city
(Laefer et al., 2015). A subset of the scan was
manually annotated for 535 trees and the
algorithm was able to correctly identify 469
trees. It returned 56 regions incorrectly
identified as trees and had a precision of 0.88
with a recall of 0.89 with 0.88 as the overall
accuracy.

The 3D CNN was tested on a publicly 
available ground based LiDAR dataset which 
contains both rural and urban scenes (Hackel 
et al., 2017). The results show that the neural 
network is able to correctly identify most 
trees in scan with a few false positives. It 
misses some of the trees right at the edges of 
the scan, which is possibly due to the missing 
data in those regions. 

I.V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The methods described in this work provide a
way to annotate LiDAR data for trees using
the number of returns information. The
results show that the algorithm is able to
correctly identify most of the trees in an
urban setting. This work also introduces a
CNN to detect trees in LiDAR scans which
do not contain the number of returns
information.

The results in this case show that the network 
is able to identify trees in ground based 
LiDAR scans which essentially only have 
depth information (not complete 3D), while 
being trained on data which is from an aerial 
LiDAR scan which has full 3D information. 
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ABSTRACT 

A modified computed torque controller (CTC) is presented in this paper. The 
proposed approach is demonstrated on one joint of a 4-degree of freedom (DOF) 
master-slave (MS) robot manipulator and the CTC gain parameters are optimized 
using the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm. The feasibility of the 
proposed controller is tested and compared with the conventional / traditional 
computed torque control. Results show that the proposed controller performs 
impressively. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots are already sharing
environments with humans, especially for
indoor applications. Providing services to and
interacting with people are the most
important tasks for such robots. Therefore,
research in sensing methods and algorithms
for human detection has received
considerable attention in the last decades.

Human detectors for autonomous mobile 
robots encounter several challenges. Humans 
can assume a variety of poses (standing, 
sitting, etc.) and be observed from different 
views [1]. Another challenge is detecting 
occluded humans, which is one of the most 
difficult problems, though a few attempts 
have been proposed to deal with it [2]. 
Determining whether there is an occlusion or 
not is a key issue in itself [3]. The authors in 
[4] proposed a method to find the best robot
pose for human observation. First, the robot
locates the human using colour segmentation
and then it moves around him/her to select the
best observation pose. Although their work
improved the detection confidence, it’s still
challenged by occlusions and human motion.

Active Perception (AP) seeks to control and 
guide the acquisition of sensor data in order 
to improve the performance of the input 
process and maximise the information 
acquisition [5]. The robot has to decide the 
optimal sensing configuration based on the 
current situation. AP systems therefore 
include a dynamic control of the robot 

behaviour, key for applications in real, 
changing environments. Recently, AP has 
been proved useful in many different 
scenarios [6, 7, 8]. However, to our 
knowledge, there are no AP systems for 
human detection with a mobile robot, as 
proposed in the current work. Active human 
detection is a particular AP system that seeks 
to overcome some of the previous challenges. 
The AP can guide the observation process and 
move the robot to the best available poses for 
human detection. 

In our system, the best available poses are 
selected according to the human detection 
confidence, using a pre-learnt observation 
model. The latter is a distribution of the 
detection confidence values for multiple 
robot- human pose configurations, as shown 
in Fig. 1. The X and Y axes represent the 
distance between the robot and the origin (the 
human). In order to build this model, we 
collect a set of human confidence 
measurements and apply a 2D polynomic 
regression model to obtain the expected 
confidence for any new human-robot pose. 
The human detection method used in our 
system is a real-time RGB-D based upper 
body detector [9]. 

In this preliminary work, our system is tested 
in a ROS simulation environment, shown in 
Fig. 3. The architecture of the proposed active 
human detection system is shown in Fig. 2. 
The system starts with an initial human 
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detection. 
Then, the robot moves to find the best 
available view for human detection, based on 
the known confidence model, and taking into 
account the motion cost. If the human 
changes his pose, the system adapts by 

selecting a new robot pose accordingly, at 
least as long as the human remains in the 
robot’s field of view. In case of occlusion, 
instead, the robot selects a new pose from the 
set of available poses and avoids the area of 
the previous occlusion. 

SYSTEM DESIGN 
The system design has a simple and modular 
structure, compatible with a standard ROS 
stack, which facilitates future developments 
and improvements. Fig. 2 shows the full 
system architecture. The gray modules 
implement the key contributions of this work. 

The system starts with an RGB-D upper body 
detection, which provides an initial human 
position and observation confidence. The 
human orientation is computed from the 
shoulders using the method proposed in [10]. 
Combining this information with the pre-
observation model of detection confidence, 
the views-sampler generates several 
viewpoints randomly distributed around the 
person.  

These viewpoint samples are such that the 
expected human detection confidence is 
better than the previous one. Finally, the AP 
manager selects the next best viewpoint from 
the available samples that maximizes the 
expected detection confidence and minimizes 
the robot’s moving cost. 

TESTING RESULTS 
The active human detection system 
continuously tries to improve its confidence. 
If the person moves or is occluded by an 
obstacle, the robot moves as well to find a 
more suitable position for high-confidence 

human detection. We performed some 
simulations (Fig. 3) to test our method 
against a typical passive approach in case of 
occlusion (Fig. 4) along with human motion. 
For the latter, in particular, it is clear that 
with a static robot (passive approach) the 
human detection confidence decreases as the 
human moves, as shown in Fig. 5.  

In contrast, Fig. 6 shows that our active 
approach can guide the robot towards good 
observation viewpoints. It is worth noting 
that the current implementation is not able to 
cope with a relatively fast-moving person, 
therefore it can only provide high-confidence 
detections for very short time intervals. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, we have presented some 
preliminary work on active human detection, 
which has the potential to succeed in many 
situations where passive detection approaches 
usually fail. Initial simulation tests, however, 
highlighted the difficulty of dealing with fast 
moving humans.  

Our future work will focus on new strategies 
for active human detection that can prevent 
occlusions and take into account the 
limitations of a mobile robot platform, such 
as its limited field of view. We will also 
validate our approach in new real-world 
experiments

Figure (1) The pre-observation model             Figure (2) System architecture 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Swarm Intelligence (SI) comprises a
relatively novel route to Artificial
Intelligence (AI) which stems from
decentralised and self-organising behaviour
observed in groups of simple social animals
in nature such as ant and bee colonies, fish
schools, and bird flocks. By way of
collaboration, these animals are able to
accomplish tasks that are far beyond their
individual capabilities, and even beyond the
simple aggregation of all of their individual
capabilities. That is to say, the whole is more
than the sum of its parts. Thus, SI is the
branch of AI that deals with the collective
behaviour that emerges from decentralised
self-organising systems. Self-Organisation
occurs with no central control or sense of
purpose, as individuals only interact locally
with one another and with the environment,
inducing the emergence of coherent global
patterns. Swarm robotics is a novel approach
to the coordination of large numbers of
simple and relatively inexpensive robots,
which emerged as the application of SI to
multi-robot systems. Different from other SI
studies, swarm robotics puts emphasis on the
physical embodiment of individuals [1].

Swarm robotics and Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles (UAVs) technology have 
progressed at an increasingly fast pace for the 
past two decades, extending their capabilities 
and the kinds of problems they can help 
tackle. UAVs can now be equipped with a 
range of advanced cameras, thermal imagers 
and sensors which enable them to operate in 
remote areas, dangerous environments, and 
even through solid smoke while still being 
able to perform tasks such as surveying, 
mapping or locating people. Some of their 
current applications include aerial 
photography and filming, information 
gathering, provision of essential supplies for 
disaster management, support of search and 

rescue operations, mapping inaccessible 
locations, field surveying, and crop health 
monitoring. Autonomous UAVs have been 
used to establish resilient communications 
networks for emergency response [2] [3]. 
With regards to fire-fighting, UAV 
technology has been used to perform tasks 
such as forest surveillance, building fire risk 
maps, wildfire detection and monitoring, 
gathering data for a human decision-maker, 
assisting search and rescue operations, and 
situational awareness [4]. 

Given the hazardous nature of the activity, 
fighting fires by means of disposable and 
relatively inexpensive robots in place of 
humans is of special interest. In addition, the 
use of fleets of decentralised cooperative and 
self-organising robots results in a robust and 
resilient system with distributed decision-
making which can cope with uncertainty, 
errors, and the failure or loss of a few 
nonessential units without jeopardising the 
overall mission. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, the use of self-organising swarms 
of autonomous UAVs for the actual deed of 
putting out fires has remained notably 
unexplored. 

This paper comprises a proof-of-concept to 
demonstrate the feasibility and potential of 
employing swarm robotics to fight fires 
autonomously. To this end, an efficient yet 
realistic physics-based model of the spread of 
wildfires is developed, which is then coupled 
with a model of a fleet of self-organising 
drones whose coordination mechanism is 
based on a forgetful particle swarm 
algorithm. The aim is to develop algorithms 
for swarms of autonomous drones to self-
organise to develop the ability to fight the 
spread of wildfires without human 
intervention. This research is timely, since 
Robotics and AI (RAI) as well as Robotics 
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and Autonomous Systems (RAS) are 
identified as priority areas by the Engineering 
and Physical Sciences Research Council 
(EPSRC), as well as in the Industrial and 
Digital Strategies [5], [6] [7]. In addition, the 
UK government identified RAS as one of the 
Eight Great Technologies that will propel the 
UK to future growth [8], [9]. This topic is 
also supported by the UK-RAS Network 
which predicts that RAS will play an 
increasingly important role in disaster relief 
by reducing costs and response times and 
increasing capabilities [10]. 

II. FIRE-SPREAD MODEL
A physics-based fire-spread model was
designed and implemented as a two-
dimensional reaction-diffusion equation that
describes the combustion of a mono-phase
medium composed of pre-mixed gas of fuel
and air.

The system is closed with the equations for 
the molar mass of the mixture, the heat 
capacity of the mixture, the combustion rate 
(Arrhenius equation), and the combustion 
enthalpy. Fig. 1 shows an example of this 
model being used for the prediction of the 
temperature profile and fuel energy density 
five minutes after four sparks have occurred. 
While very efficient, the simulation of this 
model using Matlab and a standard PC still  

This comprises a simplified version of the 
model in [11]. It is also assumed that there is 
no atmospheric wind and the transport 
equations can therefore be neglected.  
In order to compensate for this, the diffusion 
coefficient is increased and two pseudo-3D 
terms are added into the energy balance 
equation to account for the energy losses due 
to convection and radiation in the third 
dimension.  

Radiation in the horizontal directions is 
modelled to affect only the neighbour cells. 
The heat capacity at constant pressure is 
assumed to be constant for each chemical 
species within the considered temperature 
range. The fire-spread model can be 
represented by a system of five partial 
differential equations, one for the enthalpy 
balance and four for the chemical species 
formation (CO2 and H2O) or consumption 
(Fuel and O2):  

runs about five times slower than real-time 
(without visualisation). 

III. SELF-ORGANISATION MODEL
At this early stage of the research, the swarm
of drones has been modelled as 2D massless
particles whose self-organisation is based on
the particle swarm algorithm. Modifications
were introduced to handle particles’
memories in a dynamic environment, and to

Fig. 1: Simulation of fire-spread model. The first figure shows the temperature profile once 4 
sparks have occurred, the second one shows the temperature profile after 5 minutes, and the last 
one shows fuel energy density after 5 minutes (black: no fuel). 
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control the level of stochasticity so as to 
smoothen the erratic behavior. While the fire 
model is updated every quarter of a second, 
sensor measurements and drones’ memories 
are updated every second. Maximum speed 
permitted is set to 10 m/s. 

I.V. FUTURE WORK
Future work includes the incorporation of
collision avoidance algorithms, and the
modelling of the actual drones to include
flight dynamics and local controllers.
We have also developed a more advanced

fire- spread model which accounts for 
transport phenomena due to varying pressure 
and temperature inspired by [12] and [13], 
though atmospheric wind is yet to be 
included.  

However, this model is too demanding to be 
used extensively. We are also exploring the 
use of the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) 
[14], the FIRESITE wildfire growth 
simulator [15], and of models based on 
cellular automata and Lattice Boltzmann. 
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An innovative elbow exoskeleton for 
stages of post-stroke rehabilitation 

Soumya K. Manna1, Venketesh N. Dubey 1, 2 Faculty of Science and Technology, Bournemouth University 

ABSTRACT 

Post-stroke rehabilitation can be mainly categorized into three phases. In the acute phase, 
mostly an external support is required because the patient has no power left to move their 
arm whereas at the mid recovery level patients require a more assistive support to 
continue with the rehabilitation training. In the final recovery stage patients are given 
rigorous training to work-out against variable levels of resistance to increase the arm 
resilience and their weight lifting capacity. The mechanical requirements for these three 
stages of rehabilitations are different, whether offered manually or through exoskeletons. 
To achieve the above requirements, an innovative mechanism has been developed for 
integrating the three phases of rehabilitation in a single exoskeleton. To evaluate the rate 
of recovery, three joint parameters have been identified and incorporated into the 
framework for planning the rehabilitation strategy. 

I. INTRODUCTION
There have been a growing number of stroke
patients which has over-burdened the support
available for manual therapy hence
exoskeletons were developed to carry out
stroke rehabilitation [1]. Over the two
decades of research in this area it has yet not
been established what standard therapy could
be provided or what kind of exercises are
required after stroke [2]. The common
rehabilitation strategy consists of three types
of exercises [3], fully supported, partially
assistive and in resistive mode; still most of
the existing exoskeletons can provide only a
particular type of training either in assistive
or resistive mode and they seldom provide
support as per the requirements of
rehabilitation. Many adaptive exoskeletons
can generate a variety of exercises [4],
however, the functionality of those systems is
reliant on the sensors employed [5] and the
antagonistic impact of its controlling features
[6]. To overcome this shortfall an innovative
elbow exoskeleton has been designed in such
a way that it offers three modes of
rehabilitation in a single structure over the
full operating range of the exoskeleton.

II. MECHANISM DESIGN OF THE
EXOSKELETON
The schematic diagram and the exoskeleton
mechanisms are shown in Fig. 1. For most of
the existing exoskeletons electric motors are

used where the required joint torque is 
controlled by the motor  depending on the 
dynamics of the model, however, in this 
design the same functionality has been 
achieved at mechanical level so that the 
device can be fine-tuned to the user’s 
requirement. In the designed elbow 
exoskeleton (Fig. 1), the mode of exercise is 
separated by the region of operation which is 
decided by the position (x) of the nut slider 
driven by the motor via leadscrew. The three 
rehabilitation regions are defined as; the 
electric motor based joint control, spring (S2) 
based assistive force and spring (S3 and S4) 
based resistive force to provide full range of 
rehabilitation exercises. The exoskeleton 
consists of a series of springs, compression 
(S1, S5, S6), extension (S2, S3, S4) and 
torsional (S7 and S8) for producing different 
levels of exercises and switching between 
different rehabilitation regimes. With this 
strategy, the energy source is only used in the 
first region to power to the motor whereas the 
other two regions operate on the stiffness of 
the springs. The springs used in the 
exoskeleton allow switching between 
different regions using their stiffness 
property, as a result, no extra energy source 
is required to move from one training regime 
to another making it an energy efficient 
mechanism. The aim of the designed 
exoskeleton is to use as fewer actuators as 
possible for the whole operation making it a 
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portable device for the patient. In the First 
region (0≤x<x1), a fixed number of motor 
rotations restrict the position of the nut slider 
in a specific frame where the nut slider and 
the concentric slider are attached by a lock 
thus allowing the elbow joint to be fully 
controlled by the motor. In the Second region 
(x1≤x<x2) both sliders are unlocked due to the 
difference in stiffness between S5 and S6 
causing the elbow joint to be fully supported 
by the spring (S2). The mechanical 
arrangement of the slider along with the two 
torsional springs (S7 and S8) change the span 
of displacement of S2 (due to the movement 
of the nut slider towards the baseplate) which 

generates a variable spring force; S1 restores 
the whole arrangement to its original position 
at the end of the movement range. In the 
Third region (x2≤x<x3) both S3 and S4 are 
stretched by the nut slider bringing a variable 
contact force around the elbow joint and a 
different resistive force for elbow movement. 
All these features have been achieved using a 
single motor. A prototype developed to 
validate the operational integrity uses ABS 
(Acrylonitrile butadiene  styrene) as the 
structural material due to its high fracture 
toughness and light weight, shown worn by 
the user (Fig. 1). The overall weight of the 
system is 1.8 kg. 

Figure 1. Structural framework of the elbow exoskeleton 

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE
Based on the joint parameters (range,
frequency and weight lifting capacity) of the
user, the recovery stage can be defined as
prescribed by the physiotherapist. The
control algorithm will automatically put the
nut slider in a specific position required for

the exercise. The advantage of the system is 
that in case of any malfunction due to 
sensory data, it is still possible to alter the 
region manually. Fig. 2 shows the 
rehabilitation strategy for this device. 
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Figure 2. Exoskeleton based rehabilitation strategy 

I. V. CONCLUSION
In this design the energy source is only
utilised in the first region to provide power to
the motor whereas in other two regions, the
exoskeleton can work as energy-free system

supported by springs. Although the hardware 
based approach appears to be complex yet it 
may be more user-friendly for human 
interaction.
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Durable Robotic Control Systems for 
Humans and Challenging Environments 
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ABSTRACT 

In an ageing population the need for assistive robotics has a great potential to address 
issues around the increasing demand for nursing and caregiving. Areas that robots may 
play a role are in helping with the activities of daily living (ADL) and dressing is the 
focus of this paper. Successful integration of these robots into society will require careful 
consideration of factors such as safety and interaction. We believe that these systems 
should be able to predict the user’s intention for maximum safety and task efficiency. 
Using data collected from human-human interaction (HHI) experiments, features were 
prepared and assessed for importance and models were trained to classify the dressing 
task segment and which end effector to move; left, right or both simultaneously. Long 
short term-memory networks (LSTM) were explored to predict these outcomes one time-
step ahead. The networks were assessed against a variety of hyper-parameters including 
the depth of the hidden layers. The models show promise for correctly classifying   task 
segment based on user pose, with the best test accuracy >95%. 

I. INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is a
multi-disciplinary research facility, which
will be the world’s most powerful pulsed
neutron source. A critical component of ESS
will be a facility for handling radioactive
waste and preparing it for safe disposal; this
facility must operate for at least 40 years. Safe
disposal of ESS waste requires the dexterous
robotic manipulation of large, highly
activated payloads in a shielded chamber: a
hot cell.

The ESS ACF will contain equipment for 
dividing large activated components and 
storing them in shielded containers. Due to the 
high levels of radiation being emitted by the 
components, it is not safe for a human to do 
this from within the cell. It is therefore 
necessary to remotely handle the components 
and operate size reduction equipment, 
requiring robotic manipulators to be operated 
by humans in a control room outside the cell. 
This human-in-the-loop control requires 
advanced control systems, intuitive interfaces 
and precision haptics. 

II. BACKGROUND
JET has been remotely maintained since the
mid 1990’s, accumulating a legacy of over
35,000 person-hours of operations time.
Routine remote maintenance work is

undertaken by a dexterous, force-reflecting 
master-slave servo-manipulator called 
MASCOTT. The MASCOTT slave unit is 
transported on the end of a 12-metre-long 
articulated robot: a Boom. Meanwhile the 
MASCOTT master station is driven by a team 
of experienced operators situated in the 
Remote Handling Control Room. A second 
articulated Boom works in parallel with the 
first to transfer components and tools 
between storage facilities outside the torus 
and the workplace within the torus. 
Commitment to a human-in-the-loop 
philosophy has allowed the jet remote 
handling capability to increase in step with 
the number of applications. this philosophy 
has resulted in a flexible remote handling 
system, whereby expensive and difficult to 
procure elements such as the articulated boom 
and mascot are not required to change with 
the application. However due to decades of 
contract extensions and short-term 
engineering adaptations, the plant has become 
tightly coupled, meaning that small 
engineering changes in one area can have 
knock-on effects on the rest of the system. One 
example is the case whereby the control 
cubicle for camera units was adapted to also 
control the remote welding rig, as there was 
spare capacity. This in turn meant that the 
camera system could no longer be safely 
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accessed during welding operations, delaying 
necessary upgrades. Repeated adaptations of 
this kind are harmful to the maintainability of a 
long-lived plant, and hence a key focus for 
the ESS ACF control system design is 
maximising Reliability, Availability and 
Maintainability (RAM). 

III. A DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
ARCHITECTURE
The overarching requirement for the ESS
ACF Control System is to bind together a
kaleidoscope of devices into a single
coherent system, allowing control of all
aspects of the facility from a single control
room. This integration of dozens of third-party
functional units must be implemented at
varying levels, ranging from closed-loop
control of individual motor drives or
command-and-response style PLC control up
to high-level inverse kinematics solving and
logical interlocks. The long lifespan and
complexity of the facility precludes a
monolithic architecture like that of the JET
remote handling system. Aside from the
obvious maintainability issues it would cause,
the constrained size of the control room
would not allow dedicated Human-Machine
Interface (HMI) stations for each piece of
controlled equipment. Instead, a distributed
design providing flexible software-based
HMIs has been chosen.

The ESS ACF will require advanced control 
systems that will need to be maintainable and 
upgradable for decades, whilst also meeting 
stringent safety and functional requirements. 
For this purpose, it has been determined that 
the RACE’s CorteX control systems 
framework will be used. CorteX is a robust 
decentralised systems-of-systems framework, 
which enables pieces of complex equipment to 
communicate. The framework utilises 

extensive layers of abstraction combined with 
standardised self-describing communications 
to make the ESS ACF control system 
maintainable, upgradable, and avoid needless 
vendor lock-in. The ESS ACF control system 
will be comprised of reusable modules that can 
be proven and verified. The system will 
implement logical interlocks between devices 
to maximise equipment lifespan, but will not 
provide Functional or Radiological safety. 
This design decision has been made to limit 
undue burden on the control system and allow 
for more conventional and proven safety 
solutions to exist in parallel, allowing rapid 
development and integration with third party 
systems. 

The unusually extensive level of control 
systems integration will optimise Human-
Machine interactions, as a single unified HMI 
for controlling all aspects of the plant will be 
presented to operators. This will help reduce 
training costs and the number of incidents 
caused by human error. The data-driven 
Graphical User Interface will allow rapid 
reconfiguration as operational needs evolve 
over the lifespan of the facility. Finally, the 
deep level of integration allows all sensor data 
to be accessible from a single unified data 
structure. The primary advantage of this in 
the short-term is the provision of condition 
monitoring analysis, which allows anomalies 
in hardware to be identified and quickly 
corrected as part of an ongoing preventative 
maintenance scheme. More importantly, it lays 
the foundations for autonomous control 
strategies to be developed, by providing a 
single interface for monitoring and controlling 
the facility 
. 
I.V. CONCLUSION
The ESS ACF will use a state-of-the-art
distributed control system, built using the
CorteX framework. This system will provide
a unified interface between human operators
and robotic equipment, optimising process
workflows with a focus on long-term
reliability, availability and maintainability.

Flexibility for future upgrades such as 
autonomy is built into the system 
architecture, allowing the system to be used 
for the projected 40-year lifespan of the 
European Spallation Source and beyond. 

Figure 1: Example Control System Configuration. 
Hn is a software HMI, Cn is a remote Controller 
device and En is a unit of equipment such as a robot. 
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Synthetic Viewing for Robotic Handling 
Facilities 
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ABSTRACT 

RACE is developing a synthetic viewing system for use by operators of robots in the ESS 
Active Cells Facility. The system uses 3D visualisations to provide operators with clear 
and intuitive means of understanding their remote environment. This paper presents the 
proposed design of the system and proposes future extensions for enhancing human-
robot interaction for remote applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is a
multi-disciplinary research facility which will
be the world’s most powerful pulsed neutron
source. A critical component of ESS will be a
facility for handling radioactive waste and
preparing it for safe disposal. Safe disposal of
ESS waste requires the dexterous tele-
manipulation of large, highly activated
payloads in a shielded chamber: a hot cell.
Traditionally hot cells are built with lead
glass windows to allow direct observation by
operators. However, as the complexity and
scale of required handling operations
increases, the restrictions imposed by such
windows become problematic, motivating the
development of hot cells without any
windows. RACE is building on its experience
operating the Joint European Torus (JET)
remote handling system to develop a
windowless hot cell for the ESS Active Cells
Facility (ACF), featuring a fully integrated
remote handling system and a state-of-the-art
synthetic viewing system.

II. BACKGROUND
A synthetic vision system (SVS) is a
computer-mediated reality system for remote

operation, that uses 3D to provide operators 
with clear and intuitive means of 
understanding their remote environment. For 
the JET remote handling system, operators 
utilise synthetic views created by a virtual 
reality system, which is constantly updated in 
real-time with position data relating to the 
robotic systems. This supplements a 
comprehensive, low-latency CCTV viewing 
system. 
The virtual reality system incorporates a 3D 
model of the current environment, consisting 
of all robotic systems and serviceable 
components, as well as all the specialised 
tools which can be deployed. This model is 
continuously updated throughout operations 
to represent the precise configuration of JET 
and the RH systems as in Figure 1. The 
positions of remote handling robots are 
automatically displayed based on the position 
sensor data from their respective control 
systems, while any planned automatic moves 
are illustrated as semi-transparent green 
indicator “ghosts” of the target pose. 

The VR display is central to the JET remote 
handling control room, and allows the 

Figure 1: JET remote handling control room with SVS on central display. 
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operators to clearly see the state of the robotic 
systems and the JET machine itself, 
providing views that cannot be obtained by 
cameras (1). In addition to supporting live 
operations in real-time, the virtual reality 
tools can be used in combination with 
simulated robotic control systems to allow 
operation planners to design and trial-run 
remote handling tasks offline in their own 
office, without access to the real systems. 
Motion path plans can be generated in this 
offline environment, and used to conduct 
validation mock-ups in virtual reality, which 
are independently reviewed prior to approval 
for live operations. 

III. SYNTHETIC VIEWING

The ESS ACF contains an environment 
similar to JET, but with additional constraints 
due to the higher radiation doses that will be 
present. For a windowless hot-cell with 
limited sensors that are prone to failure, a 
synthetic viewing system will be critical. The 
system will provide an outlook to the 
probable state of the hot cell, allowing for 
more effective operations to be performed. 
For example, the elbows of a tele-
manipulator can be monitored in three 
dimensions (with no camera views) for 
possible collision. 

However, a Virtual Reality (VR) simulation 
has many more useful properties and 
functions, such as in JET, where the simulator 
is used for training and operations testing (2). 
A control room can be populated with 
simulated camera views, and operational 
constraints can be tested, such as reachability, 
lighting conditions, and radiation dose. With 
the use of immersive VR hardware, human 
elements in the Remote Maintenance system 
can also be tested, such as operators tasked 

with entering the maintenance cell and 
carrying out operations involving the whole 
system. A system like this would allow a 
complete Technical Design Review to include 
a full operation demonstration with simulated 
cell. 

This can include visually indicating the state 
of brakes or torques on robot joints, or 
illustrating the currently measured radiation 
map (3) or physical point cloud. Similarly, 
mixed reality can be employed, such that real 
camera views can be superimposed into the 
VR scene to provide greater fidelity. 

I.V. CONCLUSION
The recent advance in simulation and VR
technologies has opened many opportunities
to rapidly improve the current state of the art
of Remote Handling. Mixed reality
technologies can extend the current Synthetic
Viewing system to include advanced
simulation data, sensed data, and operations
data conveyed in an effective, intuitive, and
contextual fashion. This Synthetic Viewing
solution could be used to improve all parts of
the operation: from development to execution
and review.

Figure 2: Control room for a simulated ESS windowless hot cell. 

Figure 3: Radiation dose map visualisation in 
an ESS hot cell. 
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ABSTRACT 

S.A.R.A.H. (Silent Agile Robust Autonomous Host) is a project that is co-funded 
from Innovate UK’s scheme “Emerging and Enabling Technologies”. The 
project’s aim is to develop a novel design of a bipedal robot which uses patent 
pending actuators that rely on bare electromagnets and not on DC motors. The 
locomotion of the bipedal will be based on flightless birds, combining pattern 
generated locomotions with neural network predictions for the next movement to 
optimize the walk. The neural network will have the ability to evolve in to deep 
learning to learn online and exchange knowledge with other robots. Finally, as a 
host it has the ability to carry an external module on its’ upper body, e.g. arm 
manipulators. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Humans as animals, despite the
flexibility and dexterity that their legs
provide, do not walk as efficiently as
other animals. In comparison, to
flightless birds, humans can consume
double the amount of oxygen.
Struthionidae Struthio (Ostrich) is one of
the most efficient animals (comparing the
oxygen consumption divided by its
weight) and up to 40% more efficient than
humans [8]. S.A.R.A.H. (Silent Agile
Robust Autonomous Host) is inspired by
the flightless birds’ locomotion to reduce
its power consumption and as a result
increase its operational time.

Mechanically, S.A.R.A.H. is combining 
the patent pending “bang-bang” actuators 
from Motion Robotics LTD [1] in 
conjunction with hydraulics. The actuators 
use the power of electromagnets to 
generate the required torque in order to 
rotate the joints. The hydraulics, on the 
other hand, are used    for damping and 

breaking. For control, 5 Atmel microchips 
[6] and 2 Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi3) [7] are
used in a hierarchy.  One of the RPi3 is
responsible for the control of the motion
(written in C) and     the other is
responsible for learning and executing
neural network classifications (written in
Python).

II. FIRST PROTOTYPE DESIGN
The robot has 6 controllable joints (3 in
each leg) and 2 semi-controllable joints
(one in each foot). The controllable
(Fig.1a, Green Dots) joints are controlled
by 2 actuators that operate antagonistically;
when one is ON the other is OFF. The
joints also include one hydraulic
mechanism which provides damping,
spring and breaking. The mechanism is
locked when the actuators are not powered,
thus, the robot has the ability to maintain
its posture without consuming energy. The

____________________________________________ 
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semi-controllable (Fig.1a, Red Dots) joints 
do not utilize an actuator but an additional 
hydraulic mechanism is attached. The 
controllability that the two hydraulic 
mechanisms can achieve is based on the 
combination of leg’s trajectory, gravity and 
timing of the power down. The use of 
hydraulic mechanism reduces the power 
consumption, especially in the standby 
mode as only the “brain” remains 
operational. The configuration is inspired 
from ostriches and is a big part of the 
novelty of the robot. The electromechanical 
parts are powered by three 12V , 14Ah 
Lithium Iron Batteries that provide up to 
36V and 30A 

The “brain” of S.A.R.A.H. is based on 
low-cost hardware, in order to reduce the 
future production costs and utilizes 
multiple chips to distribute the tasks 
more efficiently. The computational 
power comes from 2 RPi3 (low-cost 
board, less than £30) and 5 Atmel 
SAMC21 boards (low-cost microchip, 
less than £5), which are connected in a 
hierarchical order (Figure 1b). The RPi3s 
have the top position in the hierarchy and 
they communicate with the main Atmel.  

The main Atmel is then responsible in 
communicating with the other Atmels (2 
each side). One Atmel in each leg is 
responsible for data collection and 
actuation for the abduction/adduction and 
flexion/extension of the hip joint. The 
other is responsible for the data collection 
and the control of the “knee” and foot 
joints. One of the two RPi3 is executing a 
neural network to predict the possible 
falling region in order to suggest counter-

moves to the other RPi3. Then, that RPi3 
will calculate the input variables for the 
Atmel boards. Those variables are 
mainly, the required voltage to each 
actuator, the time of activation and the 
release time of the hydraulics. The order 
of activation cannot change, which means 
if the left/right leg starts moving it has to 
execute a series of moves until it is 
finished. The “brain” is powered by a 
separate battery, similar to the one that 
was described previously.  

The locomotion of the robot is different in 
comparison to typical humanoids,  that is 
to increase     the efficiency at the cost of 
dexterity. S.A.R.A.H. has 12 Degrees of 
Freedom (DoFs) from which 6 are 
controllable and 6 are semi-controlled. The 
locomotion is simple and begins with (see 
Fig.2a): (i) the “knee” shortening, (ii) 
moving the leg in front by flexion of the 
hip, (iii) extending the “knee” to hit  the 
floor and (iv) moving the leg backwards by 
extension of the hip.  

The stability of the bipedal robot,  is based 
on an unstable system. The robot will be 
stabilized by making steps, not by 
controlling its upward  position. Finally, the 
upper body is reserved for external 
modules which can be designed in  the 
future. The aim is to provide a generic 
host, flexible to meet the users needs, but 
that is able to stand, walk and recover from 
pushes. This will provide a platform third-
party organisations, that have expertise in 
providing services to consumers, an 
opportunity to design their own external 
modules. 
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III. S.A.R.A.H.’S PRELIMINARY
PERFORMANCE
The first prototype does not include the
abduction/adduction actuators and in its’
current state, the hydraulics are disabled.
For that reason, all the experiments were
undertaken with S.A.R.A.H. hanging
from an external structure from a
substantially stabilising elastic support,
as can be seen in Fig.2b.

The prototype weighs 45kg (50% 
actuators/batteries/hydraulics, 25% 
skeleton, 25% shell) and is able to make 
steps with a maximum stride length of 
5cm and stride rate of 140 steps/minute. 
The stride rate is comparable to humans’ 
running [5], however the step is still too 
small. Its operational time is up to 1 hour 
of continuous walk.  

The neural network is able to predict the 
region in which the robot may fall and 
generate a countermove in order to keep 
the main body stable. The algorithm is run 
on a RPi3 and has a decision time of 50ms 
(20Hz) and is quicker than the human 
reflex time (2 − 5Hz) [2, 3, 4]. 

I.V. DISCUSSION
Thus far, the combination of the novel
actuators (provide high speed limb’s
motion) with Neural Networks (provide
the correct timing and choice of limb)
had positive results. The Neural Network
offers a novel alternative to classical
control theory and suits the quasi on/off
activation control of the pattern
generators. The skeletal design reduces
DoFs and number of actuators required to
implement leg shortening during
locomotion. The gait is bioinspired, with
quick limb movements interspaced with
time delays during which, the hydraulics
are bracing the actuators offering high
energy savings.

V. FUTURE WORK
In the short-term, the first aim is to add
the missing actuators and, in turn,
perform tests in sideways motion. The
second aim, is to enable the hydraulics and
perform the tests without the weight
supports. In the long-term, when the
second prototype is developed, the weight
of the structured will be reduced and the
hydraulics system will be redesigned to
allow greater rotation in each joint.
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I. THE PRIZE
The first advanced robot many we experience
may well be an autonomous vehicle (or
driverless car). Autonomous Vehicle (AV)
technology has made huge strides in recent
years moving from a mainstay of science
fiction to the first forays on public roads.
Indeed, AV are almost unique in technology
development in so far as estimates of when
they will reach market are being brought
forward – industry predictions now talk of
the majority of new car sales in 2030 being of
vehicles with high levels of autonomy. This
optimism on early uptake is based on a
combination of developments in sensing, data
processing, data compression, data storage
and machine learning.

The promise in AV stems from a wide range 
of potential and perceived benefits, the 
biggest of these is increased road safety 
through a reduction in the number of driver 
error-induced accidents – where research 
shows that around 90% of all motor vehicle 
crashes are caused, at least in part, by human 

error (US National Department of 
Transportation , 2008). There are however, 
numerous other benefits including: improved 
mobility for the disabled and elderly; reduced 
road congestion via reactive traffic flow 
control; productive travel time; higher 
utilisation of individual vehicles reducing the 
number of vehicles required per capita; and a 
reduced need for parking, freeing-up space in 
urban areas. The associated economic impact 
of the technology is also considerable - with 
KPMG reporting that the total impact of AV 

on the UK economy will be £51 billion in 
2030 based on AV creating 320,000 
additional jobs, avoiding 25,000 serious 
accidents and saving 2,500 lives between 
now and 2030 (KPMG, 2015). 

II. THE CHALLENGES
The progression to where cars require no
human input is a complex and multi-
dimensional one, and to aid understanding of
this, the Society of Automotive Engineers
published a classification system and
supporting definitions that are widely used
across the automotive sector. This approach
is summarised in Figure 1. Today we see cars
such as the Tesla operating at Level 3, but an
increasing number of Level 4 cars are being
tested. The final step from Level 4 to 5,
which will see vehicles being able to
undertake any end-to- end journeys without
any supervision from a driver, will be
transformative, but also hugely challenging
with technological, social, cultural, political,
commercial and legal implications. Not least

in terms of how human drivers will interpret 
the AI-driven decisions of an AV. 

The challenges facing the AV community as 
they attempt to transform the way humans 
interact with our cars are numerous – and not 
all technical. Along the way we will have to 
address questions such as: How do you fully 
prepare AVs for use on open roads without 
fully characterising their interactions with 
driven vehicles in all conditions? How do 
you characterise these interactions without 

Figure 1: SAE Levels for Automated Driving Systems 

L0	 L1	 L2	 L3	 L4	 L5	

Driver	
only	

Full	

Park	
Assist	

Traffic	Jam	
Assist	 Driving journey

Sources:	Connected	and	Autonomous	vehicles	-	the	UK	opportunity,	KPMG,	March	2015	and	FKA-Berger	Automated	Vehicles	Index,	Q1	
2016	
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exposing the public to AV technology before 
it is mature enough for it to be safe? How 
will road users behave towards autonomous 
vehicles? Will people give them a wide berth 
out of fear of them doing something 
unexpected? Or will the public test the limits 
of the technology under the assumption that 
the technology should be smart enough to 
cope with anything they throw at them? How 
do you start introducing AVs into the roads? 
How will an AV be insured for use? How 
will the public react to the first AVs 
incidents? 

Part of the challenge lies in how we transition 
from roads where all the vehicles are 
controlled by a human driver to one where all 
vehicles are computer controlled with 
predictable behaviour and responses. While 
the end scenario of pervasive, connected, 
fully-integrated autonomous vehicles is 
relatively easy to imagine, the journey to get 
there during which driven and driverless cars 
interact heavily, can look long, treacherous 
and chaotic. And it is in this mixed-mode that 
questions such as ‘will robots suffer from 
road rage?’ will need to be answered – where 
the opening hypothesis is that the robot will 
not be the bully, but may well be bullied by 
other (human) road users. 

I.V. PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER
PERCEPTION
A feasibility study funded by Innovate UK
and CCAV (Centre for Connected
Autonomous Vehicles), (Westbourne
Engagement, 2016), tried to answer some of
the earlier posed questions. It concluded that
stakeholders were significantly more positive
towards the concept of driverless cars on UK
roads (81%) than members of the public
(54%) indicating that there is much to do in
order to bridge the gap in public perception
of the technology.

Regarding safety, it was largely accepted 
(59% of respondents) that the roads would be 
safer with driverless car technologies, for 
example they would reduce speeding and 
dangerous manoeuvres, however, there were 
concerns about security, standards and 
whether any technology could be truly 
prepared for all eventualities. But again, 
members of the public were found to feel 

significantly less positive (49%) here than 
stakeholder groups (80%) reinforcing the 
work required to give the public the same 
level of confidence as those connected to the 
field. Stakeholders are aware of this and 
described how they believe “public 
perception of safety concerns to be a major 
barrier to the acceptance of fully automated 
vehicles, and how new technologies would 
need to be gradually introduced to navigate 
this.” As important as it is to understand 
public perceptions towards AV and how they 
differ to stakeholder perceptions, it is 
possible that the differing views of these 
groups on how AV should react in complex 
real-world situations could trigger hostile 
responses on the part of the human driver. In 
such cases AV could well become the victims 
of road rage. 

V. THE RESPONSE
The need to meet this challenge means that
the emerging AV industry is continually
testing and developing its vehicles. Indeed,
the Department for Transport code of
practice for driverless car testing states
(Department for Transport, 2015):

“Manufacturers have a responsibility to 
ensure that highly and fully automated 
vehicle technologies undergo thorough 
testing and development before being 
brought to market. Much of this development 
can be done in test laboratories or on 
dedicated test tracks and proving grounds. 
However, to help ensure that these 
technologies are capable of safely handling 
the many varied situations that they may 
encounter throughout their service life, it is 
expected that controlled ‘real-world’ testing 
will also be necessary”. 

Figure 2: De-risking AV introduction 
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The transition from closed to open road 
testing is crucial and as such the lessons 
learnt from “controlled real-world testing” 
will have huge relevance to the safe 
emergence and acceptability of AV. Without 
“controlled real-world testing” on a 
substantive, mixed road network where other 
vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists etc. have free 
(and random) access within a suitably 
monitored and supportive environment, there 
is a risk that the process of gaining ‘authority 
to operate’ from the general public could 
become even more problematic. 

Another output of the CCAV-Innovate UK 
feasibility study, was a transport plan that 
took the learnings from the stakeholder 
consultation, combining a gradual 
introduction of AVs on to roads via a novel 
intermediate step referred to as ‘fenced site 
testing’. Figure 2 shows how a combination 
of simulation and the intermediate ‘Fenced 
Site’ step can de-risk the transition from 
closed to open road testing by feeding back 
learnings from early interactions into 
development activities. 

The plan outlined the three phases of use. 
‘Phase 1’ is defined as the use of autonomous 
vehicles in a controlled environment around 
an AV hub on a closed site. ‘Phase 2’ is the 
use of a whole access-controlled or ‘fenced’ 
site, as a validation area, and involves the use 
of vehicles by workers on site to introduce 
real word aspects in a controlled manner. 
‘Phase 3’ involves the transport of persons 
over short and pre-defined journeys on public 
roads. Culham Science Centre was identified 
as an ideal location and has since seen Phases 
1 and 2 initiated, with planning underway to 
connect the Science Centre to Culham Train 
station and other locations in Oxfordshire for 
Phase 3. 

The interaction between human and robot 
(AV) through this period, could prove critical 
in the safe and controlled introduction of 
driverless cars on to our roads and a measure 
of our success in achieving this will be the 
extent to which human drivers do not try to 
take advantage of the fact that AV are ‘hard 
wired’ to obey the rules of the road through 
hostile and intimidating behaviours. 
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ABSTRACT 

We are currently at a point where the use of robots to model human mental disorders 
is possible, and this capability will only increase. By considering the lessons learned 
from animal models, we argue that robot models of human mental disorders can 
complement existing approaches in mental health research. 

I. INTRODUCTION
We are currently at a point where the use of
robots to model human mental disorders is
possible, and this capability will only
increase. It is true that current robots are a
long way from re- producing the capabilities
of human beings, and it might be seen as
insulting that complex human disorders could
be modeled with such distant
approximations. However, for many years,
animal models of mental disorders have been
used for human mental disorders. We
therefore take stock, and examine how we
should progress in the use  of robot models.

II. MODELS OF MENTAL
DISORDERS
In his section, we define and briefly discuss
four types of models for mental disorders.
A conceptual model of a mental disorder is
a theoretical construct that links underlying
causes (etiology), either proposed or
observed, with observed symptoms and
correlates. A conceptual model serves as a
framework for  understanding, and should
have explanatory and predictive power
with respect to the condition being
modeled. For example, Shafran [2] gives
five models for Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder based variously on: a faulty
appraisal  of  normal  intrusive thoughts, an
excessive emphasis on control  of one’s
own thoughts, and a self-perpetuating
mechanism of checking behaviour. There
is not necessarily a need for one “true”
model, and different models may be
complementary, having different
emphases, levels of abstraction or uses
An animal model of a mental disorder is a
non- human animal used to study brain–

behaviour relations with the goal of 
gaining insight into, and to enable 
predictions about, these relations in 
humans [3]. Animal models may be 
induced by genetic manipulation, drugs, 
or by environmental manipulation. 
Alternatively, they may be naturally 
occurring. They have the advantage that 
they model a complete system (organism 
and environment), and they use a real 
animal, hence a real nervous system. 
However, there are limits to how closely a 
non-human animal can be used to model 
human mental disorders. There are also 
ethical issues associated with animal 
experimentation. 

A computational model of a mental 
disorder is a realisation, or partial 
realisation, of a theoretical model in a 
computer. The emerging field of 
computational psychiatry includes within 
its scope the development of 
computational models of psychiatric 
disorders [4]. These models have the 
advantage that, by their nature, they are 
highly specified and so any results should 
be replicable and can be analysed in detail. 
However, due to the complexity of 
implementing such a model, they are 
typically only partial implementations 
(e.g. of a neurological subsystem) or they 
work at a relatively high level of 
abstraction. In addition, they do not 
necessarily include any behavioural 
element, a true closed-loop interaction 
with the environment, or the effects of 
contextual and environmental elements. 
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A robot model of a mental disorder include 
an embedded realisation of a conceptual 
model in an embodied, interacting robot 
and its environment. This introduces 
elements that are present in animal models, 
but which purely computational models 
lack. Thus far, there have been relatively 
few explicit robot models of mental 
disorders, with work Yamashita and Tani 
[5] being one of the rare examples.
However, work in biologically-inspired
autonomous robots is linked, since models
of behaviour can also potentially serve as
models of pathological behaviour. For
example, our previous work on pleasure
and behaviour [6] has links to addiction.

III. LEARNING FROM ANIMAL
MODELS
In order to maximise the potential of
robot models, it is instructive to learn
from what has been learned from many
years of using animal models. Animal
models can be evaluated and validated
along four criteria [7]: face validity
(phenomenological similarity), construct
validity (validity of the underlying
mechanism), predictive validity (whether,
for example, the model can predict
effective interventions) and reliability
(whether results are robust and
reproducible).

Thinking about how these criteria relate to 
robot models, we make the following 
observations. Face validity can be easy to 
achieve in robot models: a robot can 
simply be programmed to behave in a 
pathological fashion. However, with- out 
construct validity, in this case face validity 
becomes meaningless. Therefore, we 
should not work from the direction of face 
validity,  but use  it as a validation criterion. 

If robot models are based on theoretical 
models, then construct validity either 
comes from this development process, or, 
if the model is hypothetical, then the robot 
model serves are a test of the model itself. 
Predictive validity is important in the 
context of developing clinical 
interventions, it is there- fore something 
that should be targeted by robot models 
in order to maximise their contribution to 

translational research. 
Reliability is something that to some 
extent comes naturally from using robot 
models: it is possible to replicate 
experiments. However, since it may be the 
theoretical model that is of interest, not 
the specific implementation, efforts 
should also be made to produce 
alternative implementations of the same 
theoretical model, to demonstrate that the 
behaviour of a model is not due to a 
detail of implementation (you may then 
ask if that implementation detail should 
be included in the theoretical model). 

Finally, with robot models we can easily 
“look inside” our model to examine 
cognitive processes as they happen. While 
this can be done to some extent with 
animals, it is limited, and the techniques 
may be invasive. By doing this we may 
gain insights into how mental illness is 
experienced from the inside (symptoms 
such as con- fusion, alienation from one’s 
own actions, paranoia), going beyond the 
behavioural aspects that are the most 
readily examined in animal models. 

I.V. ADVANTAGES OF ROBOT MODELS
One significant advantage of
computational models, including robot
models, over animal models is that it
allows precise operationalisation and
explicit implementation of an underlying
theoretical model. While models may be
implemented in animals, experimenters
may not always have enough control over
the biology to implement it a theoretical
model as precisely as desired.

In addition to this, robot models have 
vastly reduced ethical issues compared to 
animal models. It is also easier to control 
environmental con- founding factors that 
are not part of the model with robots 
than with animals. For example, 
experimental results in animals have been 
unexpectedly affected by experimenter 
smells [8]. Such effects can be limited in 
robots since we have more knowledge of, 
and control over, their sensory systems. 

Bearing in mind the criterion of 
predictive validity, above, robot models 
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may also allow us to test interventions. 
For example, they may test simulated 
drugs that have a targeted effect on one 
element of the model, such as a receptor, 
when no such chemical is yet known, or 
when known chemicals have undesirable 
side effects. However, in or- der to do this, 
potential targets (pharmaceutical or 
otherwise) needs to be part of the 
underlying model. 

Robot models can also take advantage of 
their embodied aspect. Mental disorders 
frequently have  embodied aspects, such as 
a distorted sense of the body, and some 
therapeutic interventions are also embodied 
(e.g. exercise, art therapy). Symptoms of 
mental  disorders  may  also be partly due 
to dysfunctions in the perception- action 
loop. By taking this into account, robot 
models can be used as tools where purely 
computational models are not suitable. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tactile and force perception for robotic application is an important feature 
required to detect and measure physical interaction with the environment. 
Grasping, object recognition and detection are examples of a field that can 
largely benefit from multi-modal tactile and force feedback. We present a camera-
based flexible sensor that can measure both tactile and force information. In this 
work design and measurement principle of the device are discussed. The sensor 
working principle is based on the deformation of elastomers using LEDs to 
illuminate the contact area, and a camera to capture the resultant deformation of 
a soft part that is in contact with the environment. 

I. INTRODUCTION
The principle goal of the proposed research is
to investigate the design and application of a
hybrid, optical- based three-axis force sensor
and tactile sensor, for the purpose of
improvement of capability for robot touch
sensors [1-6]. It is desirable for tactile
sensors [7-12] to measure both the external
contacted forces and moments and observe
the patterns of the contact surface. For
instance, it is important for a robot hand to
perform manipulation tasks [13-15], such as
grasping and exploration, using tactile sensors
mounted on the fingertip to provide sensory
information. With the rapid development of
miniature cameras and image processing
techniques, optical-based tactile sensor have
been popular in the past ten years [2][3][13].
For example, TACTIP sensor [2] is a
biologically-inspired sensing device with a
dome structure, composed of a silicone outer

skin with inward facing nodule pins. The 
sensor is capable of sensing pressure, shear 
force, surface strain for detecting edges, and 
texture, but disadvantageously its resolution 
is relatively low and the captured image 
warps due to the hemispherical surface. The 
Optical Three-axis tactile sensor [3] is a 
domelike robotic finger that is capable of 
sensing normal and shearing force. However, 
since there are 41 rubber sensing elements 
attached to the dome, the data processing is 
computationally expensive. Thus, we present 
a flat-surface sensor with eight force sensing 
elements and tactile information capture 
component located in the center. We use a 
high- definition webcam for the acquisition of 
deformation due to applied forces. In this 
research we present a novel device comprised 
of elastomer that measures both force and 
tactile information (Figure 1). 
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II. SENSOR DESIGN
We introduce a novel sensor that can be
miniaturised and integrated with a robotic
finger, Figure 1. The proposed sensor can be
used to measure three force and moment
components and contact pattern. The sensor
consists of the following parts: elastomer
part, force sensitive structure, LED arrays
and CCD camera.

The interface of the device that is in contact 
with the environment is the elastomer part 
together with a flexible force sensitive 
structure. The elastomer part is composed of 
two elastomers coated with a hollow 
membrane on top (a transparent elastomer is 
wrapped in a translucent elastomer with eight 
conical leg-like sensing elements 
underneath). The force sensitive structure 
resembles a flexible cantilever structure. In 
addition, there is a rigid structure that  

stabilizes the soft elastomer part, Figure 2 a. 
The elastomer part and flexure are fixed on a 
hard transparent acrylic sheet. The elastomer 
part is illuminated with white light through 
the LED array placed inside the device. 3D-
printed dark covers outside the device are 
used to block the external light from 
disturbing the illumination inside. The camera 
captures deformations in both elastomers to 
measure the applied force based on the 
deformations of eight individual legs 
circularly located on the bottom side of the 
outside elastomer. The tactile information 
will be measured based on the pattern 
presented by the transparent inner elastomer 
with black marks on its surface. However, the 
current sensor has not attached the marks so 
marks cannot be seen in Figure 2(c). The 

sensor allows high-resolution sensing with a 
spatial resolution of 2 microns. 

To give a better understanding of the working 
principle of the tactile sensor, simulation and 
real case are presented when applying an 
external force (Figure 2). The deformations of 
the elastomer part can be segmented in two 
sections. The first section is the centre area 
and the second corresponds to the outer area 
showing the conical legs. Initially when there 
is no contact with the sensor, the centre area 
shows the natural environment scene. The 
camera captures each conical leg as a circle 
with a point in the centre where the circle is 
the contour of the feet cap attached to the 
translucent elastomer and the point is the tip 
contacting the supporting plate. Figure 2(c) 
shows the image capture resulting from a 
lateral force being applied, and the 
deformations of the eight conical feet are 
captured at the outer area. 

III. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
In this work, we introduce the design of a
novel hybrid, optical-based tactile sensor that
can sense both force information and tactile
information. The device is based on a
combination of a force sensitive structure and
an elastomer part. A calibration will be
performed to obtain the calibration matrix
based on two cases (normal force and normal
force combined with two lateral moments).
Based on an initial experimental evaluation,
the measurement range of the proposed
sensor can sustain 12 N axial load and 2N
lateral load. The camera can capture the
image of the contact surface and estimate the
applied force by regression method. Marks
will be added on the transparent elastomer
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surface and tactile information can be 
measured by finding the shift vector in optical 
flow method. The number of the conical legs 
can be reduced to three instead of eight to 
measure the three axis force components and 

this could also reduce the computation during 
the real-time processing. Smaller camera 
(Logitech C270 for example) can be used to 
for the sensor miniaturisation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Every day a new robot is developed with
advanced characteristics and sophisticated
qualities. With this expansion in robot
technology comes a need for a classification
scheme that allows us to talk about what any
robot (current or future) can and cannot do,
regardless of the domain it operates in.
However, most robot classification systems
(e.g., domain [14], field [13], size [4],
ontology [11]) do not cover all aspects of the
robot’s capabilities and are not able to define
the difference between robots in different
fields, or even in the same field. There is
therefore a need to develop a classification

system for robot characteristics and 
capabilities that would describe robots in 
abstract dimensions to allow direct 
comparisons and easier documentation and 
avoid misrepresentation. Here we propose 
such a conceptual structure that allows us to 
represent the features and conceivable ability 
of any robot in any field. The conceptual 
structure would enable designers to optimize 
robot capabilities against application 
requirements and also help the application 
developers to select the most appropriate 
robot. 

II. THE STRUCTURE
The proposed structure divides robot
characteristics into three layers [9], as
presented in the Fig.1. The robot features
layer, presented in Fig.1 in layer(1), covers
the robot’s hardware and software. The
hardware features capture all the sensors,
actuators, kinetics, kinematics, embodiment,
morphology, locomotion, etc. The software
features capture the operating systems (e.g.,
ROS, or YARP), architectures and any
programmable modules installed within the
robot (e.g.,visual or tactile processing) [14].
This layer also covers networking and
memory concepts such as Wi-Fi and iCloud.
The hardware and software determine the
robot’s capabilities and type of interactions
[8][2].

A. The robot technical capabilities layer,
presented in Fig.1 in layer(2), is divided
into three  parts:
1. The first part of the technical capabilities

layer presents the robot’s capabilities and
categorizes them into the following
areas, as shown in Fig.1 in layer (2)
section(A):

(a) The perception and interpretive
capabilities, presented in (A-1),
categorize the robot’s perception
capabilities into social perception,
cognitive perception, and physical
perception. This also includes the robot’s
modes of perception, known as the
interaction mode, which represents the
data-collection method, e.g., visual,
auditory, and physical (mechanical,
magnetic, chemical, signal, haptic). This
data is translated in order to perform any
of the perception capability types [14].

(b) The robot’s task abilities, presented in
(A-2), categorize the tasks that the robot
can perform into physical tasks (e.g.,
mobility and manipulation), social tasks
(e.g., emotions, social structure,
relationships and behaviours [3][5]), and
cognitive tasks (e.g., learning, reasoning,
skill gathering, and problem-solving)
[14].

(c) The robot’s actions and envisioning
ability, presented in (A-3), categorizes
the actions performed by the robot as
physical, cognitive, or social. The action
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performed by the robot is considered as 
one of the listed task abilities mentioned 
above in (A-2) [14]. 

The technical layer also covers the robot’s 
general abilities. These are not included in 
any of the categorized capabilities above but 
are considered to be a higher level of ability, 
such as task complexity ability level, 
adaptability, and dependability. This layer 
also includes the robot’s level of autonomy 
[14]. 

2. The second part of the technical
capabilities covers the interaction
capabilities of the robot, presented in Fig.1
in layer(2) section(B). This illustrates the
type of interactions towards humans, other
robots, or the environment [17]. The
interaction is performed according to the
robot’s capabilities and represents the
interaction cycle, also known as ‘the robot-
world feedback loop’ [15]. The interaction
cycle is categorized as cognitive, social or
physical [14]. The dynamic interaction
cycle presents the robot’s behaviour or
action for a specific skill within a defined
intelligence (presented in the next section).
This part also includes various interaction
classifications such as paradigms, roles [2],
and social models of interactions [3][1], etc.

3. The third part of the technical capabilities
clarifies the ‘intelligence’ that the robot
acquires, presented in Fig.1 in layer(2)
section(C). It outlines the purpose of the
robot’s performance and describes the
external perception of its actions [12]. This
intelligence is obtained through a specific

behaviour or a set of actions. [6]. There are 
several types of intelligence/skill that might 
be acquired by the robot [16][10][7]: 
physical-morphological intelligence, such 
as bodily-kinaesthetic skills or visual-
spatial skills; cognitive intelligence, such as 
learning logical-mathematical skills, 
exchanging information; social 
intelligence, such as capturing musical or 
verbal-linguistic skills; and collective 
intelligence, which captures emerging skills 
in combining either heterogeneous or 
homogeneous robots, such as collaboration 
or cooperative skills. 

B. The robot operational capabilities layer,
presented in Fig.1 in layer(3), defines the
robot’s operational profile in terms of cost,
duration, safety, testing, training,
acceptance, and usability. This also covers
the operational environment capabilities of
the robot (e.g., ground, aerial, or
underwater [13]).

III. CONCLUSION
The proposed structure provides a
straightforward method for distinguishing
robot characteristics across any domain and
capability profile. It also delivers a schematic
model to support all robots in the robotic
domain with a comprehensive description.
The structure also enriches the robotic field
and its literature with a new classification
system for better robot deployment. In
particular, the proposed scheme provides an
important extension to the ‘Robotic 2020,
Multi-Annual Roadmap’(MAR) [14].
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ABSTRACT 

Autonomous flight within a forest canopy represents a key challenge for 
generalised scene understanding on-board a future Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
(UAV) platform. Here we present an approach for automatic trail navigation 
within such an environment that successfully generalises across differing image 
resolutions - allowing UAV with varying sensor payload capabilities to operate 
equally in such challenging environmental conditions. Specifically, this work 
presents an optimised deep neural network architecture, capable of state- of-the-
art performance across varying resolution aerial UAV imagery, that improves 
forest trail detection for UAV guidance even when using significantly low 
resolution images that are representative of low-cost search and rescue capable 
UAV platforms. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Scene understanding within unstructured
environments with varying illumination
conditions are critical for autonomous
flight within the forest canopy. Growing
interest in solving this challenge has
motivated researchers to investigate the
use of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to
identify trail images for UAV navigation.
However, in order to train such a DNN, a
large volume of labeled data is required,
which is challenging to obtain due to the
target task in hand (i.e. sub canopy UAV
operation).

The work of [3] gathered data by using a 
head-mounted rig with three cameras 
worn by a human trail walker, allowing 
their proposed DNN architecture to 
identify the direction of the trail in a 
given view -      lef t, right, f orward . A 
similar approach is followed by [7] 
whereby a wide-baseline rig is used, also 
with three cameras mounted to gather 
data, which they used to augment the 
dataset of [3] (IDSIA dataset). As a 
result, the approach presented by [7] is 
capable of estimating both lateral offset 
and trail direction. In both cases [3, 7], 

the authors, follow the common practice 
of dataset augmentation, via affine image 
transformations, which adds extra 
computation without any performance 
guarantees. 

Alternatively, synthetic data, from virtual 
environment models, could potentially 
replace or at least supplement hard-won 
real environment data [5, 6, 9]. However, 
the significant discrepancy between 
synthetic data and real-world data often 
results in models that are trained only on 
synthetic environment examples not 
being able to directly transfer this 
knowledge to real-world operating tasks 
[2, 8, 5, 1]. 

Even when training a DNN using only real-
world data, it is important to observe that 
models trained on a limited domain-
specific dataset often fail to generalise 
successfully. In addition, since common 
DNN architectures require the dataset to be 
formed from fixed resolution images [4], 
modS.A.R.A.Hels commonly fail to 
generalize across domains. 
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Our work here is closely related to [3, 7, 2] 
and demonstrates that the same trail 
direction required for autonomous UAV 
navigation can be acquired by using 
imagery gathered by a single forward-
facing camera (Figure 1). This is due the 
fact that the center of the forward-facing 
camera usually shows the trail ahead. 
Additionally, we demonstrate that a trail 
can be identified in unseen parts of a forest 
by training the model with data gathered 
across varying devices and camera 
resolutions. This not only facilitates more 
general data gathering but also eliminates 
the need for synthetic 

data and augmentation. As result, the same 
model can be used by UAV with different 
sensor payload capabilities. 

II. METHOD
Here we were motivated by the three class
problem presented by [3] in which an
estimation of the trail direction, {left; right;
forward} is achieved by processing an image
triplet of left/right/forward camera views via
a DNN.

In contrast to [3, 7], our approach uses only a 
single forward facing camera view which 
more representative of an operational UAV 
case. This image view is then itself cropped 
into {left; right; forward} which can be 
labeled for trail presence/absence (Figure 1). 

Using the architecture of [3] (illustrated in 
Figure 2), we evaluate varying image 
resolution, the use of additional data 
augmentation (DA) and activation function 
(tanh() / ReLU()). DNN training uses a 
gradient descent optimiser, random weight 
initialisation with zero node biases and is 

performed over 90 epochs 
with 

a 

0.05 reduction in learning rate per epoch 
(decay rate: 0.95). For both training and 
testing we use the high-resolution (752 
480) IDSIA dataset (from [3]) and a low-
resolution (106   240) Urpeth Burn (UB)
dataset,  gathered   locally. For training
45,097 high-resolution and 32,017 low-
resolution image were used, while for
testing 12,251 high-resolution and 5,152
low-resolutions images were used. Further
data augmemtation (mirror, translation &
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rotation) was performed on a copy of this 
original dataset. For simplicity of reporting, 
we define NA as non augmented data 
obtained results and DA as data 
augmented obtained results (Table 1). 

III. RESULTS
Our experimental results are divided into
three sets:- (1) image triplet approach of
[3] with differing activation functions
(tanh()/ReLU() - Table  1 upper 2 sets), (2)
our proposed approach (single forward
view image, split  into three views - Table
1 middle sets in bold) and (3) the impact of
high/low/varied image resolutions on

performance (Table  1 lower  sets).   
Overall we see what the use  of the 
ReLU() activation outperforms tanh()  and 
our approach gives high levels of accuracy 
without the need for data augmentation 
outperforming the prior reported results in 
[3] (in fact no significant improvement was
achieved by data augmentation).  Although
our approach fails to generalise when
trained with high-resolution images on to
low resolution images, it achieves 82%
accuracy when low-resolution images are
added to the training dataset and achieves
78% accuracy for training and testing on
low-resolution images only.

I.V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an alternative method to gather and process UAV  imagery that 
improves the level  of accuracy for trail navigation under forest canopy by training the 
network using only the data from a single forward facing camera view instead of the triplet 
view training approach of [3]. Our approach also performs well across varying image 
resolutions and increases the capability of low-cost UAV platforms with limited payload 
capacity. Future work will include additional aspects of UAV perception and control targeting 
end-to-end autonomy across this and other challenging operating environments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Litter is any rubbish that has not been
properly disposed. Examples include plastic
bags, cans and cigarette butts, which are
probabilistically distributed in the
environment [1]. These substances,
especially non- biodegradable litter, have
harmful effects on both land and marine
ecosystem, thus causing several countries to
incur large financial expenditure regarding the
handling of litter in the environment. For
instance, the annual running cost for clearing
litter in the United Kingdom is at least £800
million [2]. Moreover, handling litter is not a
desirable job for humans [3]. In addition to
preventive measures being taken by societies
in addressing the problem of litter, this
research is focused on the development of
swarm robotics foraging technology for
picking litter in urban environments, which
represent a major source of litter [1]. This
proposed technology is deemed effective
because of the nature of litter distribution in
the environment which is suitable for the
operational procedure of swarm robots’
foraging task of searching, exploiting and
transporting targets to designated deposit
site(s) [4].

Swarm robotics research is a branch of multi-
robot system that is made up of autonomous 

robots which make use of local sensing of 
their surrounding and communication with 
neighbouring robots to achieve collective 

group behaviour without the need for 
centralised control. The original motivation 
for swarm robot foraging is from biological 
swarms like ants that are able to forage for 
food located hundreds of metres away from 
their nest – a task that is impossible for a 
single ant to accomplish without cooperation 
with other ants [5], [6]. Extensive reviews on 
swarm robotics have been conducted in [6] 
and [7], while [4] and [8] provide thorough 
investigation of swarm robot foraging 
algorithms. 

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND
OBJECTIVES
Robots performing the task of foraging litter
in an environment continuously switch from
searching, exploiting and homing states. This
is a challenging task that integrates studies in
swarm algorithms, robot vision, object
manipulation, locomotion on various terrains,
obstacle avoidance and communication in the
presence of sensing noise. The swarm also
needs to overcome hardware constraints such
as limitations in energy/power and litter-
carrying capacity of the robot. The primary
focus of this research is the searching and
homing phases (the green highlights in Figure
1).

Some studies in swarm robotics foraging 
have used unrealistic assumptions such as 
grid world model in [9] and pheromone trails 

Figure 1 The foraging operational process of swarm robots. 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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communication in [10]. These particular 
types of approaches do not effectively assess 
the nature of challenges that robot swarms 
encounter in real world environments. In the 
present research, the primary goal is to 
develop a swarm foraging algorithm that 
takes into consideration realistic constraints 
and uncertainties during simulation 
experiments. This will bridge the gap 
between simulations and the actual robotic 
demonstration of the performance of foraging 
algorithm. To realise this target, Gazebo – a 
multi-robot simulator managed by the Open-
Source Robotics Foundation – has been 
chosen for conducting simulation 
experiments during the development of the 
algorithm. The simulator has native support 
for Robot Operating System, and as well as 
multiple physics engines such as ODE, 
Simbody and Bullet to provide realistic 
environment modelling [11]. 

III. SWARM DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH
To successfully accomplish the litter picking
task, each robot in the swarm needs to be
equipped with: on- board vision processing
for identifying litter, manipulation
mechanism for physically handling litter,
locomotion ability on varying terrains, means
of communication with other robots to
achieve cooperation among swarm members
and obstacle avoidance among other
desirable qualities.

Figure 2 illustrates a simplified 
representation of the robot model and shows 

the various features needed for picking litter. 
In the current simulation, 20 robots are used 
to forage litter that are uniformly distributed 
in a 100𝑚2 space at a density of 1 litter per 
�2. Each robot is equipped with a 60°	field of 
view camera and maximum collection 
capacity of 3 litter objects. Figure 3 shows 
images of a robot and its corresponding 
camera view in the bottom section as it 
detects (Figure 3(a)), approaches (Figure 
3(b)) and picks up a red box litter (Figure 
3(c)). The litter is removed from the 
simulated environment when it makes contact 
with the gripper. This simplification of the 
litter picking procedure is necessary in order 
to concentrate on the development of the 
swarm algorithm for achieving collective 
swarm behaviour when solving the litter 
problem. 

The simulation result shown in Figure 4 
represents the uniform random walk swarm 
robot algorithm used as a default comparison 
for foraging algorithms like those in [12] and 
[13]. The central nest for depositing litter is 
represented as the brown circle. Figure 4(a) is 
the initial state of the simulation 
environment, while Figures 4(b) and 4(c) 
represent 30 and 300 seconds simulation time 
steps, respectively.  

A complete simulation video is available at 
https://goo.gl/CFwSqG. Whenever a robot 
encounters an obstacle, it avoids this barrier 
by turning away in a  

different direction from it. Furthermore, 
when a robot’s	capacity	is	full,	it	goes	to	the 

Figure 2 Simplified robot model for picking litter 
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deposition site and drops all of its collected 
litter before resuming the search for new 
litter. 

I.V. CONCLUSION
The principle of swarm robotic foraging is
well suited to address the problem of litter in
urban environments. In this work, the
development of a swarm algorithm that takes
into consideration the hardware constraints
for robots performing litter foraging in real
world environment has been proposed. This
is unlike the unrealistic assumptions
presented in some previous studies when
developing swarm robotics foraging
algorithms.

With regard to further work, we intend to 
develop a swarm cooperation strategy to aid 
collective swarm behaviour when performing 
the search and retrieval of litter. In addition, 
heterogeneity will be included in the swarm 
development in order to provide a simplified 
robot design and specialization. 

For example, the swarm can be made up of 
both small and large sized robots, where 
large robots serve as transport, charging 
station and litter deposit sites for the small 
robots that perform the search and collection 
of litter.  

Moreover, the small robots can be designed 
to perform specialized functions in order to 
cater for different terrain and litter types. 
Following the development of the swarm 
algorithm, it will be incorporated into other 
works on vision and litter manipulation to 
provide a hardware platform for evaluating 
the performance of the robot swarm in 
handling the litter. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Bridge bearings transfer the loads from the
superstructure of bridges (e.g., the deck) to
the abutments or intermediate supports,
which then transfer the loads to the bridge
foundations. Bearings are an integral part of
bridge structures and their failure can have
considerable impact on the bridge life [1, 2],
leading to the overall failure of the entire
bridge [3]. The inspection requirements for
structural bridge bearings are detailed in the
relevant European Standard [4] as: “close
visual inspection without measurements,
spaced at equal, reasonably frequent,
intervals”, with inspections occurring at least
as often as the bridge structure is assessed.
However, the bridge bearing space is often
limited in size and not accessible or
hazardous for human access.

Robotic platforms mounted with sensors have 
been deployed for bridge inspection, usually 
with a focus on structural condition or 
material degradation [5, 6, 7] of the bridge. 
However, there has been no development of a 
robotic platform specifically for bridge 
bearing inspection, where close access to the 
bearings is required to obtain sufficient 
detail. In order to achieve autonomy when 
performing robotic inspections, a robust 
localisation approach is essential, especially 
since errors in the limited bearing space 
could lead to catastrophic failures such as the 
robot falling from height. 

The aim of the project is to create a robotic 
solution to make bridge bearing inspections 
safer and more repeatable. In this work, 
existing algorithms are considered to develop 
autonomous navigation in the bridge bearing 
space. Data collection was performed at the 
Millennium Bridge, Leeds. Full details of this 
work can be found in [8]. 

II. ROBOTIC PLATFORM AND
SENSORS
The robotic platform used in this work is a 

commercial product called a DiddyBorg (a 
six-wheeled robot with a Perspex chassis, 
that is built around the Raspberry Pi single-
board computer), which has been modified to 
accommodate additional sensors. A 2D 
LiDAR called the RPLIDAR was used for 
mapping and navigation. A Raspberry Pi 
5MP RGB camera was also used for 
navigation, but the data from the camera can 
also be used for inspection applications. The 
Robot Operating System (ROS) was to send 
messages from sensors and between the robot 
and laptop used for computation. Data 
collection was performed by tele-operating 
the robot in the bearing enclosure. 

III. SLAM AND LOCALISATION
METHODS
Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping 
(SLAM) is one particular area of research in 
robotics where the robot uses on-board 
sensors to build a map and find its position in 
the map at the same time. Two types of 
SLAM are considered in this work: Hector 
SLAM and Orientated Rotated Brief (ORB) 
SLAM. A localisation only method named 
Adaptive Monte-Carlo Localisation (AMCL) 
is also considered. AMCL requires an 
existing map, and the position of the robot is 
determined within this map. 

I.V. ORB-SLAM
ORB-SLAM is a form of Visual SLAM with
both monocular and stereo implementations
[9]. Features are extracted from the input
monocular images using Oriented Fast and
Rotated Brief (ORB) descriptors, chosen for
fast extraction and matching. A 3D map of
the environment is then created. ORB-SLAM
was chosen as a candidate for localisation
because it has been shown to work in urban
implementations [9] and has also been
implemented using the Raspberry Pi camera
in an indoor office environment [10].
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V.HECTOR SLAM
Hector SLAM [11] is primarily a 2D SLAM
approach that incorporates 2D LiDAR scans
into a planar map. In Hector SLAM, a fast
scan-matching approach is used, which takes
advantage of the ldistance measurement noise
and high scan rates of modern LiDAR [11].
In this work, the maps created using Hector
SLAM are saved and used as an input to
AMCL for localisation only.

V.I. ADAPTIVE MONTE-CARLO
LOCALISATION (AMCL)
For inspection applications it is useful to
have a known map to highlight targets for
inspection or areas of interest in advance,
which is possible using AMCL. In AMCL,
the knowledge that the robot holds about its
environment is represented by a set of
particles, where each particle represents a
potential position and orientation of the robot.
A known starting location can be given as an
input, around which the particles spread. In
AMCL, the number of particle are adapted
over time (a detailed description of the
approach is given in [13]), allowing better
computational efficiency. Sensor data for
localisation is provided by the 2D LiDAR.

V.I.I. DISCUSSION OF INITIAL
FINDINGS
Adequate image features were present in the
environment to use ORB SLAM in the bridge
bearing enclosure, with added texture being
provided by dirt and cracks on planar
surfaces. However, changes in the lighting
conditions caused a tracking failure and
tracking was also lost due to abrupt or fast
motions of the robot. When the tracking was
lost, the robot had to return to a previous key
frame and localisation in the map was
performed globally. Until a known location
can be found, the robot is lost in the
environment.

When using Hector SLAM, some 
discrepancies were recorded in the map due 
to uneven terrain in the bearing enclosure, 
causing the 2D LIDAR to tilt, creating 
inconsistencies in the mapped area. In 
addition, a low wall in the enclosure is not 
visible in the since the 2D LIDAR was higher 
than the wall when mounted on the robot, and 

hence the wall not detected by the sensor. 
This error may cause problems as the robot 
could potentially be navigated out of the 
enclosure. Discrepancies in the map are also 
caused by reflections off water (the bridge 
crosses a river), which causes large range 
values in certain areas of the map. 

To compare the results from ORB-SLAM and 
Hector SLAM, the trajectory outputted by 
both methods was recorded simultaneously. 
The overall trajectories are very similar in 
shape, however, the trajectory for ORB-
SLAM is less accurate and has greater 
variation than Hector SLAM and gaps appear 
when the trajectory crosses itself. These 
differences are caused by ORB-SLAM 
recording the location of key- frames and not 
every image frame. As a result, the robot 
position is given as the nearest key-frame 
location. 

Localisation of the robot using AMCL was 
successful in the bridge bearing environment. 
However, the following challenges were 
evident: when using pre-existing maps is if 
the environment changes, the map may no 
longer be representative. For example, 
localisation was temporarily lost, when the 
wall is not a known landmark and some 
particles are placed outside of the map. In 
addition, a known start position can be 
difficult to provide accurately in the bridge 
bearing enclosure. 

V.I.I.I. CONCLUSIONS
All methods for SLAM and localisation were
successfully implemented in the bridge
bearing enclosure. However, the real-world
nature of the environment provided several
challenges, such as: changes between the
map and the current environment, difficult
and varying lighting conditions and uneven
terrains. These issues need addressing in order
to achieve autonomous navigation for
inspection. For all approaches considered
here, improvements may be found by
combining different methods and sensors to
create a more robust approach, such as adding
an IMU to Hector SLAM to account for
uneven terrain. These changes will be
considered in future work, as well as methods
for performing the inspection of the bridge
bearings.
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ABSTRACT

Robots working in real-world applications need to be robust and reliable. However, 
ensuring robust software in an academic development environment with dozens of 
developers poses a significant challenge. This work presents a testing framework, 
successfully employed in a large-scale integrated robotics project, based on continuous 
integration and the fork-and-pull model of software development, implementing 
automated system regression testing for robot navigation. It presents a framework 
suitable for both regression testing and also providing processes for parameter 
optimisation and benchmarking. 

I.INTRODUCTION
Robust long-term robot operation has many
challenges that are yet to be overcome. Many
of these challenges arise because in real-
world deployments unexpected and
unpredictable situations can harm robot
performance. Some of these situations can
only be dealt by constant software
development and update, however, robotic
systems are usually composed of many
individual components, developed by
multiple people, that particular in research
environments, work mostly individually. This
can lead to researchers modifying finely
tuned parameters to fit one particular case but
harming the robot’s performance in other
situations. It is for this reason, that systematic
testing of the integrated robot system and test
for regressions in the performance is critical.

Previous deployments1 have proven that 
navigation failures are among the most 
critical problems impacting a mobile robot’s 
overall autonomy. Navigation performance is 
usually affected by the respective 
performance of many different components, 
such as mapping, robust localisation in 
dynamic environments, path planning, and 
motion control. Looking for instance at the 
probably most popular robot navigation 
package ”ROS move base”_, there are more  

than 50 parameters alone that affect 
navigation performance, even disregarding 
code changes and higher level autonomy 
functions. In an academic research 
environment where dozens of developers 
might be contributing to an integrated 
system, adopting established methodologies 
of software engineering and collaborative 
software development are key to ensure the 
high quality of the software required to 
facilitate long-term deployment (in the order 
of weeks and months) of robots in real-world 
environments. 

II. CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
AND TESTING IN ROBOTICS
The proposed testing regime has been
established in the context of the STRANDSy

_______________________________________________________________________ 
*http://wiki.ros.org/move_base
yhttp://strands-project.eu/
zhttps://jenkins.io/
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project, which ambition as to develop 
autonomous mobile robots that run for weeks 
(a benchmark here was to run 120 days) 
without expert interventions1. As already 
proposed by earlier research on software 
engineering in robotics context2, we adopted 
the paradigm of continuous integration (CI), 
successfully employed in many larger-scale 
software-intensive systems 
(e.g. by Lacoste et al.3) and also in robotics4, 
facilitated via a dedicated JENKINS CI 
serverz. Replicating entire systems and 
testing them systematically has also been 
attempted by other researchers5, 6, however, 
the embedding of full navigation testing in 
the software development work-flow is still 
rare in the robotics community. The general 
work-flow of software development captured 

in Fig. 1 follows the ”fork and pull” model7, 
which is well integrated with continuous 
integration. Every so-called pull request in 
our system undergoes full system testing in 
simulation (using the ”Morse” simulator8) 
through a number of defined navigation test 
scenarios, build on top of the rostest 
framework9, and our own topological 
navigation10. However, the same tests can 
also be run in a real-world ”test arena”, to 
verify software commits also with a real 
robot. 

III. NAVIGATION TEST SCENARIOS
We propose an implementation of specific
and repeatable navigation testsx as regression
tests in a software development environment
support by CI paradigms. The aim to
minimise regression of navigation behaviour
by software updates, but also can be used to
develop and benchmark new navigation
components or settings, with this purpose in
mind we have developed a series of test

scenarios. These test scenarios are executed 
in the continuous integration server every 
time there is a change to the STRANDS 
navigation stack. If one of these tests should 
fail, the system’s maintainer is notified and 
can access a report page where they can see 
what exactly produced the failure and take 
measures to solve possible issues. Fig. 2c 
shows the report page on the continuous 
integration server, this report is comprised of 
a video report on which a video of the 
simulated test for this version of the software 
can be seen, and a link to the console output 
log where the results of the navigation tests 
can be found{. It shall be noted that critical as 
well as supplementary scenarios are defined, 
with the first leading to rejection of any pull 
request of new code (a true critical 

regression), and the latter only being 
considered for performance analysis. 
To successfully test the software the testing 
must be as realistic as possible, but at the 
same time tests have to be executed in a 
controlled environment where the conditions 
are as identical as possible every time. 
Additionally, tests should be run in an 
automated set-up where not only the robot 
should be able to move in the testing 
environment, but also the objects must move 
in a controlled manner. To achieve this we 
opted for the development of tests that could 
be performed in simulation and real-world 
system, with a transition as seamless as 
possible.  

Simulated tests are executed in a tailored 
environment (figure 2a) where all the 
scenarios can be tested and the objects and 
robot position are part of the test definition. 
On the other hand, real-world testing requires 
a human operator and supervisor. A typical 

______________________________________________ 
§See  https://github.com/strands-project/strands_navigation/tree/indigo-devel/topological_
navigation/tests for the specification of our tests.
¶https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ROycER60t8
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set-up for this kind of testing is modifying an 
open space using some kind of panels for 
each test as seen in figure 2b, resembling the 
simulated test arena. The test also in real-
world utilise the same test definition as in 
simulation allowing to run entire scenarios 
automatically at the push of a button also in 
real-world. 

I.V. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
Driven by demands of mid- to large-scale
collaborative software development of
robotic systems, we have proposed a

framework for continuous integration 
focusing on automated testing of robot 
navigation. This framework has been 
productive in the EU STRANDS and ILIAD 
projects for more than 3 years, as has played 
an essential role to ensure robust system 
performance in real-world scenarios. The 
proposed work-flow has also been utilised to 
provide a framework for automated 
benchmarking of robotics algorithms11, and 
will further be developed for testing full 
system capabilities, beyond navigation. 
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SILICONE-BASED ULTRA-
STRETCHABLE STRAIN SENSORS 

Fabrizio Putzu1, Kaspar Althoefer1, Luigi Manfredi2

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the materials and methods used to produce polymer-based 
sensors. Stretchable sensors could be used to measure force, speed, pressure and 
can be applied in areas such as health monitoring. The procedure followed is 
easy and inexpensive, the outcome of it are sensors with high stretchability. 
These have been tested with an Instron® machine showing that good 
conductivity over a very broad range and high sensitivity can be achieved. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Stretchable sensors find applications in
several fields thanks to their easy fabrication
and manufacturing process. High strain
sensors can be worn and used as
multifunctional sensors to measure, force,
speed, pressure, acceleration, frequency or a
wide range of health parameters. In addition,
stretchable sensors can be used as feedback
control for soft robots, allowing them to
sense the surrounding environment.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The material that has been used to produce
the sensor prototypes is Ecoflex 00-30 by
Smooth-On® (two- components, curable
silicone polymer), and the moulder used
has been designed with CAD software and
then 3D printed. The fabrication of the
sensor consists of the following steps:

i)two parts A and B, were mixed together
using a mix ratio of 1:1 and degassed for 10
minutes, ii) subsequently the polymer was
casted into the moulders and degassed again
for 10 minutes more in order to avoid the
presence of bubbles that can lead to a
discontinuity in the material and could lead to
the sensor fractures; iii) the moulder top part
is carefully placed on the moulder base
containing the degassed polymer mixture and

it is put back 
in the oven at 
60 °C, for 30 
minutes; iv) 
after allowing 
the mixture to 
cure for the 
specified time, 
the sample 
was 
demoulded.  
No mould 
release has 
been used as 
earlier trials 
showed that it 
was unnecessary. To turn the moulded 
sample into a planar compliant sensor a small 
amount of graphite powder has been 
carefully applied as a uniform film on top of 
the silicone sample (Figure 1).  

A specific ‘stretcher’ machine has been 
designed to validate the sensors performance, 
which allows the sensors to be precisely 
stretched while carrying out multi-meter 
readings, and identify the strain/elongation of 
the sensors, enabling their calibration. The 
electric connections were made with two 
rigid metallic plates glued to the two ends of  

________________________________________________________________________ 

1Fabrizio Putzu and Kaspar Althoefer are with Queen Mary University of London, f.putzu@qmul.ac.uk, 
k.althoefer@qmul.ac.uk,
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mail@luigimanfredi.com
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the sensor. In order to allow the collection of 
the data, two thin wires have been attached to 
the metallic plates and to optimize the 
connection conductive epoxy has been used 
(Figure 1). The connection was essential to 
recording the output of the sensor; this 
allowed a multi-meter to be used to measure, 
the conductivity of the sensor at specific 
strains. A mid-range, among all the 
prototypes that have been created, starts from 
a value that was in the order of the Kilo-Ohm 
[KΩ] when the sensor was relaxed, reaching 
several Mega-Ohm [MΩ] when the sensor 
was completely stretched. 

Several studies have been published in regard 
to stretchable sensors. Tadakaluru et al. and 
Amjadi et al., proposed to use polymers as 
stretchable sensors [1,2], while several 

studies [3-7] proposed to embed graphene 
sheets on a flexible substrate to achieve high 
sensitive strain but only 5% of total 
stretchability. Carbon nanotube (CNT) on 
flexible substrates [8,9] have proved to have a 
gauge factor of maximum 2, non-linearity and 
large hysteresis. CNT has also been proved to 
have high performance, but low stretchability 
[3-7, 10-14]. Silver Nanowires (AgNWs) 
have been proposed for use in the 
manufacture of flexible electronics because 
of their excellent electrical conductivity and 

mechanical properties [15-23]. A comparison 
of these stretchable sensors is reported in 
Table I. 

III. DATA COLLECTION
To collect the sensor data, an ADC converter
(AD7714 from Analog Devices) and a
microcontroller (Arduino UNO Board which
uses ATmega328P microcontroller by Atmel)
were used; as it is shown in Figure 2.

The sensor has been tested using a 
Wheatstone bridge configuration in order to 
reduce the noise and the temperature drift. 
The sensor has been attached to the circuit 
through the electric connection and at the 
same time, it has been connected to the 
Instron Machine by two dedicated 3D printed 
clamps (Figure 3) 

I.V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main advantage of the proposed
stretchable sensors is the simple
manufacturing process and their
inexpensiveness. They have a very high
sensitivity and stretchability. The elongation
value of these sensors is up to 900%. They
also showed a good conductivity over a wide
range. When a deformation is applied to the
sensor resistance increases its value starting
from ≃ 40 KΩ in a relaxed condition to 100
MΩ when the sensor prototype is stretched to 
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its maximum elongation. Additional work is 
obviously needed to reduce the output signal 
to noise ratio and to make the electrical 
connection more stable. They can be 
integrated in a soft robot by attaching these 
sensors on the external surface to measure the 
elongation and to implement a motion 
trajectory control by using a PID controller.
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ABSTRACT 

This research project aims to identify the impact of autonomous vehicles on road 
capacity. In particular, the project studies the flow of traffic at uncontrolled 
intersections using different decision-making policies. Analytical methods have 
identified bounds of position, time and speed of different classes of collision avoid- 
ance. These are being used to derive a range of simple but distinct avoidance policies. 
Next, a large-scale numerical simulation will be performed to study macro-scale flow 
effects. This data will be analysed further to predict the effect of the gradual increase of 
the autonomous vehicles on urban traffic scenarios. 

I. INTRODUCTION
the number of vehicles deployed in urban
traffic rises every year, the issue of traffic flow
capacity limitations is becoming more
prominent [10]. The gradual introduction of
Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) can possibly
reduce urban road capacity due to the trade-
off between dynamics and comfort. The
report by ATKINS demonstrated analysis of
Connected Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) on
traffic flow in the UK [1]. They concluded
that at a higher CAV market penetration, the
traffic capacity improves.

Some researchers in their studies on AV 
assume that the market penetration of AVs is 
100 percent[11, 20, 24, 27, 29]. However, an 
increasing number of studies demonstrate 
results on low AV market penetration 
deployed and its impact on urban road 
capacity [3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 14, 21, 30].In 
particular, the focus is on intersections, 
as they have significant implication on traffic 

capacity and safety [5, 13, 17, 18, 19, 23, 
32].As an example, according to Fortelle and 
Qian [7] more than one third of road 
accidents happen at intersections. 

A great deal of the literature to date focuses 
on a centralised approach for intersection 
management [12, 18, 22, 26]. However, 
centralised system collapse can cause 
significant delays and accidents [18, 26, 
28]. Distributed intersection management, on 
the contrary, is scalable, robust to failures, 
more reactive and can deal with the fairness 
problem [4, 5]. Despite that, such a system 
is prone to less consistent decision making 
and reduced efficiency. As a solution, a mix of 
centralised and distributed systems can have 
benefits of both [13, 23].  

Uncontrolled intersections are common in 
UK, but have not been addressed in AV’ 
studies in depth [31]. 
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That is, those studies do not take into account 
low AV market penetration during early 
stages of the technology adoption [7]. Hence, 
data acquired in such studies is problematic to 
use for mixed traffic simulation studies. Our 
study is offering collision free decision 
making on-board AVs at the crossroad 
intersection, which potentially can offer a 
gradual improvement of the traffic flow with 
low level of penetration. Collision avoidance 
can be an issue for intersection management. 
The theoretical approach with provable safety 
can  

guarantee collision free crossing through 
reachability analysis [2, 7, 9, 15, 16, 25]. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We aim to identify the effect of deploying AVs
on traffic capacity at an intersection. In our
microscopic simulation, an AV and a human
driven vehicle are crossing the uncontrolled
crossroad intersection without colliding. The
following analysis demonstrates that obstacle
avoidance in Time-Displacement-Velocity
(TDV) space can be developed for an AV. The
TDV space will later be used to develop the
numerical simulation of the collision
avoidance at the intersection.

III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The two fundamental actions which an AV 
can take when approaching an intersection
with a single known obstacle are to either go
ahead, that is pass the intersection before the
other vehicle, or go behind and allow the
vehicle to cross the intersection before the . 
They are demonstrated in the Figure 3 and 4.
One suitable approach to allow scalability to
multiple car simulations is to use behaviour
trees. Whereby, each vehicle will
hierarchically perform logical actions (or

behaviours) to reach a their given goal. For 
example drive at nominal speed until a 
potential future collision is predicted, then 
switch the action of slowing down, allowing 
the other vehicle to pass, or maintaining a 
speed sufficient for passing the junction first. 

I.V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
Numerical simulation of two vehicles
crossing a uncontrolled intersection has been
developed in MATLAB to study its traffic
capacity. Simple and robust control policies
to avoid a collision at the crossing box were
evaluated to study the speed profiles and
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overall performance of the system. Next, 
large scale traffic simulation will be 
developed with low market penetration of 
AVs. Then, we will develop a more 
practicable model of the intersection 
environment by adding uncertainty to sensing. 

Lastly, we will evaluate the simulation and 
validate it by comparing to existing 
simulation software and analyse a possibility 
of traffic throughput improvement with 
certain ways of deploying AVs into the urban 
traffic. 
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I.INTRODUCTION
In this study we are looking at motion intent
recognition using a tactile sensing system,
with particular interest in stroke
rehabilitation. During active-assisted training
the paralysed limb is guided through a
movement only after having detected visual
or haptic cues of motion intent from the
patient.

Based on previous work done [8], we 
introduce the tactile arm brace (TAB)  with 
the aim of mimicing the recognition of 
movement intent in this therapist-patient 
interaction; potentially distinguishing 
between the different motions. In a robot 
assisted rehabilitation system the TAB 
would provide the control input. 

A variety of sensors have been used in 
movement intent recognition systems. The 
well-established EMG controlled systems are 
yet to reach acceptable, consistent 
performance [2]. A different approach is 
force myography (FMG) [6], or tactile 
imaging, which has shown promising results. 
The contracting muscle shape changes that 
take place can be monitored on the skin 
surface and used as an indication of motion 
intent [3]. 

II.FOREARM TACTILE SIGNATURE
The study performed included 12 healthy
participants. Wearing the TAB (Fig. 2c), the
tactile sensor readings were recorded as the
participant performed finger extension and
gripping motions. A gripper device was built  
to monitor the force used. Eight force
sensitive resistive sensors [7], were used on
the brace.

III.DIGIT EXTENSION
During finger extension, Fig. 1a-1b, the digit
extensors shorten and become thicker giving
rise to higher contact forces on their
associated sensors, S4 and S5. Concurrently,

there are small changes within the wrist 
flexor muscles, S1 and S7, which move the 
wrist opposite to the fingers, tightening the 
digit extensor tendons. This was true across 
all 12 subjects. 

I.V.GRIPPING
The flexor digitorum muscles, the largest
group within the forearm, contract to produce
gripping. As would  be expected there is an
increase on the forces between the TAB and
the forearm when the gripper is pressed.  Part
of the challenge is a stroke survivor’s muscle
tone which can be as low as 5-10% [9] of
their nominal strength [1], an average of
17N. Hence,
the grip force used during the trials was
limited to that.

Some raw experimental data from one of the 
participants are presented on Fig. 2a. The 
contact forces perceived at each sensor 
location on the forearm brace , FSi, (top) are 
plotted as the grip force changes, Fgripper, 
(bottom). Fig. 2b indicates the linear 
correlation between the raw brace forces as 
measured at each sensor point and the grip 
strength being used. Gripping motions in this 
trial appear to produce the largest force 
changes in the approximate locations of 
S3/S4, and presumably this is where the 
highest muscle activity occurs.  

In proximity to the flexor muscles, S8 
indicates the third highest contact force 
sensitivity. Good correlation between the 
gripping force and S3/S6 forces is related to 
the wrist extensors tightening the digit flexor 
tendons. Although   the linear relationship 
between gripping strength and each sensor 
readings was visible across all subjects there 
were variations in sensitivity. 
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V.MOVEMENT INTENT
PREDICTION
Linear regression analysis was performed
around the TAB for each FSi, to predict 
Fgripper. Certain forearm areas exhibited 
higher activity during power gripping, and 
hence sensitivity, than others; these were 
mainly in proximity to the muscles with the 
greater tension changes. The fitness of the 
individual regression models, was looked at 
using the coefficient of determination, R2. 
The gripping intent recognition and grip 
force prediction was performed by favouring 
high R2, 0.8, and grip sensitivity, 0.052N, of 
the individual sensor areas around   the brace, 
as well as looking the consistency amongst 
participants. These tactile features captured 
by the arm brace during gripping were 
combined with the digit extension tactile 
features, to form the input of a motion intent 
prediction algorithm. 

Further participant studies will be completed 
including subjects with movement 
difficulties. Four different types of grips 
(power, precision, tripod and pinch [5]) will 
be performed in addition to wrist 
extension/flexion. Thus, putting to the test 
the TAB’s sensitivity and reliability and the 
system’s ability to distinguish between 
closely related motions. Furthermore, the 
performance of the TAB will be measured 
against that of the Myo brace [4] in both 
healthy adults and stroke survivors with 
upper extremity impairment. 

V.I.CONCLUSION
Using the TAB we are not only extracting the
characteristic features for recognition of
different types of motion intent but there is
also an attempt to identify why certain
features arise. This could potentially turn
such system into a diagnostics tool for
therapists.
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ABSTRACT 

The capability to vary stiffness in flexible robotic fingers provides increased dexterity 
and manipulation capabilities – opening up a completely new approach to grasping a 
wide range of objects. The proposed robot finger concept marries the advantages of soft 
material robotics with the advantages of robot  systems that  are  stiff and capable of  
handling high-payload objects. Is it widely accepted that most soft material robots such  
as those made from silicone rubber suffer from an inability to apply high forces to the 
environment they are in contact with, limiting their application. On the other hand, 
traditional non-compliant robot hands made of rigid components often require accurate 
information about the location of objects to be handled and advanced control strategies to 
achieve a good grasp – further, the range of objects is often limited, since a particular 
grasper architecture is often optimized for grasping a small set of objects. The proposed 
stiffness-controllable finger can approach the object in a low-stiffness state with all its 
advantages of compliance and can then adjust  the stiff-  ness adjusting to the shape of 
the object and requirements of the grasping task – once a grasp is established the stiffness 
can be ramped up considerably to lift heavy objects whilst not changing the assumed 
finger configuration. Hence, lifting heavy, but fragile objects becomes a possibility at 
low control cost. The proposed robot finger concept extends from existing robot fingers 
proposed elsewhere, because with its 2-DoF motion capability it can bend in different 
directions further enhancing the grasping capabilities of robot hands with which the pro- 
posed fingers is intended to be integrated – imagine a robot finger that can bend not only 
along one axis but in     all directions around its longitudinal axis. The proposed concept 
provides the additional capability of massively extending from a collapsed state to a 
fully-extended state, even further enhancing the grasping and manipulation capabilities. 
This paper reports on the proposed robot finger concept highlighting its capability to 
bend in a multitude of directions, vary its stiffness and apply forces to the environment in 
a well-controlled fashion. 

I.INTRODUCTION
The ability to change rapidly from a stiff to a
soft configuration, mimicking natural limbs
as for example octopus tentacles or elephant
trunks, is very much desired by the modern
robotics research community but difficult to
achieve. Biology has clearly optimised its
way of creating actuated limbs that are very
difficult to recreate artificially.  Nevertheless,
robotic systems that are capable of adjusting
their stiffness have been explored and
developed by quite a few researchers
attempting to realize robot systems applicable
to areas such as human-robot interaction [2],
minimally invasive surgery [3] as well as
prosthetics [4]. The possibility to change the
compliance of a joint, link or the entire
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robotic system can considerably enhance the 
capabilities in a wide range of manipulation 
tasks [5] 

The concept of variable stiffness robots has 
advanced significantly over the last ten years 
or so with successful applications in industry, 
healthcare and entertainment. In the wide area 
of human-robot interaction, for example, 
achievements have been widespread 
developing solutions capable of adapting to 
the interaction with the human in a dynamic 
fashion and capable of undertaking 
collaborative tasks. In this context, 
hand/human-guided machine learning, where 
the robot hands “learns” how to perform a 
task while being steered by a human user 
clearly showed to be very positive [9]. In this 
context, it has been shown that robots that 
can alter from a soft compliant modality to a 
stiff mode, i.e., being capable of adjusting 
stiffness is of great benefit for those learning 
methods [10], [11]. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this paper we investigate the behavior of
the Inflatable Robot Finger concept, based on
work presented in [1]. The proposed robot
finger comprises a flexible sheath that is
made from fabric. Important here is that the
sheath fabric is capable of adapting to shapes
and can fold when no pressure is applied.
Since the outside sheath can contain the air
inside and cannot expand past its default
surface area, the stiffness of the chamber
within the sheath and thus the robot finger’s
structure’s can be varied significantly. The
assembled prototype of the proposed system
is shown in Figure 1 in a fully elongated state
(a), partially elongated state (b) and in the
shrunk state. The cables affixed to the outer
sheath allow navigating the finger in
different directions. Combining the two
actuation means, based on air pressure, on the
one hand, and cables, on  the other hand, the
pose of the robot finger can be altered and its
stiffness controlled synchronously. This
hybrid actuator method is inherently
antagonistic. We take here inspiration from
nature trying to imitate the functioning of
animals such as the octopus with its
antagonistically organized muscles. It is also
noted that our robot finger lightweight and
soft, and as such especially suited for the

interaction with soft and fragile objects. 

The manipulator sheath is realized by fitting 
a cylindrical elastic bladder inside a similarly 
shaped outer fabric. The inside of the sheath 
is an airtight chamber that can be filled with 
air and the air pressure can be controlled over 
wide range. Multiple cables integrated with 
the outer sheath and fixed at the tip of the 
finger, allowing the structure to be navigated. 
Differently from the vast majority of variable 
stiffness robotic systems, where only a 
limited number of stiffness levels are 
achievable and stable, the stiffness of the 
inflatable finger can be changed and finely 
tuned over a wide range. Typically the 
manipulator is kept in a compliant state 
during steering and in a more rigid one when 
it is required to lock the body pose and to 
exert a high level of force during grasping – 
these two levels of stiffness can be 
customized according to objects and grasp 
requirements. 

III.EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
PROGRAMME
Exploiting the lessons learned from the
analysis conducted in [1] applied to a robot
manipulator, we investigate the robot finger’s
behavior in a comparable way to establish the
finger’s bending stiffness during different
configurations. A number of tests have been
performed to investigate the bending stiffness
of the system and its performance when
interacting with the environment. The
configuration shown in Figure 2 have been
extensively tested. Our analysis investigates

the relationship between the bending stiffness 
of the robotic finger, the level of pressure 
inside the system, the tendon arrangement on 
the manipulator section and the body pose. 
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I.V.CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
Extrapolating from the work presented in [1],
we estimate a similar behavior for the
proposed robot finger. It is noted that the
bending stiffness of an inflatable, cylindrical
structure is inversely proportional to the first
power of the distance from the base. This
result is different from that for beams made
from a homogeneous elastic material which
changes at the third power of the distance
from the base. As a general rule, an increased
bending stiffness can be achieved by raising

the pressure in the inner chamber, as well as 
by increasing the area of the cross-section. 
The data from [1] also shows a low variance 
in the pose of the robot structure when being 
loaded and subsequently unloaded with a low 
hysteresis. 

Future work will focus on integrating 
multiple of the inflatable, stiffness-
controllable fingers with a base to achieve a 
highly dexterous robot hand. We will also 
explore the use of this technology for use as 
assistive systems in rehabilitation.
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ABSTRACT 

Grasping between two cooperating robotic arms with a friction grip acting orthogonally 
to the surface to overcome tangential forces presents the matter of slip control. Modern 
smart collaborative robots have built- in joint torque sensing capability which prevents 
the need for additional external sensors when detecting slip, vital to create a feedback 
signal for slip control. This paper presents the preliminary findings of experimentation on 
a Baxter robot to investigate if these built-in torque sensors can be utilized for this 
purpose. The left shoulder joint torque values of the Baxter robot, S1, are recorded with 
and without slip taking place. Frequency domain analysis of both scenarios reveals 
differences in frequency components, showing that there is a substantial increase in 
magnitude from the 1.5 to 12 Hz range. A high-pass IIR filter is then applied to 
successfully identify slip in the time-domain, proving that it is a viable method for slip 
detection in real-time 

I.INTRODUCTION
In recent years the robotics community has
witnessed the introduction and growth of
general purpose collaborative robots which
can carry-out mundane and/or precise tasks
similar to a traditional robot, but also have
the ability to perform multiple jobs, in close
proximity to other robots and humans [1],
[2]. These robots minimise the work load
on installation engineers, saving time and
money. Also, a non-technical person can
shift the robot from one task to another with
minimal training and reprogramming of the
robot.

A multi-purpose blank end-effector, Figure 
1 (a), allows for a multitude of tasks to be 
carried out without the need for retooling 
for different jobs. This relies on the 
application of a normal force to an object      
and uses a combination of applied forces 
and friction to overcome gravitational and 
motion acceleration forces. Figure 1(b) 
shows the applied forces between two end-
effectors attached to two separate 
manipulators working together to hold an 
object. 

The manipulation of objects is typically 
accompanied by events such as slippage, 
between a robot’s fingers or,  in the case of 
general purpose end-effectors, two robotic 
arms. Humans can identify such events 
using     a combination of superficial and 
deep mechanoreceptors [3]. In robotics, 
with more limited tactile sensing, such 
events can be hard to distinguish. In the 
field of robotic slip detection and control, 
much work has been done with single 
dexterous end-effectors [4], [5], [6], [7], 
[8]. Cooperating manipulators is also an 
active  area of study [9], [10], [11], [12] and 
so the combination of the two on a 
collaborative robot is a natural extension to 
the field. 

Baxter is a collaborative robot which is 
programmed through Robot Operating 
System (ROS), a set of libraries and tools 
built onto Ubuntu, which communicates 
through publishing/subscribing to/from 
topics The robot can be used safely around 
humans because it is able to sense forces 
on it’s joints, something that will be used in 
this experiment to collect vibration data. 
For this experiment the topic in question is 
gravity compensation torques/actual ef 
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fort, which reads the torque value of the 
joint motors in Nm  and publishes at a rate 
of 95 Hz, similar to the 100 Hz sampling 
rate used in [7], but below the 400 Hz used 
in [13] & [14]. 

II.EXPERIMENT
Two blank end-effectors were 3D printed and
attached to Baxter, as in Figure 1 (a) and
were manipulated to a set of coordinates in
order to grasp a flat piece of PVC sheeting,
Figure 1 (c), with a 1kg weight  attached, and
the sheet was raised. In order to find the slip
threshold, the shoulder (S0), elbow (E1) and

wrist (W1) joint angles were tweaked until 
slippage occurs, where all 14 manipulator 
joint angles were recorded. The sheet was a 
again initialised to it’s original position and  

the joints set to these threshold values, with 
the gravity compensation torques/actual  ef 
fort  topic  for  left  joint  S0  torque 
recorded  on  the  ROS PC. The same process 
was repeated with no slip, giving a baseline 

noise signal. Figure 2 depicts the time and 
frequency domain representation of both 
scenarios. Note the average difference of 
approximately   1 Nm between both time-
domain signals, which is due to the robot 
independently determining the torque values 
when setting joint angles. 

In order to identify slip in real-time, the 
Fourier transform of time data windows was 
found to have too high a latency, so a time 
domain filter needs to be designed. It can be 
seen that with no slip occurring, there are 
small components visible from 0 to 1.5 Hz, 

but when slip is taking place the 0 to 12 Hz 
range increases substantially, similar to [14]. 
From this information a 5th order, 2 Hz 
cutoff, high-pass Butterworth filter is applied 
to both signals, with the transfer function 
given in equation 1. 

III.CONCLUSION
This experiment has successfully
demonstrated that a slip event can be
recognized between two manipulators on a
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Baxter collaborative robot using the onboard 
force sensors. The near 4-fold difference in 
RMS allows a simple moving average 

calculation to be applied to time sample 
windows for slip classification.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a solution to the exchange of services within an agent society. We 
explore an open delivery chain scenario in which autonomous drones offer and sub-
contract delivery services to each other. Such agents are able to self-organize 
according to a chain of responsibility pattern. In such a heterogeneous agent society, 
it is crucial to define an approach that will guarantee accountability, responsibility, 
and ultimately trust in the execution of the service. The presented solution is based on 
smart contracts using a blockchain style of a distributed ledger. 

Keywords: Blockchain, Smart Contract, Ethereum, Solidity. 

I.INTRODUCTION
An agent society often called internet of
agents [1] is an extension of the paradigm of
the internet of things to autonomous systems.
This society enables the coordination of
heterogeneous autonomous agent systems
within an open network. In this scenario, the
autonomous agents cooperate and negotiate
to solve their tasks. One issue is the
establishment of trust between agents that
need to exchange services; the solution needs
to address the problems of responsibility,
accountability, scalability and trust.
Blockchain presents a new ap- proach to
providing these capabilities. The
implementation of smart contracts on top of a
blockchain allows agents to commit to
contracts and be accountable for delivering
the agreed services.

The first section of this paper will present the 
agent society scenario; the second section 
will introduce the trust problem; the third 
section introduces the blockchain system; the 
fourth section will present the topic of smart 
contracts; the fifth section will explain trust 
systems and the sixth section will describe a 
possible sce- nario. In conclusion, future 
work is identified. 

II. AGENT SOCIETY
One of the most interesting emerging topics
is the internet of things, or industrial internet,

especially when applied to autonomous 
connected devices. One simple example is a 
thermostat which allows a user to monitor 
and control the heating system of his house 
remotely and collect analytics. The internet of 
things is typically organised as a master-slave 
system where there is little or no autonomy at 
the edge of the network. The internet of agents 
[1] or agent society introduces intelligence
and autonomy to the internet of things,
extending it to the realm of autonomous
agents which can independently cooperate
and negotiate services to solve their tasks.
The first characteristic of such systems is the
open nature of the network and the 
heterogeneous implementation of the 
autonomous agents; this requires 
standardisation of the cooperation and 
negotiation protocols to allow 
interoperability. This may be solved by 
defining an ontology of contracts based on 
the Web Ontology Lan- guage (OWL) [2]. 
This ontology provides a common ground for 
agents to offer and request services, enabling 
sophisticated cooperation and negotiation. 
The services offered by an agent represent 
the specific physical capabilities an agent has 
available to it. 

III.TRUST IN AGENT SOCIETY
In the kind of agent society defined above, it
is essential to define the trust mechanism [3]
on the basis of the exchange of services.
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Agents need to authenticate themselves and 
pay for services. For physical services, there 
is a need to negotiate and commit to a 
physical task to be performed by an agent. 
There may be different approaches to 
payment, from free collaboration, one-off 
payments or subscriptions. The trust 
mechanism is critical since there may be 
serious implications if the service is not 
delivered as agreed. The agent requiring the 
service will publish a contract, and the 
service provider is able to bid for the contract 
and will commit to the contract via a deposit 
to guarantee the commitment or an insurance 
policy which covers the deposit. This is what 
happens typically in traditional society 
transaction. If the provider breaks the 
contract, it loses all or part of the deposit, 
whereas if it concludes the contract it takes 
the payment. To manage this trust 
mechanism, we need a platform which will 
act as a guarantor between requester and 
provider of the service in which the two-
parties can trust each other, deliver on the 
contract, and execute the financial 
transaction. 

I.V.BLOCKCHAIN
The blockchain is a distributed transactional 
database for managing financial transactions and 
smart contracts [4]. The system is based on a peer 
to peer network of nodes who maintain a records 
(blocks) of the transactions and the agreement 
mechanism within the nodes of the network 
provide the trust mechanism. The first 
implementation of blockchain which is widely 
used is the Bitcoin blockchain system for financial 
transactions. However, Bitcoin provides a limited 
capability for smart contracts. A more recent and 
general-purpose solution is based on the 
Ethereum [5] blockchain. Ethereum provides an 
embedded, isolated, secure and safe virtual 
machine which supports the execution of smart 
contracts. This solution is intrinsically secure and 
scalable by design. A third solution is represented 
by IOTA [6], it is a new type of cryptocurrency 
designed for the Internet of Things (IoT) which 
does not use blockchain technology but a Directed 
Acyclic Graph (DAG) technology which promises 
zero transaction cost. However, this technology is 
currently in beta and does not yet support smart 
contracts. Further investigation on the 
computational impact on the nodes is required. 

V.SMART CONTRACTS
A smart contract is defined as executable

code which automatically manages a 
transaction between parties. Ethereum 
contracts are coded in solidity [7], a high-
level programming language similar to 
javascript which compiles to the Ethereum 
virtual machine. The smart contract is 
included in a blockchain transaction and is 
executed by the blockchain members in 
parallel comparing the results. Ethereum 
provides a separation of concerns between 
the logic of the contract, the security 
infrastructure, and the money transfer. 

V.I.TRUST USING SMART
CONTRACTS
As described above, the negotiation, bidding,
payment, assurance and execution of these
services depends on establishing mutual trust.
Agents which need a service will emit a
contract with the conditions of the executions
and execution insurance. The provider agents
are notified via a blockchain event of the
creation of the contract. Agents acting in a
particular area can register their presence on
a service provider area contract which will
provide notification services. Once the agent
publishes the contract in the local area, the
provider agents are free to bid for the
contract by registering themselves and
transferring the required deposit. Their
reputations may be queried, and the winners
and losers are notified. The contract governs
the deposit, refunds the residual value of the
contract to the customer agent and holds the
value of the contract. Once the contract has
been delivered, the smart contract will pay
and refund the deposit to the supplier or
manage the compensation to the customer
agent and provide feedback to the provider
reputation smart contract.

V.I.I.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
This paper presents a solution and business
model to exchange services between agents.
The mechanism of trust and contract
guarantee is based on smart contracts using
blockchain. This allows for the creation of a
distributed scalable dual trust mechanism
based on reputation and guarantees for the
service requestor and provider agents. The
next step is the design of detailed scenarios
and to construct a prototype.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Characterisation of materials is a key
component in the planning and
implementation of decommissioning of
nuclear sites for both fission [1] and fusion
[2]. Different waste may require different
strategies for removal and treatment, prior to
subsequent storage and disposal, which can
result in increases in time and money if not
considered before embarking on site
decommissioning and remediation.
Characterisation can include determination of
elemental and chemical composition,
radiometric properties, as well as identifying
unexpected contamination be it radioactive or
chemical. Furthermore, this information
needs to be spatially resolved, so it informs
stakeholders such as operations staff where
hazards and materials are located.

Entry into a active area involves human 
workers wearing air-fed suits which are 
bulky and cumbersome. With a lack of rapid, 
lightweight scientific instruments for 
materials characterisation suitable for use  

whilst wearing an air-fed suit, direct in-situ 
analysis is not usually undertaken. Typically, 
material samples are collected and analysed 
ex-situ in a lab environment, however the 
materials must be transported, stored and 
ultimately disposed of as possibly 

contaminated waste. This adds cost and time, 
as well as increased risk compared to in-situ 
analysis, and removing the spatial resolution 
of the measurements. 

In both scenarios for current materials 
characterisation, there are the inherent risks 
involved with humans entering active 
environments, along with producing 
extraneous waste such as suits and tools that 
have to be safely disposed of. Furthermore, 
with large sites it may not be feasible for a 
worker to retrieve the number of samples 
required for effective characterisation, whilst 
access to some locations is so restricted for 
safety reasons that sample collection may be 
precluded completely. To minimise cost, 
time, and reduce risk whilst providing useful 
mapping and materials characterisation, it is 
proposed that a robot platform that can enter 
a site with a scientific payload capable of 
materials analysis, radiometric measurement, 
and physical mapping be developed. 

To this end, a demonstration crawler robot 
has been built that utilises the commercially 
available Turtlebot 2. This robot has been 
modified to accommodate the various sensors 
required for it to be used as a proof of 
concept tool to investigate the capabilities 
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that deployed diagnostics offer when 
characterising and mapping environments, 
such as those found in the nuclear industry. 
The proposed scientific payloads are outlined 
in  Table 1. To allow for 3D mapping of a 
space, LiDAR is preferred as it is not 
dependant on ambient light levels, however 
photogrammetry can also be used to build 
point clouds and meshes of the site. The 3D 
maps will provide a reference where other 
diagnostics information has been measured. 

Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy 
(LIBS) has been deployed as part of the 
Curiosity rover’s ChemCam instrument [3], 
to determine the elemental composition of 

Martian rocks. The same technique can be 
used to identify metals, concrete and possible 
radioisotopes [4]. Raman spectroscopy can 
identify chemical bonds, aiding in material 
classification compared to elemental 
composition alone. A Raman instrument was 
installed on a demonstrator robot, consisting 
of an Ocean Optics Raman probe mounted to 

the front of the robot, a QE-Pro spectrometer 
and a CW laser (max 350 mW) operating at 
785 nm. Figure 1 shows an example spectra  
taken of the common calibration material 
silicon, with a peak at 520 cm-1 indicative of 
crystalline silicon bonds.  

Diagnostic measurements require referencing 
to a physical position in the surveyed space. 
Figure 2(a) shows a high-resolution point 
cloud (pink) indicating a nearby wall as the 
robot approaches, visualised in real time 
through RVIZ [5]. Figure 2(b) demonstrates 
how RVIZ supports augmented reality, 
indicating the measurement point represented 
by a green marker superimposed on the 

visual camera feed. Raman measurements 
(with the probe held in the orange mount), 
and any other collected data is tagged with 
spatial metadata. 

Finally, radiometric data for alpha, beta, 
gamma, and neutrons can be achieved 
through lightweight detectors [6]. Mapping 
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of dosimetry is possible once again due to the 
spatial resolution offered by 3D mapping.  
The use of CeBr scintillation gamma 
spectroscopy allows for identification of 
particular isotopes [7]. The synergy between 
the use of elemental, chemical, and 
radiometric information improves the 
confidence that can be associated with 

identifying materials and contamination, 
reducing risk, cost, and time during human 
lead exploration. These diagnostic 
measurements will be referenced to a full 3D 
LiDAR produced map, as visualised in real-
time using RVIZ, and visualised post-
measurement using a true 3D GIS 
(Geographical Information System) software.
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Persuasive Robots for Motivation and 
Engagement (in Rehabilitative 

Therapies) 
Katie Winkle∗ January 31, 2018

ABSTRACT 

This paper gives an overview of current research being undertaken on human 
robot interaction (HRI) For social robots to be used as motivation and 
engagement tools in therapy. Socially assistive robots (SARs) provide assistance 
through social interaction. Past work in social HRI suggests that SARs can have 
an impact on engagement with health and wellbeing related activities. This work 
aims to further develop SAR interaction behaviours and artificial intelligence for 
task motivation and engagement, specifically considering the application of 
rehabilitative therapies which rely on patients undertaking self-led practice 
exercises. 

I.INTORODUCTION
Socially assistive robots (SARs) are
defined as those which provide assistance
through their social interaction rather
than providing physical aid [1].
Researchers are increasingly exploring
the use of such robots in the domains of
health, care and home support of older
adults with ageing-related impairments
(e.g. [2], [3] [4], [5]). It has been shown
that social robots can have an impact on
enjoyment and engagement with health
and wellbeing related exercises/activities
(e.g. [6], [7], [8], [9]).

Rehabilitative therapies increasingly rely 
on patient self-practice e.g. at home, 
typically in the form of an exercise 
programme to be undertaken without the 
therapist being present. Low adherence to 
such programmes is a known issue (e.g. 
[10], [11], [12]). We propose that SARs 
could be used to promote and facilitate 
such programmes with the patient and 
hence improve adherence. We are now 
working to identify the social cues and 
behaviours such a robot should employ. 

II.STUDY WITH THERAPISTS
We conducted a study with therapists to
explore the role of SARs in therapy and to
generate a series of design implications for
such SARs based on therapists’ expert
knowledge and best practices extracted
from our results. The study consisted of
focus groups, interviews and observations.
Complete study design and analysis of the
results is given in [13]. Key results
included the importance of social
interaction between the therapist and the
patient, and the personalised approach to
this that therapists take.

III.INTERACTION BEHAVIOUR
& PERSONALISATION
Consideration of persuasion psychology in
light of the findings from our study with
therapists suggests we should that social
human robot interaction design should
target maximising peripheral 
persuasiveness as identified in the 
Elaboration Likelihood model of 
persuasion [14]. Peripheral persuasion is 
based very much on the social interaction 
and relationship between the message 
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sender and receiver, and is typically 
employed when central persuasion, that 
which is based on reasoning and rationale, 
fails or is not enough.  Further, the Theory 
of Planned Behaviour identifies user 
variables which should be  
targeted by the robot persuasion strategies 
[15]. The relationship between therapist 
role, robot role, user behaviour and the 

described psychological models is shown 
in Figure 1. This will inform our 
development and testing of robot 
behaviours, which will consider 
personalised social interactions, designed 
for maximum peripheral persuasion, and 
their impact on task engagement.  This will 
be investigated with intermediary HRI 
experiments undertaken in the laboratory. 

I.V.COGNITIVE
ARCHITECTURE

Once initial behaviours have been 
developed and validated, a cognitive 
architecture will be developed in order 
to decide the robot’s behaviour in real 
time. Imitating therapist behaviour this 
should incorporate high level 
personalisation settings with 
instantaneous user understanding in 
order to maximise user engagement in 
the requested task. This is depicted in 
Figure 2. Specific approaches have not 
yet been identified, but it is likely to 
involve a probabilistic approach  

combining information in order generate 
probabilities for each possible action 
being the most appropriate. This could 
then also be combined with some 
instantaneous feedback mechanism for 
refinement. As an extension to this, the 
feasibility of using machine learning to 
adapt robot behaviour for 
improved/maintained impact over long 
term/multiple interactions will be 
investigated. The final system will be 
tested in a long term ’in the wild’ study 
with real end users in order to evaluate 
real world effectiveness. 
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I. MOTIVATION
A key challenge in the development of any
autonomous robot is creating the ability for
the robot to “reason”, or understand the
sensory information it is receiving, and plan
the most appropriate action base on this input.
This challenge becomes even more complex
when operating in human-centred applications
since the robot’s reasoning relies on
understanding human intention and social
behaviours. In such situations, the robot
should not only act as a reactive agent that
simply displays a pre-defined set of
behaviours without maintaining any internal
state and without being aware of the status of
the interaction. Instead, the robot should have
the capacity to act as a deliberative agent that
explores its behaviour space and predicts the
effect of its reaction and displays an
acceptable behaviour while taking into
account the interaction scenario. The latter
case is well suited for the development of
autonomous robots and it may enable an
acceptable Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)
however, due to the performance
requirements to facilitate such scenarios the
implementation of a single module to deal
with both the robot’s planning and motor
control is computationally expensive. Taking
this into consideration it seems that a hybrid
control architecture is most likely to provide
the best solution when we develop an
autonomous robot for real-world settings.

This paper summarizes the design, 
implementation and experimental evaluation 
of an IrisTK-based deliberative-reactive 

control architecture called “Sense-Think-
Act” that gives some degrees of autonomy to 
the Kaspar robot [2][5] in Child-Robot 
Interactions (CRIs). As shown in Figure 1, 
the proposed architecture has three sub-
systems that are fully interconnected via a 
TCP/IP network which deal with the robot’s 
features from the perception system to the 
real-time action control system. The brain of 
the architecture, the “Think” layer, has been 
fully developed using the IrisTK [1] which is 
a powerful state chart-based toolkit for multi- 
party HRI designed for defining the 
interaction flow and developing autonomous 
systems. Although the architecture is 
technically capable of “fully autonomous” 
control over the robot’s behaviour in a multi-
party social interaction, due to the technical 
and ethical issues the robot must ask for the 
permission of human operator before 
displaying any behaviour to the interaction 
partners. For this reason, we have added a 
permission key to the architecture to keep the 
human in the control loop which prevents the 
possible ethical issues regarding the use of 
robots with human and particularly with 
vulnerable children. Besides, the permission 
key allows the human operator to take the 
control of the robot at any stage of interaction 
by overriding the robot’s behaviour if it is 
needed. The developed architecture has been 
implemented on the humanoid robot Kaspar 
and evaluated in a trial with four children 
with Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) at a 
local specialist secondary school in the UK. 
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We devised nine therapeutic games in which 
children individually play with the Kaspar 
robot (dyadic CRI) as well as two joint 
games in which children would play with the 
robot in pairs (triadic CRI). The games have 
been designed to encourage visual 
perspective taking (VPT) skills in children 
with autism [3][4]. For the purpose of 
evaluation, we tested the semi-autonomous 
Kaspar that we developed to play the same 
games that we have devised. The semi-
autonomous Kaspar played four individual 
games with two children and also played a 

joint game with a pair of children while a 
researcher was next to the robot to facilitate 
the interaction by evaluating the robot’s 
behaviour and giving the final permission for 
the robot to display the behaviours 
recommended by the system. The 
preliminary results demonstrated the 
promising capabilities with regards to the 
architecture generating appropriate 
autonomous behaviours for the Kaspar robot 
to display which resulted in successful dyadic 
and triadic CRIs (Figure 2). 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture includes three standalone
layers interconnected via a TCP/IP network
(Figure 1). Each layer has a number of
modules that process either the sensory data
captured by sensors/hardware or the high- 
level information that are distributed to the
network as “events” as standard JSON data
packets. The layers and modules are fully
interconnected and have the capacity to send
and receive high-level information to the
network. Thanks to the architecture’s
modularity and network structure the system
is capable of running on multiple devices
which allows handling the overall processing
cycles for real-time applications, if required
Since the architecture is network-based it is
platform independent which means that it

supports any new module which is connected 
to the network even irrespective of 
programming languages which the module 
has been developed and also irrespective of 
the operation system that the module is 
functioning, this subsequently means they 
can easily be integrated into the architecture. 
One of the primary benefits to this 
architecture is potential for scalability 
allowing us to easily extend the architecture 
by adding new sensors/hardware devices and 
also new modules to the system. 

In short, the architecture collects the sensory 
data and extracts high-level information and 
then streams the corresponding “events” as 
JSON packets to the network (Sense Layer). 
The central layer receives the JSON packets 
and evaluates which reactive behaviour is the 
most appropriate for the current situation 
taking into account the interaction status and 
high-level information, and then streams an 
action “event” (behaviour name) to the 
network and asks the robot to display that 
behaviour (Thinks Layer). The Act layer 
receives the action event from the network 
and moves the robot servos to display the 
behaviour on the permission of operator and 
returns the feedback/monitor “event” to the 
network to show that performing action has 
been completed. 

Since the architecture communicates the 
high-level information in the JSON packets 
there are two main benefits. It facilitates a 
real-time robot CRI since data 
communication is so fast, and there is the 
potential to create the interaction log-file 
which includes all the distributed events 
during the interaction. This feature of the 
architecture is very important since allows 
automatic data annotation that is very 
helpful for post- processing the interaction 
data. 
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As discussed the Sense-Think-Act is a fully 
interconnected architecture in which means 
that the modules are connected to the same 
broker, they will receive all the distributed 
events over the network, however to reduce 
the computational costs, in each layer there is 
the possibility to subscribe only to the events 
that are necessary for that layer and dismiss 
all the other events. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
OF THE SYSTEM WITH CHILDREN
AT THE SCHOOL
We implemented the proposed architecture
on the Kaspar robot and tested it at the school
for two main reasons: to evaluate the real-
time performance of the architecture in
controlling the Kaspar robot in the real- world
settings, and to find out if the architecture is
capable of controlling the robot’s behaviour
in an autonomous and acceptable way in
dyadic and triadic interactions with children.
We installed the three layers of the
architecture on the same laptop (Toshiba
Tecra, Intel Core i7, 2.60 GHz, 16GB RAM)
for the compatibility test as well as to check
the overall real-time performance. Four

children with autism with different levels of 
ability took part in the study and in total the 
data of 11 child-robot interactions were 
collected. As the results demonstrated, the 
architecture was able to provide robot control 
signals all the time in real-time without any 
latency which supports real-world 
applications. Besides, the “think” and “act” 
layers functioned correctly in all interaction 
sessions however due to the real-world 
relevant issues (lighting conditions, etc.) we 
got some issues in the object analysis module 
which we had to override the robot 
behaviour. Lastly, three layers of architecture 
and their modules were successfully operated 
in real-time on the same laptop. 

I.I.I.FUTURE WORK
To have a reliable autonomous humanoid
robot, compatible and robust to the changes
of environmental factors (light, noise, etc.),
we are integrating a long-range RFID
technology to the architecture in order to
replace the object and human motion analysis
modules and we hope to have a more reliable
and acceptable autonomous child-robot
interactions.
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ABSTRACT 

With the recent advances in artificial intelligence and robotics, Brain Computer Interface 
(BCI) has become a rapidly evolving research area. Motor imagery (MI) based BCIs 
have several applications in neuro- rehabilitation and the control of robotic prosthesis 
because they offer the potential to seamlessly translate human intentions to machine 
language. However, to achieve adequate performance, these systems require extensive 
training with high-density EEG systems even for two-class paradigms. Effectively 
extracting and translating EEG data features is a key challenge in Brain Computer 
Interface (BCI) development. This paper presents a method based on Recurrent Neural 
Networks (RNNs) with spatiotemporal-energy feature extraction that significantly 
improves the performance of existing methods. We present cross-validation results based 
on EEG data collected by a 16-channel, dry electrodes system to demonstrate the 
practical use of our algorithm. 

I.INTRODUCTION
Robotic control based on brainwave decoding
can be used in a range of scenarios including
patients with locked-in syndrome,
rehabilitation after a stroke, virtual reality
games and so on. In these cases, subjects may
not be able to move their limbs. For this
reason, the development of MI tasks based
BCI is very important [1]. During a MI task,
the subjects imagine moving a specific part
of their body without initiating the actual
movements. This process involves the brain
networks, which are responsible for motor
control similarly to the actual movements.

Decoding brain waves is challenging, since 
EEG signals have limited spatial resolution 
and a low signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, 
experimental conditions, such as subjects’ 
concentration, prior experience with BCI, can 
bring confounds to the results. Thus far, 
several approaches have been proposed to 
classify MI tasks based data but their 
performances are limited even for the two-
class paradigms that involve left and right 
hand MI tasks [2]. EEG-based BCI normally 
involves noise filtering, feature extraction 
and classification. Brain signals are normally 
analysed in cue-triggered or stimulus-
triggered time windows. Related methods 

include identifying changes in Event 
Potentials (EPs), slow cortical potentials 
shifts, quantify oscillatory EEG components 
and so on [3]. These types of BCI are 
operated with predefined time windows. 
Furthermore, the inter- and intra-subject 
variability cannot be overlooked when 
finding suitable feature representation model. 

Recently, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) 
have emerged with promising results in 
several applications. Their adaptive nature 
allows them to automatically extract relevant 
features from data without extensive pre- 
processing and prior knowledge about the 
signals [4]. Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNNs) have been used to classify EEG 
features by transforming the temporal domain 
into spatial domain [5]. However, the CNN 
structure is static and inherently unsuitable 
for processing temporal patterns. 
Furthermore, the trend in BCI is to reduce the 
number of channels and thus construct a 
sparse spatial representation of the signal, 
which impedes the effectiveness of CNNs. To 
deal with time series data, recurrent neural 
networks (RNNs) based on Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) seems to be a better choice 
since they can preserve temporal 
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characteristics of the signal [6]. In this paper, 
we propose a novel approach to decoding 
multichannel EEG raw data based on RNNs 
and spatiotemporal features extracted from 
the EEG signal. Appropriate spatiotemporal 
feature extraction could play an important 
role in improving learning rate in these DNN. 
The presented results were based on an EEG 
dataset acquired using a dry, 16-channels, 
active electrodes g.tec Nautilus system. 
Although wet, active electrodes are the gold 
standard in EEG signal acquisition, they 
require long preparation times and the 
conductive gel to reduce skin-electrode 
impedance, which makes the subjects feel 
uncomfortable [7]. Dry electrodes make it 
easier to bring BCI systems from the 
laboratory to the patients’ home but with the 
challenges of decoding low-quality signals. 
Therefore, there is a need for the development 
of more advanced methods for feature 
extraction and classification. 

II.METHODS
Experimental Setup: EEG data were
recorded from four healthy participants (one
female, three males, 21-24 years old). During
the experiment, the subjects were asked to
complete a Graz-BCI MI task [8] for two-
class (right/left hand, 20 trials/class).
Subjects had no previous experience with
BCI. A g.tec Nautilus, 16-channels dry,
g.Sahara electrodes, EEG wireless
acquisition system was used with active-
electrodes placed on the subject’s scale
according to the standard 10-20 system.

Figure 1 (a) shows the original electrodes 
distribution, while Figure 1 (b) shows the 
mapping relationship of the spatial 
distribution of the feature graphs. 
Feature Extraction based on 
spatiotemporal energy characteristics: 
Three feature representation methods were 
tested in the experiments. Figure 1 (c) shows 
the spatiotemporal feature graph.  

The value of each pixel represents the 
normalized amplitude of a specific channel 
during a time epoch. Subsequently, short 
time Fourier Transform was used to extract 
Time-Frequency features as shown in Figure 
1 (d), represented as a graph. The 
combination of spatiotemporal characteristics 
along with energy spectrum has provided the 
most effective classification features. To 
construct these features, the band power was 
used to track amplitude modulation  at 
particular  frequencies  (8Hz-30Hz)  related 
to  motor  intention,  namely m(7 -13Hz)  and 
b (13 - 30Hz) . In other words, the power 
spectral intensity was estimated for 𝜇 and 𝛽 
band, respectively as E(m) and E(b ) . 
Subsequently, the intensity ratio p = E(m) / 
E(b ) was used as a classification feature. 
After normalization, each pixel in the feature 
graph represents the ratio of energy in each 
time epoch of every channel, which provides 
information about the spatiotemporal 
distribution of energy. Finally, interpolation 
was utilized to smooth the energy spectral 
ratio graph, as shown in Figure 1 (f). 
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RNN Framework for Classification: A 
RNN based on LSTM is trained to learn 
features from the sequences of EEG data. 
LSTM units were employed to construct each 
RNN layer, since they are less sensitive to the 
gradient vanishing and exploding problems. 
The proposed approach is designed to 
preserve the spatiotemporal and energy 
information of EEG and to extract features 
that are less sensitive to noise within each 
channel. 

III.RESULTS
The proposed method used has been
compared with other common approaches
used for motor imagery classification. The
results have been summarised in Table 1. The
first column shows results based on Common
Spatial Pattern (CSP) for feature extraction
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) for

classification implemented in Matlab. To 
improve classification performance, the EEG 
signals have been pre-processed with a 
wavelet- based technique to preserve 
frequencies between 0.1 and 40 Hz and 
removed physiological noise related to eye 
blinks [9][10]. The proposed methods have 
also been evaluated against CNNs, while 
different features extraction methods are 
evaluated at the same time. 

I.V.CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that the RNN classification
method based on spatiotemporal energy
characteristics outperforms both methods
based on CSP/SVM and CNNs. Preserving
the spatiotemporal information along with
extracting energy features plays a critical role
in the overall performance of MI tasks based
data classification.
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